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GENERAL AGREEMENTS 
This Agreement is made and entered into &&t as of tbe 1" day of July, 2005 by and between 
THB CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THB CITY OF NEW ROCHEUE, NEW YORK 
(hereider dared to as the "DiDiatrict." '%ad of Education" or '%ad" Boerd" the NEW 
ROCHBLLF; FEDERATION OF lnnTm SCHOOL EkIZpLOYggS (.hmh&wrefemd to as 
the "FUSE," 'Vnkq'' or the 'Federatian"). 
The authorized representatives of the City School Dietrict of the City of New Rochelle and the 
New Rochelle Federation of United School Bmployees hereby agree that the terms of this 
collective bargaining agreemart shall be in fi l l  fbct  and & fbr the period July 1,2005 
through June 30,2008. 
ARTICLE 1.01 PURPOSE OF TEE PARTIES 
AIthough the Board of Education is legally charged with enacting policies governing the 
aperation of the school system, the parties have entend into this Agnemcnt in the belief that the 
developmart of such policies as they d a t e  to the terns and conditions of Pedagogic and School 
Related Pggomel employmart (Section 201.4 of the Taylor Law) can be most meaningfully 
bmught about through collective negotiations between the District and the FUSE. 
ARTICLE 1.02 RECOGNITION 
The District recognizes the FUSE as the sole and exchsive representative of all Pedagogic and 
School Related Personnel as delineated in this Article. 
A. Pedagogic shall mean all persormel certified by the New York State Department 
of Education on tenure, probationary, interim and part-time appointments to 
instruct, supervia& or aid students in the regular day school or extensions thereof. 
B. Scbool Related Personnel shall mean all classified personnel employed in tbe 
competitive, nm-competitive and labor classes. 
Tbe following positions are excluded from representation by the FUSE: 
A Managerial andfor Confidential Positions. 
1) Superintendent of Schools, Asei6tant Superintendents of Schools, 
Assistants to the Superintardent. 
2) Director of Security, Treasura, Secrdaries to the Superintendent of 
Schools, S e e s  toAssistant Supelintendents of Schools, Auditor, 
Personnel Ass- in the Office of tbe Assiibnt Superimendd for 
Persurmel, Public Infomation Ofticcr, Pcraonnel Assistant and Rincial 
Clerlr in the O5ce of Civil Savice P e t ~ m ~ e l ,  Transportation Assistant, 
C l d  and Secretary of the Board of Education, Priecipal Clerk in the 
Office of the Clerk and Secntary of h e  Board of Education, Manager of 
21' Century Grants, Deputy Bllllinare Managa. 
B. Pedagogic personael employed in the following adminis~ve/supervisory titles 
Principals, House Principals, Assistant Principats, Administrative Assistant to 
Elementary Princ'i  Directors, Assistant Directors, Coordinators, Supervisors, 
. . Admrnrsrratom, and Department Chairpersona. 
C. Other Exclusio~s: Pedagogic Employees employed on an hourly or pa diem 
basis; Scbool Related Personnel employed on an body basis who ere less than 
0.50 m. 
ARTICLE 1.03 SALAIUES, WAGES AND DEDUCTIONS 
The U e s ,  wages, differentials and stipends of employeea covered by these 
Agnements and eligibility quinments t h e  are set f d  in the 
salary schedules which are attached to and made a part of the Agreement. 
:Ot Frequency of Pay 
A. Salaries and wages shall be paid by checks or d k t  deposit vouchers placed in 
sepaiate envelopes prior to their diatriiution on a twice monthly basia. Tea- 
month pedagogical empIoyees and ten- School Related Personnel shall 
have the option of having either twenty (20) or twenty-four (24) payments. The 
employee must make the choice betweer June I* and August of any year 
and may not change that choice until the following fiscal year. Notification 
shwld be made to the Assistant Superintendent for Business and Administration 
or thc Treasurer of the Dic t .  
B. An emplow wbose combined unused accrual of vacation and sick days has 
dropped below five ( 5 )  in any school year will no longer be eligible for direct 
deposit for the balance of such school ywu. In such cases, checks wiU be issued 
to the employce reflecting, insofar as possible, only the days acWly  worked 
during the preceding pay period, and the employee will be required to pick up 
and sign for the checks at the District's central administrative office. This 
provision will not be applied to employas during their fust twelve (12) months 
of employment. An employee who has been ineligible fbr direct deposit fw a 
period of two (2) consecutive yeam will ractrive a writtan warning tbat Wsha 
will be moved to the hourly employee payroll schedule if the attendonce problem 
pemists. Ifthe employee shows apattem of sporadic absmces in tbe third year 
am] his/bw combined accrual of vacation and sick days drops below fjve (5) 
days, tben he/& will be moved to the h d y  payroU schadple for m e  year, aud 
will be moved back to the regular payroll schedule at the end of the one-year 
period so long as hhhw combined accrual of vacation and sick days exceed6 five 
(S) days at such time. 
:03 Dues Cheek-Off and Agency Fee 
A. The Board of Education of the City School District of New Rochelle agrees to 
an Agency Shop for employees covered by the New Rochelle Federation of 
United S c h l  Employees bargammg unit. 
The Board agrees, in accordance witb Section 208.3 @) of Article XIV of the 
Civil Service Law ofNew York State, to deduct from tbe salary ofa  unit 
member, who is not a member oftbe FUSE, an Agency Fee in an amount 
equivalent to the dues payable by a member of the New Rochelle Federation of 
United School Employees. FUSE agrees to establish and maintain a procedure 
providing for a nfimd to any employee demanding the return of any part of wcb 
Agency Fee in accordance with applicable law. 
B. The District Bhall deduct and remit the FUSE dues to the Union on a twice 
monthly basis. Sucb dues deductions shall be made from the paychecks of 
employees who submit appropriate FUSE check-off authorizatiom. 
C. Dues and welfan fund payroll deductions (reductione) will be remitted to the 
FUSE within two (2) business days after each payroll. 
:04 C d t  Union Dedudlons 
The District shall make voluntary deductions from the paychecks of any employee for 
specified amounts to be placed in accounts with the Credit Union. 
The District shall make voluntary deductions hrn the paychecks of any employee for 
specified amounts to be forwarded to the United Way of Weatchester. 
The District shall honor written requests, imvocable for the life of the annuity contract, 
to reduce an employee's salary authorizing the Di6trict to contribute an amount equal to 
mrch reduction in salary to purchase for hidber benefit uuda Section 403(b) of the 
Meanal Revenue Code of 1954 as ameoded, a non-forfeitable Bnrmity contract. 
The District shall make the nquirad payroll deduction h h e  paycheck of m y  
employe who selects an option of haspitahlion and medical coverage, the cmt of 
which exceeds that of the Empire Plan of the New Yo* State Health I .  
p'wram. 
Any a n p l o p  who receive8 remuneration for jury duty or watkras' compensatMn while 
receiving full salary from the District shall refund such excess payment to the District 
for the period covered. 
The District shall make vollmtary deduction6 from the paychecks of any anployee for 
specified amounts to be forwarded to VotdCOPE of NYSUT. 
The District shall make voluntary deductions h m  tbe paychecks of any employees for 
specified amounts to be forwarded to the NYSUT Benefits Program. 
ARTICLE 1.04 HEXLTA: AND WELFARE 
A. The District agree to pay 95% far employees earning less than the salaty 
indicated for BA Step I, and 90% for employees earning the salary indicated for 
BA Step 1 or more, for the cost of Hospitalization and Medical Coverage for the 
employee end his/her eligible dependents, with the anployee having the choice 
of the medical plan options available. 
B. The cost to the District for any option selected by the anplop shall not exceed 
the cost of the Empire Plan of the New Yo* State Health Insurance 
pwF= 
C. At the employee's option, any employee may waive mcdical insurance coverage 
for any twelve-month period by completing and filing with the District 
appropriate forms fUrnished by the District. Any employee waiving family or 
individual coverage shall receive as salary, 50% of the premium paid by the 
District. 
Any employee who ha8 waived madical insmancG coverage for any twelve 
m d  period may, at his M her aption, elect to nstrme medical coverage during 
that twelvemanth period by completing ad filing witb tbe Digtrict m a t e  
fonns frnrdshed by the Dintrict. Any employee who rrsumes such coverage may 
not agam waive medical immm coverage during that samc tweivemonth 
period. Howeva, any employee who has waived medical insmance coverage 
may resume medical iarmraace coverage at any time because of severe hardship. 
Severe hardship shall be d e & d  as death of a spome, loss of a spousa's 
employment or loss of a spouse's medical insurance coverage. 
D. The District will pay 75% of the cost of individual health benefits and 50% of the 
cost for family health benefits for all retines who have becn employed by the 
Scbool District for at least five (5) c d  years prior to the effective date of 
TRS or ERS retirement.. 
In each year the District shaH contribute an additional percentage equal to the salary 
percent increase per employee per year, to the New Rochelle Federation of United 
S c h l  Bmplbyaes W e b e  Fund in orda for it t6 provide fot balefits such as dental 
care inrmrance, accidental death and dismmberment insmnce, eyeglass inmmce, life 
insumce and other health related benefits as the Trustees, with the consent of the 
District, may determine during the term of these Agreements. 
The parties have agreed that the per capita contniutions to the Welfm Fund for the 
duration of this Agreement shall be as follows: $1,440.90 in 2005-2W, $1,464.90 in 
2006-2007, and $1,530.90 in 2007-2008. 
:03 Day Cue Facility 
The FUSE and the District agree to catablishlrevive a committee to discuss possible 
irnplrmentation of a Day Csre facility in the District for employees' children. This 
committee will be comprised oftwo (2) members selected by the FUSE and two (2) 
members selected by the Superintendent of Schools. 
The School District will provide an Internal Revenue Code Section 125 'cafeturia"p1an 
providing salary reduction for employee portions of hospitalization md medical cost and 
dental premiums, dependent c a n  expense, and employee umeimbursed medical expense. 
:05 Tax-Defemd Vehicle for Unused SkklVrcation Days 
By January 1,2006, the School District will implement a plan which provides for mn- 
elective tax-defecred &bution of payments for ot sick leave pursuant to Article 
1.08:01(4) and payments for   used vacation at ntiremenk (including paymenta pursuant 
to Article 3.03:07@)). The plan will pmvide a d L e  variety of participant choices 
for investment options, and wi l l  also pmvide for participants who wieh to do ao to 
witfidraw their contributiom witlh a reasonably ahort period of the not to ex& sixty 
(60) days. To the extent that any employee's paymeat entitlement exceeds the amount 
which may be taxdefared, the balatlce wil l  be paid W l y  to the employee. 
ARTICLE 1.05 UNlON MATTEW 
The D i c t  and the FUSE affirm their continued support of a policy of no 
discrimination on account of age, race, creed, color, religion, nationality, handicapping 
condition, sex, marital status, political afIiliation or FUSE activity or membership. 
:02 Union Notlas and Commanleatlons 
A At least one (1) bulletin board shall be mewed in each building or wu* site for 
the use of the FUSE to post materials of concern to the FUSE aud its members. 
Such bulletin boards shall be placed in h b b  and convenient locations. 
IS. The District shall continue to allow the FUSE to use the internal mailing system 
far the distribution of notices and conespondence. 
The FUSE representatives within a building or job category shall have the right, upon 
request or three (3) days notice, to meet with the appropriate supavisor to consult, 
discuss and m l v e  matters concerning school policies, discipline, change8 of practice, 
andlor implementation or interpretation of this Agnement within the building or job 
category. The scheduling of such meetings shall not be unreasonably denied or delayed 
:04 Negotiating Team Time 
Reasonable and necessary time off shall be gmted for no more than ten (10) employees 
at any one time who are part of the FUSE Negotiating Team, who in the course of 
negotiations shall need time during normal work hours to pursue or m v e r  h m  such 
activities. Normal call-in procedm shall apply in reporting such authorized leave time. 
Such leave time shall be ~rmtlged with the prior approval of the Superintendent of 
Schools (or designee). Such leave time shall not be ch@ against the employee's pay 
or h e  allowance. 
A maximum of twenty (20) leave days shall be gnmted the FUSE far Union business 
without charge to pay or leave allowauce or ~ccmnulation. The last ten (1 0) of these 
days will be granted provided the FUSE ~ b u r s e s  the W c t  fix the cost of 
substitutes. No one employee shall be p t e d  mon than five (5) such days m any single 
fiscal year. Any unused Union days in my one (I) year can be rolled over to the next 
succeediag yuir not to excetd a maximum of thirty (30) days per year. The President of 
the FUSE shall arrange rmcb days with the Superintendent of Schools (a -). 
N m a l  call-in procedans shall apply. 
:06 Union OfReer Time 
The District and FUSB recognize their responsl'bilitiea in maintaining these 
Agnanents. Accordingly, the FUSE Negotiating Chairperson shall be 
scheduled to three (3) teaching periods and one homeroom period in non- 
negotiating years. h nugotiat& years the FUSE ~ e p t i a t i &  Chairperson shall 
k scheduled to three (3) te8chhg periods &. In both cases this schedule shall 
be in the first five (5) periods of the ~ h m l  day. 
The Praident of the FUSE shall be scheduled to work only one (1) period or its 
equivalent each day with no homeroom assignment. 
The Executive VicePreaident of the FUSE shall be scheduled to work ttuea- 
fifths (315) ofthe normal work day or its equivalent 
The FUSE Welfan Fuod Administrator shall be scheduled to work only during 
the first thres (3) periods M their equivalent. 
The FUSE Grievance ChajIpason shall be scheduled to three (3) teaching 
periods and one (1) hornemurn per day m the tirst five (5) periods. 
The Vice-President of School Related Personnel of the FUSB will have five (5) 
hours of release time per week prc-mged by the Vice-President and the 
Building Principal a d o r  Supervisor. 
Additional Bssigmnents shall be on an emergency basis only. 
N d  sign-out procedures shall apply and such employees shall hold 
themselves available for such meetings as shall be m t i a l  within the District. 
L No officer shall receive time off h r  a position co~lc~l~edltly held with another 
position. 
J. Equal time off will be made available to m y  employae who is an 0fik.c of the 
Union covered by this clause. 
:07 Conference Day 
The fust teacher working day in September will be a Saperintgulent's Conference Day 
for wbich M) students will be scheduled 
k Any FUSE member who assumes a position with the state or national unions 
shall be granted a leave of no more than three (3) full years without pay. 
B. Any FUSE member who assumes an office or a position on a committee with the 
state or national union shall be granted up to five (5) days leave with pay. No 
more than two (2) pemoos will be eligible and each person will be limited to five 
(5) dsys. The President of the FUSE shall m g e  such days with the 
Superinteodent (or designee). Normal call-in procedares shall apply. 
Subject to adequate coverage in the school buildings the District will release employees 
from non-easential dutiea h m  4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. to attend FUSE meetings for 
final ratification of the Agreement and election of FUSE officers. Any additional release 
time for FUSE meetings is subject to the approval of the Superintendent of Schools. 
:10 Copies of Agreement 
The District shall provide the N S E  with sufficient printed copies of the Agreement so 
that each person eligile for memberehip in the FUSE (plus an additional 25%) shall 
have one (1) copy of the Agreement 
:11 Seniority Lbta 
The District will aake seniority lists available for FUSE employees by April IS@' of each 
year. For School Related Personnel, the District will firrnish information to identify each 
employee's date, title and grade of initial hire, subsequent changes in title and grade, the 
numbers of implementing Board resolutions, aad breaks in service. 
:12 Job Vllranclee; New Hlrea 
Notices of all employment vacancies will be furnished to the FUSE at or behre the time 
of fhd publication. The School District will use its bat  effoats to fill all classified and 
Cwnpezitive civil d c e  vacancies within the time raq\lired by law, or as otherwise 
pennittad by the City of New Rochelle Civil Service Commission. 
The School District will provide the FUSE with copies of Board rsolntions and payroll 
authorizationformsreflcctingnewhires. 
ARTfCLE 1.06 EMPLOYEE PROTECTION 
:01 Reesons for DbdpltPe 
The reasons for the dismissal or discipline of any employee, except for layoff hr 
budgetary naeons, shall be stated in writing and made available to the employe upon 
requM. 
:02 Rigbt to Repnsclltation and Agenda 
When an interview w circumstances indicate that disciplinary action against an 
employee may be instituted, the interview shall be immediately terminated by the 
adminishator or supervisor involved and the employee shall ba given at least two (2) 
working days' notice of any further interview, the reasons fw the intmview, and 
raninded of his/ha rights of npreseatation. This requirement ahall not epply to the 
normal observations or evaluations of an employee. If the above procedtm is violated, 
neither the fact of the interview or meeting nor its substance BhalI be filed or used in any 
subsequent proceeding involving said employee. 
There shall be no nprisals of any kind taken against any employee by reason of 
membership or participation in the activities of the FUSE. 
:04 Ontslde Employment 
No restriction, otha than that of good judgment, is placed upon the fnedom of 
employees to use their own time for gabfid employment insofar as it does not int& 
with satisfactory paformance. 
:05 Personnel Fllea 
Eech employee shall have the right, upon requst to review tbe contents ofhisher 
personnel file ss maintained by the Superintendent, Principal, Chairperson, 
Supervisor or Director, excluding letters and rocommendations fbm previous 
employers and confidential college or univenrity records. Upon reviewing the file, the 
employee ahall initial the contents thereof. No maserial which bas not been initialed by 
the employee and of whkh a copy has not been givm to himma ahnll be added to the 
file. An employee refusing to initial the file cootenEa shall not preclude such mated 
h m  being included in such file. 
Such initialing is fw the purpose of establishing that the employee haa been infwmed of 
the material and is not to be construed as agnement or dkpamt with the matuiaL 
The employee shall have the right b inttoduce inb hisha file any rmpimse to the 
material. Material included in an emplayrx's file other thau under the conditions set 
forth above shall not be used adversely against himmer. An employee nqueeting the 
opplmity to review hisher file shall be informed of other file8 in the Dic t  that bear 
hidhcr name, so that hdshe may review the file if so desired 
All employees and administrators are required to report to the Superintendent any and all 
cases of assault suffered by an employee in m e c t i o n  with h i d m  employment. 
The Superintendent shall acknowledge receipt of such reporb. The District agrees to 
provide legal counsel to defend any employee in any action arising out of an assault on 
the employee or any discitinary action b h n  against a student or intruder by an 
employee. However, this duty to defend an employee is conditioned upon notification 
of the District by the employee within fiRca (15) wok days of the comme~cement of 
this action as set fottb in sections 3023 and 3028 of the Education Law. The following 
procedures are to be followed without exception in all instancca involving alleged 
physical confrontations between students or intruders and employaes: 
A An initial attempt shall be made to contact the Superintendart (or designee) to 
advise that an incident has taken place. The Superintendent (or designee) shall 
thereupan immediately notify the President of the FUSE of the iucident. 
8. A meeting shall then be arranged between the employee and the administrator in 
charge of handling he incident Prior to any c o n v d o n  between the anploy# 
and the administrator with regard to the incident, a conference call shall be 
arranged among the employee, the administrator and school counsel during 
which: 
1) The school counsel shall immediately inform the employee of hislher 
rights under law and shall provide the employee such information in a 
written document subsequently which shall further state the readiness of 
the school counsel to assist the employee by: obtaining hrn the police 
andlor the administrator relevant infodm concerning the accused; 
accompanying the employee in comt eppcarances; and acting in other 
appmpriate ways as liaison among employee, potice and courts. 
2) The school counsel shall conduct a preliminary investigation of the 
incident. 
3) 'J'he echaol cou119el shall then make known tbs various optians which are 
available to the q l o p  and the Didrjct. 
C. No emplop &an be questioned with regard to such an incident d after 
helahe haa bad an o p p d t y  to speak to school counsel and/or a FUSE 
repnsentative. En the event that it is not possiilt to contact the Superintdent 
(or desigoee) prior to the confenncc call with scbool conusel, m h  contact must 
be made as soon as p d b l e  thenafter. 
ARTICLE 1.07 OFFICIAL WORK YEAR CALENDARS 
:01 Pedagogic Employee# 
A The District and the FUSE to the sche.dding of school according to the 
negotiated school calendar. 
B. The school year calendar shall include recess breaks of at least one (I) full 
calendar week at Christmas, Mid-Wmter and Spring. 
C. Martin Luthu King, Jr, Day shall be observed 8s a day off. 
D. At the gfBpt of the school year, in the elementary schools, no studarts will be 
scheduled for the kt day (the Superintendent's Conference Day), and for only 
onehalf (%) day on the day following. The latter half of those two (2) days will 
be used by the M for teacher pPtperation in order to perfom profeagional 
duties which directly affect the welcoming of students, such as classroom 
preparation, obtaining textbooks and supplies. At the conclusion of the school 
year, the last three (3) days shall be onehalf (%) days for students and the 
remainder of those days for the completion of teachers' profdonal 
responsibilities. It is to be understood that thue will be no workshops or 
meetings of my kind during the half days at either the beginning of the schwl 
year or at the conchsion of the school year. 
E. Snow days or emergency days requiring tbe closing of school will be made up if 
necessary to avoid losing state aid. Such make-up days shall be subject to 
agwement between the District and the FUSE. 
:02 Scbool Related P e n o ~ e l  
A. The District and the FUSE agnt to the scheduling of the work year according to 
the negotiated 12-montb calendar for all 12-month School Related Personnel. 
B. All 12-mth S c h l  Related Penomel shall receive tk holidays mpkd by 
law and provided by the negotiated 12mronth calendar. 
C. All ten-month S b l  Related Pereonncl's work year shall follow the negotiated 
school calender for pedagogic employeen in accordance with practice and policy 
witbin the Dietrid 
D. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day shall be observed as a day o& 
A. Every effort will be mede to complete school calendar6 and 12rmonth calendars 
for the 2005-2006,2006-2007 and 2007-2008 work years no later then April I* 
of the precedmg work year. 
B. It is anticipated that these cal& will have the traditional form and 
codiguraeiou of previous calendars. 
ARTICLE 1.08 LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
1) During the 6mt duee (3) years of service, new employees shall receive 
ten (10) cumulative days aanualiy for illness. During their fourth and 
fiftb years of service, employees shall receive filben (15) cumulative 
days 4 y  for illness. 
2) ThtgeaRer employas shall receive. twenty (20) cumulative days annually 
for illness. 
3) Each employee shall be entitled to an accumulation for the unused portion 
of each year's leave to a maximum of a full school year at full salary. 
During any school year, accumulaton may rise an additional twenty (20) 
days to two hundred (200) days except that on the last day of any school 
year the accumulation will be reduced to one hundred eighty (180) days. 
4) The District shall pay employees for accumulated unused sick days in the 
two (2) years immediately preceding retirement to a maximum of two 
hundred twenty (220) days, as follows: $30.00 per day for the Grst 100 
days; $40.00 pea day for d i p  from 101 through 150; $70.00 per day for 
days from 15 1 through 210, and $80.00 per day for days from 2 1 1 
through 220. School Related Personnel may choose to reserve one 
hundred sixty-five (165) of those days for the New York State 
Employees' Retirement System, under Scction 41 1. To qualify for this 
payment, the mig~ation must be effective at the sad of a school year or a 
semester break, witb notice given an a befon October 1 fm a semester 
brealr, md on or before March 1 for the end of a school yesr, however, 
this requirement will be waived where the employee is unable to give tbe 
requisite notice by ressc~~ of a serious pasonal illness or serious illness in 
the immediate f*. 
5 )  Other S i c k h v e  
Continuing Education snd Smmna Session employees shall receive two 
(2) days sick lcave per year in that capacity. Extended Day School 
employees shall meive two (2) days sick leave per semester in tbat 
capacity. 
Application for pay f a  reasom of personal illneas must be made in writing on 
forms provided to the Superintendent of Schools through the Principal or 
Supervrwr at the md of the muntb during which such absence occm and must 
be approved in writing by the Superintendent. Application must be accompanied 
by the attending physician's certificate. If such absena does not exceed b e e  
(3) consecutive days, the physician's certificatt may be waived by the 
Superintendeat of Schools. 
C. Notification 
Absence for any reason other than personal illness must be applied for in writing 
in advance of euch absence if time permits, and approved, whether in writing or 
verbally, and such approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. Such 
application must contain the signam of the appropriate qerviwr(s) concemed 
on the day of the anticipated absence. 
If, because of lack of time in an emergeocy situntion, permission is sought and 
granted orally, such permission must be confinned by a letter of nquest 
countersigned by the appropriate supervisor. 
D. Compensation Leave 
1) When an ernployee ia absent from work as a d t  of job-related injury or 
illness which is dttermined to qualify for benefits under the Workcrs' 
Compmsation Law, available sick leave accruals shall first be used, and 
shclhe shall then be entitled to restoration of my paid sick leave taka as 
a result of such illness or iqiury, which shall be restored pro rata based on 
the award of the W O W  Cornpensstion B o d  An employee in herlhis 
f b t  three yram of employment in the School District who is absent from 
work ae a re& of job-relstsd injury or illness which is determined to 
qualify for benefits under tfre Worlrere' Compensation Law shall be 
entitled to borrow limn the following year's sick leave accrual to the 
extent neces4ary to m v a  the abmce, and s W e  ahall be entitled to 
restoration of any paid sick leave taken as a anault of such illness or 
iqiury, which shall be restored pro rata based on the award of the 
Workers' Campensation Board. 
Any amount of salary payable pursuant to this Section shall be redud by 
the amount of any workns' Campensation a w d  for temporary dieability 
due to said injury or illnw for the paid for which such salary is paid. 
3) The Board shell have the right to have the employee exmined by a 
physician designated by the Board for the purpose of establishing the 
imgth of time during which the anployec is t&pmily disabled from 
performing hialher duties; and, in the event that thm ie no adjudication 
by the appropriate pubk authority as to the p e h d  of tempomy disabiity 
then the opinion of said physician as to the duration of said period shall 
controt 
4) Thereafter, h&e may elect in writing h i h  desire to receive the sick 
leave benefits, as beaein provided witb full salary to be paid to himmer 
during the period of hiahex disability; such written election shall be filed 
with the Superintendent of Schools (or Cle& and Secretary to the Board 
of Education) not to exceed the period of hislher accumulated and unused 
sick Leave time. The time during which hdshe is 6-0 paid shall be 
deducted from hMer accumulated and unused sick leave allowance. 
E. Annnd Sick Luve Report 
The District shall make cvny effort to pmvide employees with a written 
statement of their accumulated sick leave by no later than the first payroll in 
September. 
:02 Types of Laveti 
A. Leave for U e s s  
Any employee whose personal illness extends beyond tbe period compensated 
for unda :O I, A, above, shall be granted a leave of absence without pay for such 
time as is necessary for complete recovery h m  such ilhem for a maximum of 
one year. The Didct shall infionn the employee of hidm right to tile a waiver 
of health insufance premiums. 
B. Paid Lmca - CLargwble to Albmcea 
Leavar of absence not to exceed six (6) days in my one school year, with pay 
chargcable against the employee's allowance rmda 1.08:01, A., above, end 
subject to the provisions of l.OB3l1, A., above shall be granted for the followhg 
nawms: 
Time off m excess of two (2) days fbr d death m tbe immediate family 
(up to five (5) days). Immediate family members are defined to include 
parent, or parent in-law, Erandparent, spouse, child, brother, sister, 
brother-in-law, sister-in-law, or my member of the pmanmt howehold 
of which tbe employee is e part or for whom tbe emplow is responsible. 
One (1) day when necessary in the case of an emagency illness in a 
family to enable an employee to make anangements for necessary 
medical or numing can. 
Attendance at a ceremony awarding a degree to an employea for rmch 
portion of the day as is necessary. 
One (1) day, except when travel requires additional time, for attendance 
at the college graduation of a son, daughter, husband or wife. 
Time necessary for the conduct of personal affairs which cannot normally 
be handled outside working horn, such a, performance of religious 
obligations, medical and dental appointments (when such appointments 
cannot be made at any other time), legal nquinments, and incumbent 
moving from one d d e n c e  to another on day movers make such move. 
Up to six (6) days in the event of serious illues8 requiring bedside or 
household attention by the employee for hidher spouse, child, parent, 
pmt-in-law or sibling; but this leave m y  not be taken more than one 
time in my year (regardless of the number of days used) and any days 
must be used consecutively. 
The Superintendent of Schools, at hidher discretion, may waive the 
restrictions of clauses (1) and (2) above, to the maximum of six (6) days 
as provided in this d o n .  
Employees who have accumulated fifty (50) or more days of leave for 
illness need not submit a statement of reasons for a maximum of two (2) 
days personal leave pa year under the provisions of this clause, Uvee (3) 
personal days when accumulated m e  hundred (1 00) sick days, and five 
(5) personal days when one hundred eighty (1 80) have been accumulated. 
Howevet, they thcy nonotify the Superintendent of Schools through nwnal 
c b l s  of their intention to be abscllt in awxdmx with the provieions 
of this clause, and all other normal pmcedms and practices shall apply. 
This doee not increase the n& of penwnal days beyond the pnseat 
allowance of six (6) per year. Employees may not use mon than three (3) 
consecutive unspecified personal days without prior rpproval of the 
Superintendent of Schools; employees who wish to use ~pecilied personal 
days for confidential medical reasons may communicate such reason to 
the Assistant S q m h h c k t  for Personnel. 
In addition to the hefits  available undn sub-paragraph B., above, learn of 
absence with pay and not chargeable against the employee's allowance or subject 
to the provisions of 1.08:01, k, above, shall be granted for the following 
reasons: 
1) Time neceawy for a#endance at the fuatral service of a penwn whose 
relationship to the employee wananta such atk&nce. 
2) Time required when an employee is summoned for jury service. 
3) Cout qpemma 8s a w i m  in my case connected with the 
employee's employment by the District. 
4) Approved visitation at othet schools. 
5) Leave required as a result of an illmss or injury sustained in the course of 
employment M a result of assault. Such leave shall not be chargeable 
against the employee's allowance up to a maximum of £Been (15) work 
months. 
6) The tirst two (2) days of time off for any death in the immediate family. 
D. Absences Prior to or After Holidays 
Leaves of absence with pay shall not be granted under B above for the day 
immediately pmx@ or immediately following a holiday paiod except for 
pgsonal illnesa or death in the immediate family, unltss prior approval is 
nceived h m  the Superintendent of Schools. 
A Absences related to pregnancy, miecwiage, tamiaortion of a pngnancy, and 
childbirth shall be tmded as any other ilmess or disability for the pmposce of this 
Agreement. So tbat the S c h d  District may plan fix the orderly trensfa of 
rtspondditie-s, an employee who anticipates the birth or adoption of a child 
should, whenever possible, give at leest three (3) montbs prior notice to the 
Assistent Supehtendemt fix Pasormel. 
B. An employee who has given birth to a child &an, if the employee so requests, be 
presumed to ba ill War disabled foIlowing the birth of the child, end shall be 
entitled to paid parental leave to be treated as sick leave without anyreqhnent  
for medical documentation, fot a period of up to thirty (30) comxutive work 
days during the ten (10) we& immediately following the birth. If such 
employee does not have thirty (30) accrued aud unused sick days available, the 
District will advance sufficient days to allow the full period, with the days so 
advanced to be nimbursed at the rate of 500h of the yearly allowance in 
subsequent school years. To the extent tbat an employee also requests leave 
pursuant to the Family Medical Leave Act, then medical documentation as 
authorized by the Family Medical Leave Act may be required. 
C. An employee who has adopted a child shall be entitled to paid parental leave for 
the purpose of adoption proceedings, travel time and bonding with tbe new child 
to be deducted h m  .sick leave for a period of up to thirty (30) consecutive work 
days during the ten (10) weeks immediately following the adoption. If such 
employee does not have h t y  (30) m e d  wd unused sick days available, the 
District will advance sufficient days to allow the hll period, with the days so 
advanced to be reimbursed at the rate of 50% of the yearly alIowance in 
subsequmt school years. 
D. An e m p l o p  whose spouse or domestic pertner Im given birth to a child shall be 
entitled to paid parental leave for a period ofup to five (5) consecutive work days 
during the ten (10) weeks knmediately following tbe birth. If such employee 
does not hwe five (5) accrued and unused sick days available, the District will 
advance sufficient days to allow the full period, with the days so advanced to be 
reimbursed at tbe rate of 50% of the yearly allowance in rmbsequmt school years. 
E. A parental leave of absence without pay &all be granted upon request to my 
employee who bean, adopts, or t ~ ~ ~ m n t s  l e d  nspombility for a child. 
1) Wherever possible, a request foa a parental leave should be made at least 
three (3) months before the bcgianing of the leave. 
2) Such a leave shall be p t e d  for the full semester (the seanester of birth 
or semcster of adoption)+ during which a child is expected to ba born to 
or adoptad by an employee or the emplop's spouse and, in addition, 
either for the semester b e k  the semestea of birth or adoption or the 
s a n e  after the sernestec of birth or adoption within ths same school 
year. (Zn the application of the terms of this paraga@ only, the month 
of July and August shall be COllSidered part of the fill saneeter). 
'6 m o ~ t h s  - & h l  Aelated Per~~Anel .  
3) Such leave shall be gantcd fw an additional Bchool year, and may be 
extdcd for another school year, upon application to the Supaintendeot 
and approval by the Board of Education Pareatal leave shall be available 
ta only onc (1) of the parents in tiK went both are employed 
simultaaeously by the District 
:04 Other Governmental Service Lem 
k Leave of absence will be granted for up to two (2) yeam to any employee who 
j o b  Viata, the Peace Carps or any other governmentally sponsomi service 
programs as a full-time participant. 
B. Any peaiod so served shall be applied to the appropriate eslary schedule set forth 
in thia Agreement as if such period had bem saved by the employee in the 
District 
:05 Coaveation or Conferem Leave 
k The Superintendent, with reasouable limitation as to time and the number of 
individuals involvd, will grant canvention or confemce leave. 
B. Expenste for a#endance at conventions or confe~~11~~8 wil l  be paid by the Board 
of Education within the h i $  of the amount budgeted for such expenses. 
Expcnsts which will be reimbursed are limited to those allowed by State law and 
approved on Request for Travel F o m .  
Employees interested in attending a convention or conferetlce should estimate the 
expenses thatof, secure the approval of their principal or supervisor, and file 
their request with the Supaintendent at least two (2) we& in advance of the 
convention or conference. 
C. Employees attending a convention or conference will be required to submit a 
short written report to the Superintendent highlighting the meetings. 
:06 Return ARer Leave of Absence 
A. Pedagogic employees who have been granted leaves of absence shall no@ the 
Superintendent in writing of their intention to resume work at the beginning of 
the easldog semc3tw. Such notice shall ba given by the Mowing dates: 
TYPE OF LBAVB 
For Illness: August la; January 3d. 
For Child-Related & #a h e s :  Apd 1'; November 15*. 
& Except where otherwise requiml by Civil Service Law or Regulation, or sick 
lave, or child-related leave, no absence without pay p t e d  to School Related 
Pasamre1 I d  exceed three (3) months' duration. Notification of intent to 
return to employment upon the Gxpiration of such leave of absence shall be 
received in writiug by the Assistant Superintendent far Business and 
Administration no later than fourteen (14) days prior to the expiration date of 
said leave. 
If the School District has, prior to the end of a leave, sent a written reminder by 
cfttified or registered mail, return receipt requested, to an employee on leave of 
hidher obligation to give notice ofintart to retum to work as provided in 
Paragraphs A and B above, an employee who fails to give the nqaired notice by 
the later of (i) the applicable date set forth in Paragraphs A and B above or (ii) 
seven (7) days aAer the written d d e r  from tbe School District shall be 
~mclusively presmned to have abandoned hi#her employment. h employee 
who claims to have been mcapacitated frmn giving such notice may challenge 
this presumption through the grievance and arbitration procedure. 
D. To the extent possible, d l  employees returning h m  leaves of absence shall be 
mtored to the same position they held at the time leave was granted. 
:07 Sick Bank 
A. Goai 
To maintain a sick bank to be used by nnployea of the District for long term 
illneases after exhausting their own accumulated and current sick days as 
provided by the contract. 
Participation in the sick bank shall ba voluntary for d l  m e m h  of the FUSE 
bergaining unit, but only those that belong to the sick bank may receive any of its 
benefits. Bnrollment ahaU be during the month of September each year. 
Assessments may be at aay time. 
1) Upon joining the sick bank a manber shall mntribute two (2) sick days. 
Assessments, thenafter, shall be for o w  day at a time. 
2) Renewaf of the sick bank shall come whenever the sick bank MIS below 
500 days. 
1) An Administrative Committee shall be made up of three (3) appoint= of 
the Supinkadent and and (3) )apointes of the FUSE President. The 
Committee sball make decisions regarding the use of the sick bank by 
eligible employees. 
2) Any dsputea ova Committee decisions by members ahall be decided by 
the Committee and there shall be no appeal. 
3) The District shall pay for any medical examination d e e d  advisable by 
the Committee under the District's rights in the contract. 
4) Deliberations of the Committee shall be confidential and may not be used 
in any other pmcedure institutai by the District. Only the disposition of 
the request wi l l  be published. 
Full-time employee of the City School District and eligible to be a member 
of the FUSE bargaining unit. 
A member of the sick bank. 
Exhaustion of accumulated and cumnt sick days by the member. 
This sick bank may not be used in cases involving Workers' 
Compensation. 
The sick bank may not be used for n o d  disabilities that arise out of 
pregnancies or child birth. Exceptians may be made to this rule by the 
Administrative Committee. 
Requests for absences due to childhood diseases contracted as a result of 
exposure in the buildmg shall be epplied directly to the sick bank and not 
to the employee's sick leave allowance. 
F. WHhdzawah from the Bank 
1) During y m  1-3 in the Districf the maximum days grauted shall be fifteen 
20 
(I 5) beyond my accumulated daya 
l h i n g  years 4-5 in the District, the maximum days granted ahan be 
twentyfive (25) days beyond any d a t e d  days. 
There shall be a one h& eighty-two (162) day maximmn limit for 
members who have been fall-time employees for over five (5) jrears. 
Exceptions may be made to these maximums by the Administrative 
Committee in m u d  situations. 
On retlrm to work h m  an extended illness rmy memba will meive a 
prorated allotmeat for the remainder of the year. This allotmeat is to be 
shared equally by the sick bauk and the District. This allotment may 
become part of the accumulated balance for the following year. 
G. Membership Wltbcfrmal 
Any member of the sick bauk may resign at any time but is not entitled to any 
benefits or the retmn of him waived sick days hdshe may have contributed to 
the sick bank. He/she may rejoin d&g the e m o h t  period in any yca~. 
ARTICLE 1.09 MArnRs MIR CONTINUING STUDY 
All matters ofjoint concern to the District and the FUSE which have not been resolved as of the 
signing of the Agreanmt remain as matters to be discussed and studied jointly during the term of 
this,Agregncnt. Any of them may be refemd to an apprapriately constituted committee. 
ARTICLE 1.1 0 ADMSORY COMMMTEE OF EMPLOYEES 
The Board and the FUSE agnx to the esEablishrnent of a committee whose permanent 
members shall be the Superintendent and the President of the FUSE. Each may 
designate two (2) other members of the committee. 
The committee shall be called the ACE. The ACE shall meet at least once a month or 
more fkquently by mutual agreement. Agendas for meetings of the ACE are b be 
submitted, either verbally or in writing, at least twentyfour (24) horn prior to each 
meeting. 
It shall be the province of the ACE to review, discuss md seek solutions on matters 
related but not limited to implementation of pruvious agreements and undnstandings 
and other cmployte concerns. 
:04 The ACE is not intended to supplant the S q e h k d d s  or the Board's authority. 
ARTICLE 1.11 GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
The object of the parties is to encourage the pmmpt and informal resolution of 
gciev- as tbey arise and before recourse is sought in tfbe more formsi procedures 
deacribd henia F&, nothing in this conbct shall be amstn~ed to prevent any 
employee b m  pnsenting a grievance or dis&i a problem hhrmally with any 
supervisor or administrator. 
A "grievance" shall mean a complaint by an aggrieved party that: 
1) there has been as to himher or it a violation, misinterpntation or 
inequitable application of any of the provisions of this Agreement, or that 
2) the complainant has been Enated inequitably or by reuson of any act or 
condition which is cantray to established policy or practice governing or 
affeding emplow. 
A "grievance" shd not apply to any matter in which: 
1) a method of review is prescribed by law, or by any rule or regulation of the 
State Commissioner of Education having the force and effect of law, or by 
any bylaws of b e  B o d  of Education, or 
2) the Board of Education ia without authority to act. (Nothing contained in 
this Article or elsewbere in this Agmment shall be construtd to deny to 
any employee the rights under Section 15 of the New Yorlc Civil Rights 
Law, the State Education Law or under applicable Civil Service Laws 
andlor Regulations). 
B. Aggrieved Party 
An aggrieved party shall mean any employee, group of emplow having the 
same grievance, or the FUSE. Each may pment and process grievsnces. 
C. Days 
Where number of deys mdicate the time periods in this procedure, the reference 
is to working days except in Step 3, Arbitration, w h m  calandar days are 
mdicatd The maximum numbers of days stated in this pmwhe can be 
extended by agnrment between the p d e a  
Meetings eball be held at a time and place which will afford a fair and m a b l e  
oppo*ty far all perma entitled to be p e n t  to anend. No ernplop shall 
wffer loss ofpay or sick leave allowance 8s a rermh of such atternlance. 
B. Representation 
An employee is entitled to a representative of hisher own choice except tbat no 
rmch rcpreseutative may be m o B c a  of any employee organization othw than 
the FUSE. 
The employee grievant shall be present when being represented in the grievance 
procedure, unless the grievant declines such opportunity in which case the FUSE 
may nevertheless p e e d  with the processing of the gxievrmce. The FUSE may 
appeal the decision on my grievance that is droppal by an aggrieved party, at any 
step- 
The FUSE shall receive copies of all grievances filed, shall be notified of the 
time and place of my meetings, and shall receive copies of all decisions rendered 
at each step in this procedure. It may be represented at each meeting and make 
its views known. 
:04 Availability of Information 
The District will make available to any aggrieved party mdlor hider repnsentativt, and 
the FUSE, all data (or copies of data) not privilm unda law which is within the 
possession of the District and which bears on the issum raised by the aggrieved party. 
A grievance shall be submitted in writing, stating the ticla on which it is bsead, 
the relief sought and signed by the aggrieved patty. 
Griwawes shall bc submitted in writing within ninety (90) calendar days afta the 
grievant hew of the alleged act@) giving rise to the grievance. 
B. Step 1 - Immediate Supervisor 
1) The aggrieved party submits the grievaucc to the eppropriate building 
principal, system-wide aupervisar or odministcator who is directly 
involved, wfio wilt mange ameeting within five (5) days of receipt of the 
written grievance. 
2) Where the grievance involves the board gmups of employees, or system- 
wide grievances, the aggrieved party will submit the grievance directly to 
Step 2, the Supeslntendenf (or hislbes designee) who wiU arrange a 
meeting within five (5) days of receipt of the written grievance. 
3) Thesupervisororadmtntstrator a .  served with a griey~llce is required to sign 
the grievance as acknowledgment of its acceptance. 
4) The Bupentisor or administrator served with a grievance shall d e r  a
written decision within five (5) day efter the meeting on the griagnce is 
concluded 
5 )  If the matter is not satiafactody nsdlved at the S t q  1 level, then the. 
initial grievance may be appealed to the Superintendeat (or designee) in 
Writing within fifteen (15) days a f f e r  the receipt of the written decision at 
step 1. 
C. S@I 2 - Superintendent of Schools 
The Superintendeat (or designee) shall arrange for a meeting within five (5) days 
after receipt of an appeal h m  Step I, and will render a written decision witbh 
tea (10) days after the meeting is concluded. 
D. Step 3 - Arbitration 
1) If any matter is not satisfactorily resolved at the Supaintmdenfs level 
(Step 2) then the grievance may proceed to Arbitration (Step 3). 
2) Arbitration shall be initiated only by the FUSE filing a notice of arbitration 
with the Superintendent of Schools and tlm Ameican Arbitration 
Association (AAA). Tbe notice shall bc filed within one month af!er the 
receipt of the denial of the ~cvaace or appeal by the Supgipteudeot of 
Schools (or designee), or tlm n d p t  of hisher msponse. 
The notice shall include a brief statement of the issuer to be decided by the 
arbitratm and the provisions of the con~ract involved. 
The AAA &all appoint one of a pmel of threa (3) mbitratm (to be 
designated by mutual agreement of the partit%) to t o e  in rotation, as 
available, for the cases sabmitted. The voluntary labor arbitration rules of 
the AAA shall apply to the proceeding insofar as they relate to the 
hearings, fees and expenses. 
The arbitrator's fee will be shared equally by the District and the FUSE. 
The arbitrator sball issue hisher written detamination and award not later 
than ihhty (30) days fmm the close of hearings, or if oral hearings h e  
been waived then fnrm the date of transmission of the final statements and 
proofs to the arbitmtor, 
The determination and award of the mbitra!~ shall bc r c n d d  to the 
District and the FUSE and shall be advisory. No judgment may be enttred 
t h m n  However, the parties agree to give good faith consideration to 
hidber recommendations. 
The District agrees that the question of whather or not a grievnncc is 
arbitrable shall be detmnined by the arbitrator. The District agrees to 
accept the arbitrator's decision on the arbitrability of the matter before 
himmu. 
E. Special Procedum 
I )  In the event a grievrmce rrrises at the end of a school year, the time limit8 
set forth herein will be ruluced so that the grievance pmxdure may be 
exhausted prior to the end of the school tcmr 
2) Grievances arising h m  the action of officials other than t h m  listed in 
Step I may be initiated and prpcessed with such official initially. Where 
appropriate, such grievances may be initiated at Step 2. 
1) Faihrrt at my step of the procedun to communicate the decision on a 
grievance witbin the specified time limits permit the aggrievad party 
2) The time limita specifred in any step of tfiie procube may be extended, in 
any specific by mutual agnanent. 
G. Exdasfvlty 
The grievamx procedure shall be the sole and exclusive m& of resolving 
employee grievances in the School District. 
ARTICLE 1.12 DURATION OF AGREEMENTS 
This Agreement and each of its provisions shall be e&ctive as of July 1,2005 and shall 
continue through June 30,2008. 
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF THIS 
AGREEMENT REQUlRINQ LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PEBh4lT ITS 
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE 
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE 
APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL. 
ARTICLE 1.13 CONFORMITY TO LAW 
:01 If any provision of thie Agreement is or at my time ehall be contrary to law, thm such 
provision shall not be applicable or performed or enforced, except to the extent permitted 
by law, and any substitute action shall be subject to appropriate consulcation and 
negotiation with the FUSE. 
:02 In the even! that any pmvismn of this Apemeat is or shall at any time be contrary to 
law, all other provisions of this Agreement shall continue in effect. 
ARTICLE 1.14 FUTURE NEGOTIATIONS 
Negotiations for a subsequent Agreemeat will c a m m w  no later than February 1 5 ~  in the final 
year hereof for all items upon request of either party filed two (2) weeks before such date. It is 
the purpose of the parties to pmvide for negotiations thereafter so that a subsequent Agreement 
may, if possible be consummated no later than May ljrn prior to expiration. 
ARTICLE 1.15 NEW COMPACT FOR LEARNING 
Under the Compact for Learnin& Site-Based Committees which want to explore new methods 
or conditions that violate the Apement may do so, as long as three conditions are met: 
1) 75% of the staff affected mart approve. 
2) A msjority of the FUSE B o d  of ReprWcmtativcs agrees. 
3) Principal must agree. 
PEDAGOGIC CONDITIONS 
ARTICLE 2.01 WORKING CONDITIONS 
A. All duties, assignments, and salary a d  &all be mnde in an equitable feshion. 
B. Facilities 
The pixties recognize that the availability of satisfactory school facjlitias fw both 
student and teacher is nectssary to i n m  the high quality of education which is 
the goal of both the FUSE and the B o d .  In addition, it is recognized that the 
primrtry duty and nsponsibility ofthe Wet is to teach and teat the organization 
ofthe school and the Bchool day should be directed at i n h g  that the energy of 
the teacher is primarily utilized to this end. 
A. The school day in the schools shall be as follows in Chart 1, 
B. All pedagogic staff shall be entitled to a duty lunch period of forty-five (45) 
minutes in the middle and senior high schools, and a minimum of sixty (60) 
minutes in the elementary schools except for a teacher who may be on a rotating 
"On Call" duty. 
C. Some positions may require hours which are different fium ttme of regularly 
assigned classroom teachem. Appropriate adjustment in the working day or 
working year may be made if it results in no inmase to the length of the work day 
or work year except in those cases where staffreceivos a stipmd or compensatim 
beyond the basic salary schedule. Such adjustments shall Grst be discwed with 
the FUSE. 
:03 Profeseional Commitments and Completion of M u  
The Bod and the FUSE agree that mmy of the profemioaal commitments of pedagogic 
staff extend beyond the clrmmm. The Board and the FUSE also agree that by prior 







l%h policy h o t ,  however, to be construal M excusing s t a £ f h  District, echo01 or 
department meetings or . . 've supervisory cod- andlor elementary school, 
staffmectings. Furthermoiq pmticipation in a reasonable numba of extra help sessions 
for students is recognized to be an integral pat  of the teacher's profes~ional obligd0118. 
The above policy does not preclude my special assignments staff may have as long as 
those dutiee do not conflict with otha clauses of this Agreement. 
CHART I 
INSTRUCTIONAL HOURS 
Teachem and other 
professional staff 
check in no later 
than ................ 8:lOam. 
Teachers and othm 
pmfessioasl staff 
at assigned place 
of duty no latea 
than ................. 8:lS a.m. 
Under normal 
cirnrmstances 
bculty shaU leave 
the school no 
earlier than.. ....... 3:30 p.m. 
All elementary 
teachen and other 
protksional staff 
shallretumtotheu 
c b m s  after lunch 







8:15 am. 8:25 am.* 
None of the foregoing shall be interpreted as limiting the professional respansibilities of 
teachers as stated in Section :03 of this Article. 
Under normal ciraunstamces, f d t y  shall be at tkeir auigmipiace ofduty no loler 
than 8:25 a.m., except in those situations where bus schedules and orridor supvision 
reqrtire an earlier atrival on the part of teachers. 
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:W Teaching A@pmentr - General 
A Teachem and other pmfessMnal MBhall not be assigned outside the mpe of 
their teachiag cartific&j or their major or mmor fidds of study except m 
ampgency situations (which shall be limited to one ytsr) and in tbose sItua!ions 
where particular aptitudes or abilities may be necded to d s t  in the 
implementatian of the educational program. In this latter instance, assignment out 
of the major or minor field of study shall be voluntary. 
B. Teachers who will be affected by change of grade asgigomcut in the elementary 
school grrrdes will be notified and consulted by their p ~ G @ s  as soon as 
practicable and under n d  circumstances within thbty (30) day  before the end 
of the school yaw. Such changes will be voluntay a9 fiu as possible. Whenever 
practicable t e n d  teachers should not be assigned to other grades. 
C. T e a c h  who will be affected by changes of subject assignment m the secondary 
school grades win be notified end consulted by their principals as soon as 
practicable and unda n m a l  cimstnnces at least thirty (30) Qrys before the end 
of the w h l  year. Such changer, will be voluntary as far as possible. 
:05 Tneber Assignmwtr - New Rochelle Elgb Sehool 
A. Teaching essignments in New Rochelle High School shall be twenty-five (25) 
instructional paiods per week and fin (5) massigned pnparetion periods per 
week. 
B. The FUSE and the District agree that supervisory periods are not a productive use 
of professional stafftime. At the game time, it is the professional duty of these 
staff members to use an equivalent pariod of time per weak to work with 
colleagues or their regularly assigaed students to further educational goals of the 
District. 
C. Trade and technical teachm, home and careas teachers and science leachem with 
laboratories as part of the science cwrse shall not be assigwd to supervisory 
periods and, except in those situations where space limitations a, require, these 
teachers shall not be assigned a homeroom. 
D. The teaching assignment of trade and technical teachers shall be consistent with 
the requirements of the courses of study. 
E. Should scheduling require the assumption of some duty such as study or hall d ~ t y  
during a free period of any given day, the teacher will be n l d  fimm an equal 
puiod of supwvised study or activity, during that day or on another day of the 
same week (or 5day period). 
F. It is m&ed that during a period of double sessions exact adbeme to these 
stdads may not be possible in the case of physical education t e a c h .  
However, where additional teaching assignmeats are m a z y ,  the teacha 
involved shall not be assigned to additional supavisory paiods. Assignments to 
additional classw sball be made in an equitable hhioa aud, within the context of 
this scatemeat, class aeSignmea$ shall not exceed thirty (30) piods per week 
G. Wherever possible and practicable, teachere scheduled to advance placement 
courses at New Rochelle High School shall be assigned to a teaching load of 
twenty (20) in&uctional paiods per week It is understood that tbis provision 
will result in priority considdon in assignment of advancad placemeat teachers 
to instructional paiods during lbe a c b l  yerw 2001-2004 and it is further 
lmderstood that additional Btaff shall not be employed to implement thia clnuse 
during the school yaus 2001-2004. 
8. The following provision is applicable only w h e  then exists a &-period school 
session: with the exception of science labs and vocational education c18eSa ewy 
efirt is to be made to avoid having a teacher W h  five (5) coasacutjve periods. 
Whmver it is necessary to schedule five (5) c6mmtive teach@ periods, 
equitable rotation of teachers in such assignmmta a 1  be scheduled from year to 
year. 
L High School teachen will provide a minimum of two (2) scheduled periods of 
extra help per week, of which at least one (1) wiU be after school and one (1) may 
be before school. One (1) afternoon period shall be a "walk-in" session, and the 
otha shall be by student sign-up the previous day. If no students have registered 
for the "sign-up" session, the teacher shall not be required to remain far it.. 
:06 Teaching Assignmenb - Wdle  Schools 
A. The teaching assignment in &e middle schoole shall be hKenty-five (25) teaching 
periods and five (5) unassigned p repdon  periods per week. 
8. The FUSE and the District agree that superuisory periods are not a productive use 
of professional staff time. ~t the same time, it is the pmfessional duty of these 
staff membas to use an equivalent period of time per week to work with 
oo11eqw or their regularly assign& shldents to fuaher educational goals of the 
District. Rofessional staff are expected to devote at laat three (3) masigned 
periods per week to team me&@ and otha f o r d  consultation with colleagues 
on educational mattas. 
C. Middle School teachm will provide a minimum of two (2) scheduled periods of 
extra he$ per wedc, of which at least one (1) will be after school 
A. Wherevca pmi i le  and practicable, spccial teachers should be aPgignal to (and 
within) the elammtary schools w, that each elem~~trny school ttrschca, including 
specials, shall ba aslsarsd one (1) pnparation or oonfaence period (or its 
equivalent) daily. The above shal be intapreted to inchnle play andla recess 
periods where teachers may alternate m supavisury assignmeat. 
B. Teachers in the elementary schools may schedule confgenccs with parenb or 
other teachers during the periods when a class is being taught by a special teacher 
providing the nature of the special activity or class does not require the presence 
of the clasmxlm teacher. 
C. All elementary school teachers shall be proided relief time each day of thirty (30) 
minutes or its equivalent. The Board shall provide up to a maximum of fifty 
tho~uand dollars ($50,000) for this purpose. The FUSB agrees to coopaate with 
the Board in providing this relief time, and recognizes that, to the extent possible, 
teachers will shan assigmnents so that this time is provided in the most efiicient 
and mnomical mannm. 
D. Wherever possible and practicable, elkmmtary school AM.P.EL staff shall be 
assigned to no more than seven (7) teaching pwiods per day. Every reasonable 
effort will be made to accomplish this scheduling. 
:O8 Class Slee 
The Board of Education agrees to maintain the pnsent cless size policy. 
A Non-teaching duties such as lunchroom duty, hall patrol, etc., should be 
eliminated wherever possible and practicable. 
B. Decisions made on the elimination or establishment of any of the foregoing shall 
be based primarily upon the general health, welfem end safety of the children and 
youth in the school, upon effective control of the pupils, upon decisions wd 
regulations of the State Education Department, legal precedents and Education 
Law, as well as the welfare of the t e a c h .  
C. The FUSE recognizes the legal responsibilty of the principal of the school in 
establishing saperfisory schedules in keeping with paragraphs A and B above. 
This responsibility shall be exercid in consultation with the FUSE Building 
Committee. 
D. The District recognizes that reasonable &gnments and scheduling of teachers 
are factors in staff motale and pmhionel etficiency, aud M y  cstsbtishe8 a 
joint oommittse camposed of the Superintardent of Scboole (or designee), the 
Prdcnt  of the Administrative snd Supctvisory Associati011 and the h i d e n t  of 
the FUSE to consider any hquitica in the implmcatatim of this clause and to 
&da ways and meam of implementing Section :09, k 
E AU elementary school lunch time duties (outside the cabrias) wiU be covered by 
teachaa only on a voluntary basis; those volunteaing to be paid for tbb time at an 
equitable rate of pay. 
F. Elemmtary school teachers shall not be assigned to lunch time duties, with the 
exception of rotating "On Call" duty. 
A Participation in exbacumcular activities for which no additiod c o m p d o n  is 
paid shall be voluntary. 
B. The procedure for appointing teachers to paid-far extra and co-curricular activities 
will be as follows: 
1) Volunteers h the bcully solicited on an annual basis. 
2) The FUSE representatives (and student represenbtivur on the High School 
level) to be consulted by the Principal Mre hdshe makes the 
appointment. 
The Board shall make available in each school one mom which shall be nxmved far use 
as a bulty lounge. 
A. The Board shall q l o y  special teachem whose regularly assigned dutia shall 
consist of instruction in their area of competency. Those teachera employad as 
teachers of art, physical @bation, music, speech thcrupy, library science, reading 
and as nume-teachers shall assume tespoasibilitia which are in effect comparable 
in time and name to the regularly assigned classroam teachem within the school 
to which they are assigned. 
B. In the event that a teacher travels between schools or saves in several schools, 
this matter should be taken into consideration when assigning teachers to duties 
outside of the clsroom. 
C. Where then is a question ngarding duty assignments of special teachers, the 
matter shall be resolvcd by consultation with the teechcr, the FUSB repmtat ive 
within the acbool, and the Principal. If it carmot be mlved at that level, the 
tawher and the FUSE rcpmentative may d t  with the Superintendent (or 
d e s i p )  so that an equitable anangcment can be resolved. 
D. As with all petsom?el it is expected that special teachera shall assist in those 
emagency situations which may ocm ftom time to time. 
:13 Register Keeping - hpl l  Attendance 
Teachers an, responsible for taking attendance. Hmever, taachars an relieved of aIl 
clwical duties related to pupil attendance and ngister keeping such as summing-up, 
preparhg totals, etc. Elementary teechr~s only shall continue to rewive student absence 
notes. Elcmmtery teachers shall do sums. 
The Board recognizes that frequent tmsfen of teachas from one school to another is 
disruptive of the Educational process and interfaes with optimum teacher performance. 
Althougtr the FUSE also recognizes that some flexibility in re@ 10 teher transfers 
must runam with the administration, a rmbstmtial degree of stability must be provided for 
all teachers, but especially with respect to new teachers. Therefore, it is agreed as 
follows: 
A. Probationary teachus, whenever p~aclicable, should serve their probationary 
period in one school. 
B. When a reduction in the number of t e a c h  in a echool is necesmy, to the 
extent possible, all volunteers shall first be tmsfd, afler which transfer 
will be made on the basjs of years of service in the school building, those 
lowest in service being transferred first. 
Notice of all transfers will be given to the teachers concerned as soon as 
practicable, and under normal circumstances at least thirty (30) days befm the 
end of the school year. 
C. When involuntary transfers are necessary, lists ofpositions in other schools shall 
be made available to all teachers being transferred. In filling such poiitions 
preference shall be given to presently employed teachem o w  newly appointed 
teachas and shall be based on length of service in the District. 
D. A t c ~ ~ h e r  who is on authorized leave of absence not in excess of one (1) year shall 
have the same right of reassignment as ifhdshe had not been an leave of absence, 
and such pcn'od of leave shall be inciuded in determining the length of service for 
the purpose of this clause. 
E A teacher who is on extended leave of abmcc may be reaseigned in accordana 
with the requircmeo~ of the Dietrict 
Ail vacancies in positions (other than clasraoom teaching positions) caused by death, 
retiranent, discharge, resiguation, or by creation of a new position, shall be filled 
putsuant to the following procedures: 
A. Such vacancies shall be adequately and promptly publicized in a Superintendent's 
Bulletin, as far in advance of the date of fiIling such vacancy es possible, but in no 
csst shall such vacancy be filled prior to a tbixty (30) day announcement of such 
opening except in emergency situations where said date of anticipated 
appointment will be announced in the notice of vacancy. 
B. The notice of vacancy shall clea~ly set forth the qualWons for the position 
C. Teachem who desire to apply for euch vacancy shall fik a written application with 
the Supermtendcnt in the time limit announced for such poaitim Teachen who 
so apply shall be afforded the opportunity to present a mume and to be 
&mimed ik the vacancy. 
D. All appointments to the aforesaid vacancies and openings hall be made without 
regard to age, race, creed, religion, Ndionality, sex, handicapping condition, 
marital status or political affiliation. 
E. All pedagogic pemnnel shall be provided the o p p o w  prior to the close of the 
scbool year to list their interests in positions which may become vacant during the 
summer months. In the event that a position becornea vacant in which a teacher 
has indicated an interest, the Ssuperintendenb office shall notify said teacher by 
first class mail to the last address indicated. A procedure for the above which will 
provide the oppottmity for teachers tD list their intarst in vacancies shall be 
established by the office of the Superintendent of Schools. 
A. No position sball be filled by a teacher not employed by the District if there is a 
qualified applicant for rmch a position who is employed by the District. Exception 
to the above shall be those teachen firm other school systems who have sewed as 
teachers in the New Rochelle Summer Program. These teachem shall be first 
o f f d  the opportunity for continued employment prior to opening said position 
to local candidates. 
A teacher who has hiled a summer school position and hes perfmed 
satisfhctorily shall be appointed to the same position in the current ycm of 
application, if the pogition is needed. 
All openings for smrrmer school positions shall be posted in a SPperintoldent's 
Bullet& at tbe earliest possible date so tha! all inkrested teachers may apply. 
Vacaaciw shall be filled m accadance with the principle of seniority in the 
subject and grade of vacaucyaocy Smiority means time pent in New RocheIle 
teaching the subject, except that teachus leaving tbe system lose their summer 
school seniority. Exception to the above shall be as follows: 
In selecting teachas for elementary school summer programs and secondary non- 
traditional mmnner school programs, the criteria for selection &all include 
preparation, experience and professional ability in the areas of schoal 
development to which the program is directed. This provision Bhall not exclude 
any teacber who has previously w e d  as a summer school teacbzr tmd whose 
service has not been intempted in such a manner that said teacher has f d t c d  
hislher status under this Agreemeat. The selection process shall be made in 
consultation with the FUSE. 
Summa school teachers may be granted a leave of absence without pay fimn 
summer school aRa four (4) co~lsccutive years of service or when in conjunction 
with a sabbatical leave, for me  (1) year, upon written request and approval of the 
Superintendent. Teachers on leave of absence from m e r  school shall not 
forfeit hereby their right to a position in summer school for the year following 
such a leave. Teachers assigned to suwner soh001 positions as replacements for 
teachers on leave shall be so informed at the time of their @gnment. 
Paychecks for summer school teachers shall be issued on July 31", August 15*, 
and on the last day of the summer school session. 
Summa school salary schedules are attached hatto and made part of this 
Agreement. 
:17 Extended Day School 
A. The burly rate of pay for teaching in the Extended Day School shall be as 
follows: 
3M!L20% 20062007 2007-2008 20082009 
$53.43 $55.30 $57.29 $59.38 
The current school year hourly rate is computed by multiplying the previous 
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school year's homiy rate by previous echo01 year's a m 8 s - M  inawe, 
The foregoing rates an based upon the tbat thc teacbea will be in 
attendance in the classroam three (3) born pa course per week for thirty (30) 
we&, with some additional time occasionally for planning and evaluation, 
making a total d payment equal to the applicable bow rate set f d  above 
multiplied by one hundred (100) born for the course. 
B. Employment in this program will be on an annual basis upon recommendstion of 
the Superintendent. 
C. The Board shall employ only t e a c h  wbo tea& in the qqhr day school of the 
District for the Extended Day School except where qualified pemnnel are not 
available. 
:18 Teacher Assbbmee to Practice Teachers 
A. AlJ teacher assistance to practice t e a c h  shall be on a voluntary basis. 
B. Each teacher supervising a student teacher for one (1) semesta shall receive one 
(1) in-setvice education credit for this e x p e k a .  
C. A maximum of three (3) credits for student teaching supervisioumay be credited 
to salary adv81~cement a any given level of the salary schedule. 
:19 P m t  Conferences -"Opes House Nlghtn 
k The District and the FUSE recognize the needs of parents and teachm to meet in 
conference. The Dittict therefore agrces ta set aside thtce (3) onbhalf (%) daya 
for parent conferences in the elementary schools. These days are to be used for w, 
other purpose. 
B. Three (3) evenings pa year shall be set aside for parent conferences in the 
elementary schools, one (1) of which shall be defined as "Open House Night" at 
which time teachers may meet with pareats as pups. individual 
confeieac~s with parents may be held on a second evening. Dates and programs 
for such evenings shall be determined by the individual schools. 
C. Every effort shall be made by every teacher to hold at least om (1) confenece 
with the parent of each student in hidher elementary class and the FUSE will 
apprise its membership of Ulis objective. 
D. One (1) evening per year shall be set aside for '%en House Night'' in the 
secondary schools. Dates and programs for such evenings shall be determined by 
the individual schools. 
A. Teachus new to the system shalt be q&ed  io participate in an in-service 
program (no k) not exceeding fifteen (IS) two-hosrr sessions jm year, said 
coums to extend through the probationary period of service. 
B. Courses offered Bhall be on a graduate level shall be acceptable as &service 
education cnclit by the State hpmtmcnt of Education and shall be o f f d  on a 
twos-tbrat  eme ester hour d t  basis. 
C. A profixdional p l d n g  cormnittee for this come work shall be initiated at the 
earliest possible date and shall frmction as a subcommittee of the Educational 
Policies Committee. 
The FUSE and the Dietrict agne that h r t  comes and workshops for staff delivered 
during unpaid time improve professional abilities. It is a g e d  that a committee be set up 
to detennhe partial in-service credit for such courses and worksbops. The committee 
shall cohkist of two (2) members ddesignated by the Superintendent and two (2) member& 
designated by the FUSE. This comrnitta shall make mmmendations to the 
Superintendent by from time to time. 
:22 Authorized Summer Work 
Teachsrs shall be paid for summer work for projects related to their duties. Such projects 
shall be authorized by the Superintendent. 
:23 Clerical Assistance, Elementary LibrPrians 
The B o d  of Education agrees to provide clericd assistance to a maximum of two (2) 
hours each day to each elementary school librarian. 
:24 Staff Meetlags 
The FUSE and the Board agree to a third Monday staffmeeting of the professional 
p~te~nuel. The meetings will be of one (1) hour dwation and may be held during the 
lunch hour with the consent of the sta!Tand Principal. In any month which haa fewer than 
three working Mondays, a third staff meeting may be scheduled on a Twsday upon 
reasonable advance notice. Aftu-school meetings shall bagin wt l a b  than twenty (20) 
minutes after the end of tht teacher day, bat what teachers hm two ~chools arc 
involved in a meeting, the start time will be measured hm the and of the lrda of the two 
teachers' days. It is the reqmnsiiility of all participants in staff meetings to be on time. 
:25 New Tercher Oriestatlon 
T e a c h  hired to begin work a&r July 1,2001 may be required, m a condition of 
employmeof ta attend orientationlprofessionsl development activities during the week 
before school begins (f.e. at the end of August or in the begimiq of September) ss 
follows: thee (3) dayp f f i r e  the firat year of w& two (2) days before the second year 
of warlr; one (1) day beSolt the dhi year of wark. The days shall be d u r  days 
imclusive of lunch, and the FUSE shall be entitled ta o w  (1) hour dmmg the finot-year 
orientation and one (1) hour during the third-year orientation to &uss matters of union 
concem with teachen. After July 1,2003, the training o f f d  to new teschas may be 
offered to more senior teachers on a voluntaty basis. 
The School Disaict will use its best efforts, within budgetary constraiats, to hire 
educational evaluators to relieve secondary school special education teachers of 
responsibility for initial educational evaluations of studenb chidied as having special 
needs. 
:27 Asbtrace In Technology and Home a d  Crreen Cluser 
When the student composition of a technology or home and ween course which 
involves potentially hazardous equipment or mateaials is such as to pFesent a hezard to the 
safety of persons or property, an aide shall be added to the class. 'Ibis w e n t  shall not 
be grievable or arbitrable; however, if a teacher and the building principal have been 
unable to reach agreement regarding the need for an aide, then the FUSE may review tht 
matter with the Assistant Superintendent of Schools for Elementsry or for Secondary 
Education, as the case may be. 
ARTICLE 2.02 PEDAGOGIC RIGHTS 
A. Before making reoommendatiom that entail the elimination of positions held by 
t e n d  teachers, the Superintendent shall confer with the FtTSE. 
B. I€, a£te~ consultalion with the FUSE, a Boarri Administrative action under 
(A) above results in the separation of a tenured tescher from bismeP tenured 
position, that teacher may, within one year h the efhtive date of termination, 
and subject to the further provisions of (B) below, make written danand upon the 
Supahtendeat of Schools for payment of a sum equal to -tenth (1110) of the 
teacher's last annual salary for each one and one-half years of paid consecutive 
New Rochelle teaching service as accrued earnings for such seavice, with a 
maximum payment of ten-tenths (10110) of such last annual salary; provided that 
this pmvision shall apply only to t e a c h  sapenrtal fiom their positions pmsuant 
toSsctioa2510oftbeEducati~h,aadshallnd~totoaoh~Beparated 
ftom their positiom for other masons pwmitted by the Edacatim Law. Subject to 
tba fiatber provisians of @) below, tssching d c e  shall be dermal conrwcntive 
for the purposes of this provision nvtwitbstimding intervening lapffi or lmva of 
absence, but time spa t  on layoff fir uupnid leave of absence shall not be counted 
as paid service. Demand for accrued earnings pumunnt to this prwision shan be 
considered to be resignation h m  service with the District, end payment by the 
District shall be considered to be acceptance of such resignation. 
C. lf prim to the commencement of payment of accrued caning pursaunt to demand 
made as provided in (B) above, a position is off& to the tenured teacher either 
in New Rochelle or in any edncational p g r a m  serving or affiliated with the 
District, and if the position offered does not diminish the affected teacher's t a m ,  
salary placement aad salary advancement rights, then the District's obligation to 
pay accrued earnings will have been satisfied whether or not the teacher shall 
accept the position thus offend. If the teacher continua in a tenured teaching 
position covered by this Agreement, that teacher's benefita under wch Agreement 
shall not be diminished. In the event that the tcachea is substqucntly separated 
from the new position for reasons set forth in (B) above, then the provisions in (B) 
above &all still be applicable to that teacher. 
D. The above pamgraphs (B) wd (C) do not apply to teacbm who, at the time of 
elimination of a position, are on an exteaded ]ewe of absence of more than one 
(1) year, excepl as the Agreement provides fbr such extension for personal illness 
or child-related leave. 
E. The earnings provided under (B) above shall be paid in monthly installments 
commencing thvty (30) days after demand therefor or thirty (30) days after the 
effective date of tannination, whichevet is later, each installment to be equal to 
onatenth (1110) of the teacher's last annual salary. 
F. Part-time employees shell accrue proportional seniority in the District and the 
building for contirmous service in the same tenure area This seniority will be for 
the purposes of transfer and lay-off. 
:02 Probationary Teachers 
A. Copies of all mitten evaluations and obsmtations by mpmisory pesso~mel must 
be sent to the obsnved teacher within fourteen (14) school day6 of an observation 
end initialed by him/ba. 
B. The probationary teecher shall be entitled to a confemce with the qmvisor who 
issued such report and evaluation. 
C. The pmbationaty teach shall have the right to mah written comment on the 
evaluation in a space provided for tfiat purpose. 
D. A probationary teacher who is advised that hiama scrviccs are to be terminated 
shall be Qltitlod, upon request, to a meeting with the Superintendent (or 
designated rep~~~mtative) other than the pcnron who made the ncommendation 
for termination of the tcachds smice. Helahe may be accompanied by a 
repnsentative of hislher choice. 
?he plllpose of Teacher Evaluation is: 
1) To aid the individual teacher in mainCsining and inproving instructional 
compdence. 
2) To provide a mud rationale supported by evidcece as the basis for 
administrative decisions concrrning retention and assigmnent of teachers. 
1) Formative Evaluations are based on o b d o m  and teacher-supervisor 
con!kenca for the purposes of improving instntctional oompctence. 
2) Summative Evaluations are based on cIassroom observations and other 
information known both by the teachra and supervisor and represent a 
compilation of formative evaluatiom. Summalive evaluations are used as 
the basis for administrative recommendatiom for retention and 
assignment. 
1) To establish evaluative guidelina flexible emugh to encompass varied 
theoretical positions and teacher individuality within cleariy understood 
tema of employment. 
2) To develop fair and equitable criteria understandable to teachers, 
administrators, supervisors and evaluators. 
3) To develop a process of evaluation with established monitoring paints for 
discussing and gauging a teachds individual perfonname. 
4) To assure realistic periods of time for the teacher to mnedy that phase of 
perfonowce in need of improvemeat. 
5) To develop a plan of evaluation consistent with democratic principles of 
wpervision assuring thd criticjam is given in a condractive marmer. 
6)  To develop a clearly defined procedme fm colleoting evahmthe 
information. 
7) To develop p c h  for supervisory p88ormel which clearly explain the 
roles and expectations by which teachers are evaluated. 
ODcn Evaluatig: Supervision, observation and evahution of the 
work/pafomme of a teacher shall be conducted with the knowledge of 
the tcachet. 
Availabilitv of Informatiog: Reasonable e f b t  shall be made to assun that 
the procedures, guidelines, and criteria fot evaluation of teachers we 
explained to teachers. 
Qualified Eveluators: Only pasons certificated by the New York State 
Education Depatment to supervise instruction shall evaluate the 
performance of t w h m  and recommend administrative actions. 
DetGnnination of M t u i g  It is uuderstood that it is the sole responsibility 
of the administration to determine the criteria for teacher evaluation. 
E. Procedures: 
Ttachas shall be provided with a written copy of evaluations, 
observations, memoranda, reports, etc., which relate to the 
wo&performance of the teacher. Initialing of such matuials indicates 
only that said material bas been reviewed by the teacher. 
Within ten (10) school days after receipt of the observation-evaluation 
report, the teacher shall be permitted to reply on the q o r t  form. 
Evaluation reports shall be in narrative fwm with space provided for 
comments by the teacher. 
Evaluation reports shall include data such as: 
a) An indication of the strengths and weaknesses in the teacher's 
performance. 
b) AItanative measures to improve inssnrction and suggestions for 
remediation of iushuction in any area whae criticism is OM. 
c) When appropriate, the mataials and suppott within the District 
which are available to aid the teacher. 
Every effort shall be made by s u p m b s  to notify p r o h i o d  staff at 
least two (2) school days in advance of an obsen,Mioa No f o d  
observation eball be conducted on successive school days. Each formal 
observation shall be followed by a postabwation confrncnce. 
Pcobationay teachas shall be assured a minimum of three (3) classmorn 
ob6eb~ations per school yearl tach of at least thirty (30) mirmtes drrratian 
The initial supervisory obsmation shalt be made by appointment aud may 
include a pre- and post-abeervation conference. A minimum of three 
observation reports are to be completed each year by April 1". 
An additional evaluation report shall be given on or about Febtuary 1' 
concerning the teacher's performance in those areas not directly related to 
clsssroom instIuction. 
A summative evaluation in writing, preceded by a confaence with the 
tcachcr, will be submitted by the appropriate adminishator by May 1: 
except in the he probationary year when the deadke will be April I 5'. 
At the discretion of the administrator in charge, tenured teachers shall 
receive a maximum of two (2) formative evaluations per school year. If 
additional evaluations are deemed nCCeB881y1 the tagcha shall be given 
ptior notice in writing of the reasons for this d o n  and of any possible 
implications or consequences which may remit h m  additional 
evaluations. 
F. Advlaory Evaluation Committee: 
Membership 
The Supaintcndent &all establish an Evaluation Committee consisting of 
six (6) members, three (3) manbers appointed by the Superintendent and 
tfiree (3) members appointed by the FUSE. 
hupose and Responsibility 
It shall be the purpose and responsibility of this committee to: 
a) Review the development of the guidelines md the status of the 
implmentation of the goals of Teacher Evalnatwa. 
b) Review the practice under the pmbdures and gu ideha  for 
Teacher Evaluation. 
c) Issue a written report of such mrim and mommendations to the 
Superintendent of Schools wd the RISE Prwident by no lafer than 
February 1' of each school year. 
G. Annual Prolessionnl Performaace Review ("APPR") Plan 
It is agraed that the APPR evaluation procadures end criteria jaintly developed by the 
parties in 2001 conform to the npairements of this Agreement. 
A. Individual Education Plans (I.E.P.'s) shall be available in the school buildings 
prior to classified students receiving educational amvices 
B. The Board and the POSE agree that Mainslreamiug, Inclusion and Consultation 
are desirable practices provided certain criteria nnd proeedmal safegutrrds are 
followed. It ie impartant to protect the intg*rts and safety of the child~en 
invoked in any of these educational delivesy systems, as well as the regular 
classroom students and the general education teachers involved. 
C. In genaal the District egrees to adhere to the basic premise of providing an 
appropriate education for each child in the least restrictive setting. Specific 
proeerhrres and criteria for the implematatim of M a h h m h g ,  Inclusion and 
Consultation shall be reviewed by a committee consisting of three (3) 
administrators, three (3) teachers selected by the FUSE and two (2) representative 
parents. The committee shall make recommendations b the Superintendent in 
written form. 
D. Wherever possible, the assignment of students to regular classroom teachers will 
be balanced among teachers with the goal that no regular classroom teacher 
should be assigned a greater d o  of students cksified as having special needs to 
other students than the ratio of students clasgified as having special needs to other 
students in the school or grade in question, as the case may be. Whsn a 
disproportion exists wd there is a concern that the effectiveness of htruction or 
claseoom management may be impaired, the pastics will review available 
fesowes and attempt to develop a remedy. 
It is understood that these goals may not be achievable where, for example, a 
teacher serves as the sole instnsetor in hismer subject matter for a school or a 
&. 
$5 Exci~aage Teacher Leave 
A Upon recommendatiofl of the Superintradent of Schools, leave for exchange 
teacher positions under either national or inteanational p r o p m  may be granted 
by the bard  to t e a c h  who have sucmsllly completed their required t h ~ ~  
year probationary paiod in the D i t  and who have completed at least an 
additional two (2) years of competent service. 
8. The District shall C O ~  any teacher grantGd exchange teecher leave on the 
basis of said teacher's regular salary scatus. Any period saved as m excbange 
teacher shall be applied to the salary schedule a t  fwtfi in this Agreement as if 
such period had been served by the teacher in the District. 
C. The District shall grant such teacher early leave with pay when required to meet 
needs of leave or school. 
:06 Filling V ~ c i e J J  
A When teaching positions are excessed, teachers shall have all the rights and 
privileges aEbrded unda Section 2510 of the Education Law at the time they are 
excessed 
B. Teachers who serve one (1) or more years as interim replacements or part-time 
teechefs and who have paformed satisfactorily as judged by evaluations, shall be 
given prior consideration for placement in positions open h r  probationary 
appointment6 over new candidates in the huowing manner: 
1) Those functioning in a K- 12 tenure arm shall be given such prior 
considaation for positions that beoame aMilable in that tenure area in the 
District, providmg such appointments need not become effective until the 
beginning of the term following the date when it is known that a position 
is open for a probationary appointment. 
2) All &er such teachers shall be given such prior consideration in the 
tenure area in which they an serving for positions which become 
available in the elementary, middle, or high school level, whichevex is 
applicable, providing such appointments need aot h m e  effective until 
the beginning of the term foUowing the date when it is b w n  tha! a 
position is open for a probationary appointment. 
ARTICLE 2.03 PEDAGOGIC COhMWlWB 
:01 Ednertionrl PoHdes Committee 
The Federation of United School Employees mgdzes that the Board of 
Education is legally charged with the n s p m i i  of establishing policies 
governing the operation of the school system. 
Both parties, however, recognize that the plnuuing and advising on basic 
education policies, curriculum revision und other matters related to tbe 
improvement of the educational pmgwn art a joint nspansl'bility of the 
administretive and teaching staff. The Committee shall have as members the 
following: 
1) Pour (4) members ofthe administrative and supervisory sk f f  
appointed by the Soperintadmt, one (1) of whom shall serve as co- 
chairpason. 
2 )  A teacher eppointed by the FUSE who shill serve as co-chairperson. 
3) Six (6) teachers, in addition to the &airperson, to be appointed by the 
Fedwalion of United School Employees, one (I) frrrm New Rochelle 
High School, one (1) from A k t  Lumad Middle School, one (1) from 
Isaac E. Young Middle School, two (2) elementary school teachers and 
one (1) member at l q e .  
4) Three (3) teachers appointed by the Superintendent of Schools, one (1) 
fim New Rochelle High School, and one (1) fiw~ either of the middle 
schools and one (1) elementary school teacher. 
5 )  The Superintendent of Schools and the Presideat of the FUSE (or a 
designee of either), ex-officio. 
The Committee shall be jointly chaired by the co-chairpersons. 
The Committee shall meet at leaat once a month during the school year unlws 
the meetin8 is waived by the mutual consent of lhe ch-s. Additional 
meetings may be called upon the nquest of either. 
The Committee shall call on such District c m t a  or worldng committees 
within the District as are necessary for the pmper discharge of its assignment. 
All pmposala, recommendations and suggestions of the Committee shall be 
mlnuilted for review to the Superintendent of Schoole who shall be provided the 
opporhdty to discuss said proposals witb the Bducational Policies Committee 
prior to acting upon same and prior to transmitting said praposals to the Board of 
Education. 
The Committee shall issue no fewer than three (3) n@s to the entire staff 
E The S- of Schools shall be provided the oppottunity to canment on 
any or all reports prior to and in conjunction with the &s) to be submitted to 
the statx 
:02 Evrluation Committee 
(See Article 2.02, Section :03) 
$3 Wrtrepming Committee 
(See Article 2.02, Section :04) 
:04 P.P.S. Evaluation Committee 
A joint committee consisting of three (3) m e m h  designated by the Superintendent of 
Schools and t h e  (3) members designated by the FUSE, shall be established to review 
the evaluation process of pupil perso~el  services staff with a view to develop new 
techniques for the evaluation of social workem, guidance counselors, and psychologists. 
ARTICLE 2.04 TEACHWC ASSUTANTS 
A teaching assistant shall be appointed by the had of Education to provide, under the 
supervision of a licensed or certified teacher, direct instructional service to students. 
In order to qualify b r  employment as ateaching assistant, a pason must: 
1) Hold a high school diploma or the equivalent and a minimum of tiurty (30) 
undergwiuate credits at an institution mgnized by the Education Department 
of the State of New York or in the District's In-Service Progam as approved by 
the Supaintendent of Scbts.  The Superintendent o f  Schools may waive all or 
part of the 30-credit requiremat depending upon the candidate's past 
experience. 
2) In the event of reductions in force, reaSsigamm promotions, or 
reappoinhments, seniority rights shall be according to full-time continuous 
service as a teaching assistant in the v d c a l  ana of assignment Based upon the 
principle of seniority, the Academic and Special Education teaching as&& 
shall be considered one (1) vertical area Reassignments from one f I) of these 
areas to the other shall require six (6) c d t s  of approved in-&cc andlor 
undergraduate study to be successfully completed within a period of two (2) 
years. Failme to complete this requirement will nsn)t m ]oars ofposition 
Speaal Qualification tfmhhg Bssi&mt~ shall accrue seaiarity only in the 
Bpocific discipline to wbich they have been assigned. 
An qualified teaching assistasts on a recall list shaIl be given first consideration 
in positions become available in acwrdaslce with (2) above. Ifmall list is 
exhaunted wd vacancies h m e  available a h  October la, interim 
appointments will be made. 
Teachmg assistants may not be wed to displace a regular teacher. 
At the &&on of the artminisbalion, teething assistants employed by the 
Dietrict under classifications 2.04:M 1.2, and 3 above may be used for any duty 
in an anergency situation including a reasonable number of asaigmnents as a 
teacher substitute. 
Teaching assistants shall be evaluated using the same procedure established for 
the pedagogic staffexcept that a minimum of only one (1) slrmmative ev&ation 
per year is required. No formative evaluations sbdl be nquired. 
Vacancies for the position of teaching assisknts shall bc a d d s e d  in tbe 
Superintendent's Bulletin. Qualified candidates shall b mtaviewed and 
assigned by the Assistant Superintendent for Persormel (or d e s i p ) .  
Teachug assistants shall be placed on the negotiated Teaching Assistent Salary 
Schedule. 
When teaching assistants fill in for an absent teacher and no subetiMa teacher is 
provided, thishall earn their regular pay and an additional S50,OO per day. 
Payments for such coverage in the secondary schools may be aggregated by 
periods of coverage over multiple days (with five periods counting as one 111 
day); payments in elemenhy schDols may be aggregated by halfdays, with a 
half-day being the entire part of the day either before the hmch period BI after the 
hmch period.. 
Teaching assi&ants' hours of work sn exclusive of lunch. 
Computa teaching assistants ahall be re-classified as Technical Assistants for 
salary purposes as set £or& in the armxed Teaching Assistnnt Salary Schedules. 
However, they shall remain m the Academic teacbing assistant area as d e a c n i  
in this Article. 
T a c b g  assistants end teachex aides may be required to attend ipsenrice education 
pmgrams to be developed by the School District for fifteen (15) b u m  during the tirst 
year of unploymenf and tea (10) hwrs in subsequent yeas. The progmwa may be 
offaed on S-s Confeswce Days, on WaayS, or &a school; if after 
school the sessions will not exceed two (2) hours in length. 
Teaching assistants and teacher aides will be paid $300 upon completion of the IS-haur 
program, and $200 upon completion of each 10-hour program. 
This provision is experimental, and will "eunset" on June 30,2004 wtrethex or not a 
successor agreansnt has been negotiated. 
SECTION 3 
SCEOOL RELATED PERSONNEL CONDITIONS 
ARTICLE 3.01 HOURS AM) DAYS OF EMPLOYMENT 
The normal work day of the Department of hvironrnental Service8 and luuchroom 
employees shall be eight (8) hours, exclusive of meal time, and the normal work week 
shall be five (5) day. 
:02 Oftice Employees 
The normal work day of office employees shall be seven and omhaV(7-Y,) hours, 
exclusive of meal time, and the mnnal wok week shall be five (5) days. Office 
employees assigned to City Hall may make mutually agreeable anangements with their 
supentisora fbr flexible work schedules, subject to the approval of tbe Superintendcat of 
Schools. Employee requests shall be made in writing to the immediate supavisor, wbo 
shall forward the same to the Superintendent of Schools. Tha Supeaiatemfent of Schools 
or her designee shall approve or reject sucb application within thirty (30) days of d p t ;  
provided, bowever, that the remedy for any failure to meet the ttrirty (30) day deadline 
will be a directive that the deadhe be met, and not that the application wiU be grwted. 
:03 Half-Tlme Employment 
Half-time employment shall be construed to be four (4) hours daily, exclusive of meal 
time, five (5) days a week 
:W Summer Houra 
Dming the months of July and August, and during the three (3) mqor ~cbool 
studmt/teacher vacation period8 as specified in Article l.M:Ol(B), the work schedule for 
all 111-time School Related Pasorme1 will be one (1) hour less than thdr regular 
schedule, Monday through Friday. 
:M RcsMetioar on Split Shifts 
A. An employee pmsntly working a regular day shift shall not be assigned to a split 
shift lmlfirs such employee's hours are charged with the approval of the 
employee. 
B. In application of this section, a split shift is d&ed as a braak in cmtirmous 
employment otha than the lunch bmak which shall not exceed two (2) hours. 
C. The foregoing shall not affect the right of the District to schedule hours or split 
shifts for any new employee or position. 
1) With the exception of the Secondary School Plant Facilities Supervisors, 
all employees shall be paid at the tim~and-onehalfrate for all horn 
worked in excess of forty (40) hours in a single work week. 
2)  The District will give compensatory time to the Secondary School Plmt 
Facility Supuvisors when said personnel respond to emergency situations 
with regard to their buildings. 
B. Work Week 
The normal work week is taken as a standard and does not psrmit avenging hours 
over two (2) or more weeks. A work week is the period commencing Sunday and 
tmina!ing the following Saturday, midnight. Holidays and vacation days are to 
be considered a wo* day in dctrrmining overtime compensation. 
C. Saturdays 
Employees shall be paid at the ovntime rate of timeand-one-half for all work 
pafmed on Saturdays regardless of bwrs worked during tbe week except when 
personal days and/or leave(s) of absence occur during that week. 
Authorized Sunday aad holiday work will be paid at tht rate of double time. 
The regular hourly rate shall be obtained by dividing the twelvemonth errmral 
salary for tfie applicable step and grade by two thousand eighty(2080) hours. The 
timeaad-onehalfrate shall be the product of the re@ hosourly rate times one 
and onehalf (1%). The double time rate is two (2) times the regular hourly rate. 
F. Payment 
The hqucncy of payroll distribution of overtime shall be determined by the 
superintwdent 
G. Unauthorized Overtime 
No nonexempt employee may work overtime without prim permission to work 
such overtime, mach nqueat to be made in advance by the Department Head, 
SupePvisor, Director, Assistant Superintendent, Principal, &., to the 
Superintendent of SchooIs andlor the Assistant SuperintaLdeat for Business arad 
. . 
-on. Prior approval by the Superintendent of Schools andlor tfie 
Assistant S u p e d w h t  for Business and Administration shall be required 
before such work is performed, except in extreme emergencia. Such 
unauthorizui overtime work applies to work done during meal periods. 
Gratuitous unreported overtime is prohibited. 
E. E q r g  Overtime - Depertment of Environmental Scrvicca Employees 
1) Overtime campensation of timeand-one-half dull be paid to !U-time 
employees in the Department of Environmental Services who are required 
to work after 7:00 p.m. on a Sahuday or on any night, except Sunday, or 
Holiday, when their senices are required by an emergency thmbhg 
severe loss or damage to life, property or facilities, such aa severe 
rainstom giving rise to flood conditions, seven snow storms clogging 
School District property, severe icing conditions making School District 
property dangerous, severe windstorms uprooting trees, multiple alann 
fires, etc. 
2) IfschooIs and offices are closed and when the emergency job is 
completed and they have no ftuther neces~~~y responsibilities, they shall 
be able to go home. They may also m i v e  compensatory time if working 
a regular day. 
There shall be a minimum of thrtt (3) horn (except when part of an unbroken 
day) overtime pay for head cuatodims and assistant custodians. This provieion 
applies to nnforesm events requiring a staff member to came in to wmk, it d m  
not apply to ngularly-scheduled assigrrmems such as b- checks, which will 
be paid at the regular Saturday, W a y  or overtime rate, as applicable. 
Any School Related Persormel whose duty nquinsperiods of work of fourteen (14) or 
mon copasemrtivc harrs due to emagency conditions shall be gnmttd an unpaid relief 
period of eight (8) horn before being mphd to return to work. It is understood that all 
essential jobs will be covered. The District shall make emy e m  to provide coverage in 
such instances. 
When schools and offices an closed for students and teachers due to w cmagency, they 
shall also be closed for secntaries, clerical employees, mechanics, etc. and tbe day@) 
shall not be counted against sick time or vacation days. 
Snow Days 
Whan schools am closed for studmts due to snow, nm-teaching staffwho an actually 
unable to get to work on time due to weather conditions will not be penalized if they ere 
up to two h o w  late. 
ARTICLE 3.02 MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 
It is the right of the District to determine the stgndards of service to be obmed by the District; 
determine the standerds of selection for employment; direct the employees; take disciplinary 
sctioq relieve its employees fim duty because of lack of work or for my other legitimate 
reason; maintain the efficiency of its operations; determine the methods, means end persormel 
by which its opwations are to be conducted, determine the contents ofjob cleesificatiollb; take 
all necessary actions to carry out its mission in emergencies; and exercise complete control and 
disrrttion ova its orgaoizatim and the technology of PerfOnniPg its work provided such 
decisions or actions do not derogate ftom the rights, substantive and procedural, otherwise 
provided by this Agreancnt or heretofore enjoyed or p o s s d  by School Related Pclsarme1 
unde law or to which they may h d e r  become entitled by law. The District's decisions on 
those matters, within the mpe of the District's rights, ate not subject to collective negotiations. 
The District shall, however, notify the FUSE seven (7) days in advance of any change in 
working methods or conditions, except w h  such change is required by an emergency or major 
disaster over which the District has no control. 
A Labor and non-competitive class employes, appointed prior to July 1,1993, shall 
be given the same protection under Section 75 of tbc Civil Service Law, insofar aa 
removal and otha disciplmaty d o n  is con~eflal, a&r satisfactory completion 
of twelve (12) months of probationary service. 
B. Labor & nonampetitive c k s  employees appointed July 1,1993 or &ex shall 
be given the seme protection under Section 75 of the Civil Senrice Law insofar as 
nmoval and 0th disciplinary action is conccmad, a&r satisfactaty compldiaD 
of thirty-six (36) months of pmbationary senice. 
C. Rior to July 1,2005, Hearing Officers were mutually chosen by the FUSE and 
the District h m  a list compiled by the American Arbitration Association, with 
the Hearing Officet's fees shared equally by the District and the FUSE. This 
afidngemeot shall remain in place until tbe paties have implemented the 
arrangements set forth in sub-paragrapha D through G below: 
D. The parties will mutually agree on a panel of five hearing officers, whose fees 
shail be s h a d  equally by the District and the FUSE. 
E. When a hearing offica is needed, he/& shall be chosen in rotation h m  the 
panel list so long as he'& is willing and abk to commence a heariog within 
forty-five (45) calendar days after notice of the need for a hearing. If such hearing 
officer is not timely available, then the parties will contact the next hearing 
officer(s) on the list until a hearing officer be found who is timely available. 
When a hearing officer is next needed, the parties will contact the next hearing 
officer on the list a&r the last one chosen. 
F. Either party may, on notice to the other party, remove a hearing officer from the 
panel list at any time except when thm is a hearing pending before himmer. If a 
hearing officer is so removed, or if a hearing officw resigns fh the list, the 
parties will agree on a new replacement panelist. 
G. In the event that the provisions of sub-paragraphs D though G above prove to be 
unfeasible, then the parties will revezt to the pmvkions of subparagraph C above. 
A. Where layoffi may be required, the least senior cmployee shall be the l h t  laid 
oE providtng the residual more senior employees can fully and adequately 
p&nn the jobs of any less senior employees who may otherwise be laid off 
Thus, as a general rule, seniority shall be observed except where the Board shall 
determine job skills, exppience, training, ability or the like requite arceptim to 
seniority. 
B. The Board's detgmination will be h a l ,  andlar if m the judgment of the Board, a 
reduction m hours in mes rather than IayoEfs is desirable, this &all be at the 
discretion of the Board. 
A. Transfers of Department of Hnvirmnnental Services employem from the mght 
crew to the day crew shall be based on seniority and written recormneadatim of 
inmediate su&isors, secandary school plrmtlrmtfacilitias supervieon or the 
custodians of the buildings m which the employee hes been saving. Such 
recommendations shall be based on evaluati0118 to be submitted m writing 
annuaUy by the immediate supervisara. Evaluations are to be based on criteria 
established by the administrative staff. 
B. hvohmtarily bantifared employees &all receive notice seven (7) work days prior 
to the h s f e r .  
Seniority shall k based on the time interval from the date of probationary 
appointment in the paTticular job classification subject to transfer. Said interval 
shall consist of continuous service, except that leaves of absence without pay for 
the following shall not constitute a break in continuous service, to be with or 
without credit as noted: 
1) For persod illness - such time on leave shell not be included in 
determining the length of service. 
2) For cornpensable injury or illness - such time on leave shall be included 
in determining length of service. 
3) For military leave - such time on leave shall be included in determining 
length of service. 
4) For serving in another position in the Dietrict - each time on leave shall 
be included in debmining the length of ssrvice. 
:W Termtnatlon Pay 
Full-time and half-time unployees whose positions are abolished shall be entitled to the 
following termination pay: 
A. After five (5) but less than eleven (1 1) full fiscal yeam of continuous employment 
sedd employee shall be entitled to termination pay of one wd me-half(]%) 
months' pay. 
After eleven (I 1) but lea than sixteen (16) full hail yem of continuous 
employment said employee shall be artitled to two (2) months' kdrwti011 pay. 
After sixteen (16) full fiscal yam of continuous employwrit said employee shall 
be entitled to thne and one-half (3%) months' termination pay. 
In computing years of service unda this section, a year during wfrich m employee 
is absent on an authori24d Ieave of absence without pay which leave rsquireg a 
formaI Board ~esolution and does not exceed six (6) months shall be included as a 
faU year of service, pmvided that only one such leave of absence shall be credited 
in the computation of years of continuous service. 
Demand for accrued earnings pmurmt to this provision shall be considered to be 
a resignation from service with the District, and payment by the D i t  shall be 
considered to be acceptance of such mignation. 
A AU employees ahall receive the holidays rcquind by law and granted by the 
calendar oegotiated with the Board. Such holidays shall be eighteen (18) days 
during any one calendar year. 
B. When a holiday falls on a Saturday and District offices or schools 8t.e not ckmd 
in observance on the Friday previous because of such holiday, and unless such 
holiday observance has not been specified by the State, all twelve-month 
employees shall be granted compensatory time off at the convenience of the 
department head. 
Ef f~ t ive  July 1" of each fiscal par, all twelvemonth employees shall be entitled 
to the following vacation allowances: 
1) Less than five (5) full fiscal years of continuous employment; twelve (12) 
working days pet mum. For periods of less than a full tiscal year, said 
employee shall be entitled to a vacation allowance of one (1) day h each 
full calendar month of employment, not to exceed twelve (12) d a p  per 
annum. 
2) More than five ( 5 )  but less than fifteen (I 5) full fiscal years of continuous 
employment; seventeen (17) working days per armurn. When an employee 
terminatm employment prior to completing a full fiscal year, or when an 
employee has been on leave of absam without pay, the vacation 
entitlement of said employee shall be reduced by one and onehelf(1-112) 
days for each moath in which said amployea is on leave of absence 
witbout pay, in the case of termination, the same reduction of vacation 
entitlanmt shall become effective as of the month such tamhation 
OccUIs. 
3) More than fifteen (1 5) full fiscal years of co~ltirmous employment; twenty 
(20) working days per armurn. When an employee terminatca employment 
prior to colnpleting a full fiscal year, or when an employee has been on 
leave of absence witbout pay, the vncation entitlement of said emplop  
shall be reduced by one and threefhrtb (1-314) days for each month in 
which said employee is on leave of abseace without pay to the nearest 
low& half day, in the case of termination, the same reduction of vacation 
entitlement shall become effective as of the month such tennination 
OCCUIF. 
W t  toward earning vacation entitlement shall not be given for years in which 
leaves of absence without pay are granted in excess of three (3) months although 
such leavas are not to be considered a break in the continujty of employment. 
C. Vacation Time Optlons 
All custodial and cleaning staff employees shall be entitled to take their earned 
vacations during the school year, or during school vacation periods, provided that 
adequate coverage is maintained at no added expense to the District. Applications 
must be honored on the basis of seniority. 
:07 Ammuloted and Unused Vacation T h e  
A. Unused Vacation Time 
1) All 12-month employees should use the vacation time m e d  during any 
fiscal year prior to the end of the fiscal year immediately following the 
year in which it was earned. 
2) Under special c imstances and with permisaim of the Supcrvim, an 
employee may carry over ten (1 0) unused vacation days into the next fiscal 
year. 
In the final year during which retinment of an employee is echeduled, and upon 
mrmnendation of the department head and the approval of the Slrpezintendent of 
SEhoolK 
1) An employee in the 25" year of service shall bc granted vacation leave 
with pay for one calendar month plus four (4) days for each additional year 
beyond twenty-five (25) and prior to but not including the 30' year, in 
addition to regularly scheduled annual vacation; 
2) An employee in the 30' year of service sbaU be lyant#1 vacation leave 
with pay for two (2) calendar months plus fiw (4) days for each additional 
year beyond thirty (30) and prior to but not including the 35' year, in 
addition to regularly scheduled annual vacation leave; 
3) An employee in the 35" year of service shall bc granted vacation leave 
with pay for three (3) calendar months plus four (4) days for each 
additional year beyond thirty-five (35) and prior to but not including the 
40" year, in addition to regularly scheduled annual vacation leave; 
4) An employee in the 40' year of service or beyond, ehall be granted 
vacation leave with pay for four (4) calendar months in addition to 
regularly scheduled mual leave; 
5) Department heads, in any recommendations for additional vacation leave 
as above provided, shall consider attendance records and quality of work 
performed in recommending the amount of additional vacation leave for 
any employee. 
6) Yuvs of service during which an employee has been employed fbr less 
than twelve (12) months or has been granted a leave of absence without 
pay, shall not be considered in the determination of years of service EDr the 
purpose of granting vacation leave with pay under this sectmn 
C. Paymeat Computation 
Cash payment of the monetary value of accumulated and unused vacation time 
shall be computed on the basis of tww (20) days pg month. The rate of pay for 
accumulated unused vacation time shall be at the rate of pay being nceived at the 
time such vacation time was earned. 
:08 Compensatory Tlme at Retirement 
Effective as of February 1,2003, employees in the title of Secondary Plant Supervisor, 
who have served the School District for twenty (20) years or more with a claw records of 
rndtorious service. ahall upon retirement and on recommendation of thu Sup&tendent 
of Scbool~, be ampensated at one-half pay for unwed c o m o r y  time, not to excad 
a total payment for compensatory time equal to thirty (30) day  pay. 
To qualify for this payment, the resignation for retiretnent purposes must be effective at 
the end of a school yegt. or a semester break, with notice givea on ar before October 1 for 
e semester brerrh, and on or before Mmh 1 for the cod of a echo01 year, hweva, this 
notifcation raquiranent will be waived where the employee is unable to give the 
requisite notice by reason of a serious pasonal illness or a serious illness in the 
&&ate family. 
The DMct &all pay the full cost to include all eligible employees in the so-called 
"Emproved Career Retirement Plan" which is authorized by Section 754 of the 
Retirement and Social Security Law of the State ofNew Yo&. 
Subject to continuing authorization by the State Legislature of accumulated sick leave 
h e & ,  the Board of Education has adopted Resolution 72-290 providing that upon 
retirement an employee shall receive credit for the mumi portion of his sccumulatcd sick 
leave in accordance with Section 41-j of the Retirement and Social Security Law. 
:10 Service Leave 
Employees who have served the District for twenty (20) years or more with a clear record 
of meritorious service may, on recommendation ofthe department head, the Assistant 
Superintendent for Business and Administration and the Superintendent of Schools, be 
granted service leave at 80% pay for a twomonth period in addition to the regular 
vacatiun allowwct, provided that such leave be granted at such time and in euch fashion 
that the orderly operation ofthe District be not adversely affected, guch leave to be 
granted but o m .  
:11 Employee Edneatim 
In firrtherance of its de&e to provide apporfunities for continuing education for its 
employees, the District may exercise the option to institute i n - shce  training programs. 
Participation in such in-service training programs shall be given consideration in 
decisions relating to job advancement or promotion. 
Rain gtar for Department of Environmental Services employees and bus monitors shall 
be provided by the District. This gear shall be worn only while the employee is on 
District duty or traveling to and from hidha qpqnie te  assignment. It is agreed that 
reasanable care will be taken with this rain gear. 
:13 School Rehted Personnel Enlaation hocedum 
A- ~ r p o s e  
nte purpose of the evaluation is: 
1) To aid the emp lop  in maintsining and improving work perfi,rm8nce, and 
2) To collect evidence upon which to base administrative decisions related to 
remiion and assignment of employce8. 
B. Definltlonr 
1) Formative evaluations are a compilation of all data pataining to employee 
performance. 
2) Summative evaluations are a compilation of all formative evaluation8 and 
are used as the basis for administratve decisions relating to assignment and 
retention. 
C. Conditions 
Formal Evaluation: Supervision, observation and d u a t i o n  of the work 
perfonnmce of an employee shall be conducted with the fulI knowledge of 
the emplop. The evaluator of Smndary School Plant Superviwrm shall 
be the Director of Environmental Servim. 
d Supervision: Supenision of the employee work performance may 
take place at any time at the discretion of the adminkdon.  
Availabilitv of Information: Reasonable efhrt shall be made to assure that 
the procedures, guidelines and criteria for evaluation of employees are 
available to employes. 
1) Employees shall be provided with a written copy of evaluations, 
observations, memoranda, reports, etc. which relate to their work 
performance. The employee shall be permitted to reply to any and all such 
material. Employee signatures on such materials indicate only that said 
material has been seen by the employee. 
2) Within eight (8) work days after the receipt of the observation and/or 
cvaldon materials, the employee &all be permitted to reply. Failure to 
reply within the above stated time paid will be deemed as appmval of the 
observatim andlw eva ldon  materials. 
a) A rating of employw p e r f o m m  
b) Alternative measures to improve work performance in areas 
where criticism is OM. 
4) Probationary employees shall be assrrnd a minimum of one (1) formative 
evaluation at the end ofthe third month probaticmary paiod and one (1) 
summative evaluation two (2) weeks before the end of the six-month 
probationary period. 
5) Conferences related to employee job performance may be requested at any 
time by the mployee andor the administrator. 
6) There may be one (I) sumrnative evaluation par year per employee. 
7) All School Related Pasomel, whetha ten (10) or twelve (12) month, 
provisional, tanpomy, hourly, or non-anuudized, shall be evaluated at 
least once each year in the month of March. 
:14 School Related Personnel Evaluation Form 
The School District and the FUSE have agreed to an enhanced and improved School Related 
Personnel Evaluation F m ,  effective July 1,1998. See Appendix 1. 
(The balance ofthis page intentionally l@ blank) 
SECTION 4 
PEDAGOGIC COMPENSATION AND PLACEMENT 
ARTICLE 4.01 SALARY SCHEDULES - PEDAGOGIC 
TEACHER SALARY SCHEDULE 
EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1,2005 
C. C r b  
@& jBAjO 5BA60 -0 7MA60 8MA901DR 
No new mphysssbhd after No& IS, 1983, with tftc exetpttoll of Tr& sndTecbnical Tmhm 
( V d a a n l )  will be placed on the BA+15 or the BA+30 !Mary Schcdula. 
No new qloyees bkad after July 1,1984, aith the exception of Trade and Technical T&
(Voutiod) wil) be placed on the BAt60 Salary Schsdules. 
***EntrytoMA+90SalaySchedukislimi~to~whohawmctthcc6wtionalraquhPnca$sd~in 
this Agnemcnt and who have nached Step 15 of the MA+60 Salary Schedule 
TEACEER SALARY SCHEDULE 
Emm SEPTEMBER 1,2006 
No new rmployew hind afta November 15,1983, with the cxceptim of Trade ad Tdmicd Teclcbas 
(Voationnl) will be placed cm the BA+I 5 or the BAt30 Salmy Schedules. 
** No new rmployees hired aAa July 1,1984, whb the cxcsptim of Trade d Tdutim1 Teclcben 
( V o d d )  mi be placed on the BA+60 Salary SEhedulcs. 
*** Entry to MA+W S h y  Schedule is limited to t e a h  wbo have mct the cdudcmal . ' '9 set forth m 
thin Agrcemmt rmd who have Mcbcd Step IS of the MA+60 Mary Scbcdnk 
**** Bffoctive st the begiuniug of tbc 5" year fallowiq placrmcnt at Step 15. 
TEACHER SALARY SCHEDULE 
E m  SEPTEMBER 1,2007 
t t tt ttt 
&4 2BA15 3BA30 5BA60 6MAjO 7MA60 8MA90DR 
No new employees hirod aRM November IS, 1983, with the exccptioa of Tnde and T e c h i d  T e a c h  
(Vocatiolral) will be placed on tbe BAt15 or the BAt30 S h y  Sebedules. 
No ocw employax h i d  lftet July 1,1984, with the exception of Trade and Technical Tu&m 
(Vocatid) will be placed on the BAt60 Sslary Schednlui. 
** Enby to MAt40 Salary Schedule is limited to teachers who have mci the educational mpimmm set hortb in 
~ ~ n t I r d w b o b a v e ~ ~ h e d S t c p  15oftheMA+60shyschcduk 
+*++ E W v c  at the beginning of the 5' year following p l n m n d  aI Step IS. 
TEACHING ASSISTANT SALARY SCBEDULE 
mm S E m m  1,2005 
SIX HOUR TA's 
Step 1 2 3 
Schedule 1 - CERTIFIED 
Schedule 2 - 90 CREDITS 
Schedule 3 - BAA3S 
Computer TA's + $1,000 
TEACHING ASSISTANT SALARY SCHEDULE 
ElWECTIW SEPTEMBER 1,2006 
SIX HOUR T.Ats 
step 1 2 3 
Schedule 1 - CERTIFIED 
Schedule 2 - 90 CREDITS 
Schedule 3 - BAIBS 
SEVEN HOUR TA'! 
1 2  3 
TEACHING ASSISTANT SALARY SCHEDULE 
EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1,2007 
SIX HOUR TA's 
step 1 2 3 
Schedule 1 - CWTIPZED 
Scbedule 2 - 90 CREDITS 
Schedule 3 - BAAS 
SEW HOUR T.A.'e 
Computer TA's + 9 1,000 
ARTICLE 4.02 SALARY SCEEDULE TERMS AND CONDLTIONS - PEDACOCIC 
Cndit for expgieuce outside the District shall be evaluated by the Superintendent and shall be 
granted at tbe discretion of the Board. 
ARTICLE 4.03 OTHER REGUWTIONS 
Incraneah become effective September 1" of each year. Teachas entitled to such 
consideration shall be granted specified incnments as per salary schedule and assigned 
to the next higher step. 
In order to qualify for the step increment as of the comm-ent of any year, a teachet 
or teaching assistant must have been paid for no fewa than ninety (90) working days 
during the year immediately preceding, of which no more than forty-five (45) days shall 
have been paid sick leave, paid parental leave, or paid personal days. Paid sick days 
b m  the sick leave bank will not be counted towards the ninety (90) day minimum. 
:02 Step Advancement 
A. Advancement b m  step to step each September 1" shall be automatic for such 
steps as are specified in the State Education Law. Beypnd this point, one (1) or 
more further increments for any teacher may be withheld for valid reasons by the 
Board upon recommendation by the Superintendent and after affaling said 
ttacher an opportunity to appear before the Board and be beard. 
B. Any petson appointed to a position between April 1" and h e  30' shd not be 
eligible for an annual step increase until the second school year following the 
school year of appointment. 
C. All professional staff upon attaining tenure shall be granted one (1) additional 
step advancement on the appropriate salary scale. 
:03 Schedale Advancement 
Adv811cement from one schedule to another shall be made to the same step on the higher 
schedule that the teacher would be entitled to on the lower schedule if the teach= had 
continued senice on the lower schedule after evidence of completion of the required 
study has been presented, provided the Superintendent of Schools had previously given 
approval. Such prior approval by the Superintendcat of Schools of courses taken is a 
prerequisite to salary schedule credit fix courses of study commenced subsequent to 
appointment in the District. 
Advancement h m e  schedule to another ghall be sffactbe aa of September ld or 
February la, fbUowing the completicm of the nquirad academic and pmfesdonal 
c o ~ ~ d e g  Requests for transfer to the next h i g h  salary schedule Phan bo 61ad on the 
&ate form at least one month prior to the anticipated date of bansfa which ahall 
be September la of each year to take effect for the first semester of a shoo1 year, or 
February 1" of each year to take effect for the m n d  semester of a school year. 
November 1' ahall be the deadline date of the first semester end April ld &all be the 
deadline data ofthe second semester for submitting p f  of completion of rcquhnmts 
for schedule transfa. All evidence of completion of nqrtiranents e x q t  the final 
academic course work shall be submitted prior to or at the time of the filing of the 
request for tmn& form. Only official transcripts or letters with the official seal of a 
college w university will be accepted as final evidence of completion of course wort. 
Where candidat- are cornplating fmal courses, and wbsequent to the filing of the 
req- for transfer farm, a letter h the college or lmiversity or other wdtable evidence 
will be accepted as tentative evidence of completion of course requirements pending 
receipt of oficial records. 
:05 Probation~ry Sahry Placement 
A teacher entering the employ of the District on a p b a t i ~ l a r y  bagis shall begin at such 
step in the schedule applicable to himher as the Board, upon the recommandation of the 
Superintendent, shall approve and determine. Said teacher shall continue on such step 
h m  the month appointed until the June 30' following hiher appointment. 
:06 Schedule Placement Requirements 
A Schedule 1 - BAIBS 
All teachen (except teachers of vocational subjects) who possess a Baccalaureate 
Degree, shall be placed on Schedule I .  
B. Schedale 2 - BAIBS Plus 15 
No new employees hired after Novembe~ 15,1983 with the exception of Trade 
and Technical Teachas (Vocational) will be placed on the BAIBS +I 5 Balary 
schedule. 
All teachers (except teachers of vocational subjects) who have completed fifiten 
(15) semester hours of approved study beyond the Baccalaureate D e p  of which 
not over eight (8) may be undergraduate credit, shall be placed m Schedule 2. 
Such fifteen (1 5) semester hours shall be completed subsequent to the completion 
of the pieparation necessary for a Baocalaunate D e p  at an institution of higher 
learning recognized by the Stak Department of Education of New Y d  as 
qualZed to offer such courses, or in the District's In-Service hgmn as approved 
by the Superintendent and by the Stak Depaament of Education of New York for 
In-Savice and Professional Improvement Credit. These cndits must be in 
academic end professional areas in the teach&# general subject field or in the 
field of education. 
C. Schedule 3 - BAlBS Pius 30 
No new employees hind aftu November 15,1983 with the exception of Trade 
and Technical Teachers (Vocational) will be p M  on the BAEB +30 salary 
schedule. 
All teachers (except teachers of vocational subjects) who possess a minimum of 
thirty (30) semester hours of approved study beyond the Bacc&m& Degree of 
which not over eight (8) may be undergraduate credits, &all be placed on 
Schedule 3. Such thirty (30) semester hours shall be completed subsequent to the 
completion of the prepamtion necessary for a Baccahmate Degree at an 
institution of higher leeming recognized by the State Department of Education of 
New Yo* as qualified to offer such courses, or in the District's lpService 
Program as approved by the Superintendent and by the State Department of 
Education of New York for In-Senice and Professional Improvement Credit. 
These credits must be in academic and professional u w  in the tescher's general 
subject field or in the field of education. 
All teachers who possess a Master's Degree shall be placed on Schedule 4. 
E. Schedule 5 - BNBS Plus 60 
No new employees hired after July 1,1984 with the exception of Trade and 
Technical Teachers (Vocational) will be placed on the BAIBS + 60 salary 
schedule. 
All tenchers who have completed thirty (30) -ter hours of approved study 
beyond the fifb year of preparation shall be p&ced on Schedule 5. Rbqninments 
for the a d d i t i d  thirty (30) semestet hours beyond the fifth year of preparation 
shall be the same as those required under salary schedule Condition 3, (C). A 
total of no more than sixteen (16) semester haus of mdqpdwe credit may be 
allowed for advancement. 
All teachers who possess the following qualifications sball be placed on Schedule 
6: 
1) Baccalamate Degrce camcd at a ~miversity recognized by the Slate 
DDpartrnent of Education of New Yark as qualified to bestow such degne; 
and 
2) A Master's Degree m e d  at a uuivasity recognized by the Stale 
Dtparhnent of Education of New York as qaalified to bestow such degree; 
and 
3) A minimum of Uurly (30) semester hours of approved graduate study all of 
which must be completed subsequent to the campletion of tbe preparation 
necwwy for the Master's Degree h an institution of higher learning 
mgnized by the Slate Education Department of New York or qualified to 
offer such c o r n  or in the District's bSewice PIOgnrm 8e approved by 
the Supermtendent and by the State Education Department of New York 
for In-Service and Professional Development Credit These courses shall 
include the following: 
A. A minimum of eighteen (1 8) semester hours of university graduate 
credit. 
B. The additional twelve (12) semester hours to meet the thirty (30) 
semester hours requiranent for this schedule may be either in- 
service courses or graduate courses. 
These d t s  must be in academic arid professional areas in the teacher's 
g e n d  subject field or in tbe field of education. Course work in excess of 
those taken for completion of requhments fw the Maeter's D e p  cannot 
be considered as courses completed subsequent to the awarding of the 
Master's Degree. 
4) Where certification requirements of the State of New Yo* require that the 
candidate pursue a course of study of sixty (60) semester how prior to 
receipt of cdfication, md where institutions of higher learning have the 
same requirement for the receipt of the Master's hgne m the area of 
competence or specialization, and where candidates possess a 60.point 
Master's Degree, said candidate shall be placed on Schedule 6 - Master's 
plus 30. Subsequent placement on salw Schedule 6 shall be computed on 
the basis of placement on Schedule 6. 
Presently employed teachen who have met the requirements of condition 
F(4) above, upon application and submission of requiFed evidence, shall be 
fnnsferred to the appropriate schedule. 
5 )  When certification requirements of the State of New York require that b e  
candidate completes a 111 year full-time internship subsequent to 
completion of a Master's Degree and prior to receipt of certification, said 
candidate shall be placed on the Masts's plus 30 Schedule of the D i c t  
and such internship shall be considered as equivalent to thirty (30) 
semester hours credit. 
Upon completion of the Master's plus 30 requirement and ad-t to that 
schedule, the candidate who intends to pursue Btudies toward the Masts's plus 60 
Balary schedule pIacement shall file a declaration of intent to study toward the 
Mseter's plus 60. Tbis declaration of in!& s W  consist of a later to the 
Assistant Superintendent for Personnel. Upon receipt of h e  declaration of intent, 
the Assistant Superintendent for Pmnnel  shall arrange a confmeuce with the 
teacher, the supervisor of said teacher (department chairperson, directat, 
coordinator, ctc.) and the PrinC'ial of the school in which that teacher mes the 
major portion of time. At this conference a plan of study shall be developed 
which shall include the following: 
1) A minimum of eighteen (18) semester bows of university gduate 
credits in the candidate's area of competence. 
2) The additional twelve (12) semester hours to meet the thirty (30) 
semester hours requirement for this schedule may be either in- 
service or graduate courses, as the candidate chocwes. 
3) Candidates for teaching positions from outside of the school 
system shall be evaluated for placement on the Master's plus 60 
salary schedule in a manner which will in effect be equivalent to 
the procedures established for @dates hnn within the systtm 
who are studying toward, or who have been placed upon the 
Master's plus 60 salary schedule. 
Teachers who have accumulated over eighteen (18) srmeaer hours 
beyond the Master's plus 30 salary schedule as of September I, 
1993, shall be evaluated for transfer to the Master's plus 60 s a l a ~ ~  
schedule in a manner which is consistent with the policy for the 
Master's plus 30 shy schedule herein stated. 
U p  completion of the Master's plus 60 nqrtiranat and advlmCQnctrt to that 
schedule, the candidate who intends to p m e  stPdies toward the Mastags phis 90 
salary schedule placement shall file a declaration of intent to study bwad the 
Master's plus 90. This doclaration of intent shall consist of a letter to tba 
Assistant Superintendent for Pmomel. Upon receipt of the declaration of intart, 
the Assistant superintendent for Pasorme1 shall arrimge a confatnce with the 
teechu, the supervisor of said teachu (department chairperw,~ dimtor, 
coordinator, etc.) and the Aincipal of the school in which that teacher saves the 
majar portion of hidher time. At this conference a plan of study shall be 
developed which shall include the following: 
1) A minimum of thirty (30) new semestu houn of university graduate 
credits in the candidate's area of competence. 
2) The p m t a t i o n  by the candidate of an integrated proposad pmgram of 
etudy and a rationale as to how such study will benefit the quality of 
iastruction in the School District. 
3) A commitment by the candidate that upon completion of the course of 
study, hetshe will conduct an activity with h i h e r  colleagues in the School 
District, which may consist of teachiug a sample lesson, presenting 
research or other scholarly findings, &g a workshop, or as may 
otherwise be approved by the Assistant Superintendent for Personnel. 
4) Candidates for teaching positions from outside the school system shall be 
evaluated for placement on the Master's plus 90 salary schedule in a 
mariner which will in effect be equivaleat to the procedures established far 
candidates h m  within the system who an studymg towad M who have 
been placed upon the Master's plus 9OIDoctorate salary schedule. 
While credits towards the Master's plus 90 schedule may be earned at any time 
after July 1,2005 after a candidate has advanced to the Master's plus 60 schedule, 
no candidate for the Master's plus 90 schedule d l  enta Schedule 8 until hdshe 
has reached the fifteenth (I 59 step of the Master's plus 60 schedule (Schedule 7). 
2. Doctorate 
Teachers who, in addition to all other requirements, earn a degree of Ph.D., Ed.D., 
ScD., from a university recognized by the New Yo* State Education Department 
as qualified to bestow such degrees, shall be placed on the appmpriatc step of 
Schedule 8. 
S a h y  Schedule placement for trade and technical teachen shall be as ~ U O W B :  
1) Equivalent Schedule to Schedule 1 - BAlBS 
a) Completion ofjourneynan's expuie~ce in tnde or technical area 
b) Evidence of having passed the New York State Trade Proficiency 
Examination. 
2) Equivalent Schedde to Schedule 2 - BA/BS plus 15 
a) CompIetion of fib (15) semester hours of work toward the 
provisional license as a trade and technical teacher. 
3) Equivalent Schedule to ScheduIe 3 - BAlsS plus 30 
a) Completion of mpknents for the provisional license as a hade 
and technical teacha in the State of New Yo&. 
4) Equivalent Schedule to Schedule 5 - BAIBS plus 60 
a) Completion of requirements for the permanent license as a trade 
and technical teacher in the State of New York. 
5) Equivalent Schedule to Schedule 6 - Master's plus 30 
a) Receipt of a Baccalaunate Degree at an institution recognized by 
the Education Department of the State of New Yo& and 
b) Receipt of Master's Degree at an institution mgnized by the 
Education Department of the State of New York. 
6) Equivalent Schedule to Schedule 7 - Master's plus 60 
a) Completion of 30 graduate hours subsequent to the receipt of 
Master's Degree at an instihrtion mgnized by the Education 
Department of the State of New York. 
:07 IMervice Eduutton Credits 
In addition to the In-Seavice Education credits wbich an credited toward salaty 
advancement at Schedules 2,3,5,6, and 7, the following may be applied toward salary 
advancement at Schedules 6 and 7 (Master's plus 30 cmd Master's plus 60). 
1) A maximum of eight (8) credits at any me  schedule end a maximum of 
three (3) of the following credits in aay one calendar  yea^ maybe applied 
toward schedule advancemeut at Schedk 6 and 7. 3vahmtion of said 
d t a  shall be through proceduFes established by the Assistaut 
Superintendcut for Pwsonnel. 
a) Leadership m In-Service Education coma worksbops ad 
cumculnm development projects. 
b) Published research reports, learned articles or publishad books in 
the area ofprofessional compctmce of the candidate. 
c) Participation in summer institutes, worlrshaps, mearch groups, etc. 
h r  which academic credit is not granted. 
d) Summer service in the Teachers Corps, Job Corps or other sixnilar 
service sponsored by a Local, State or Federal Oovemment 
Agenv 
Pmccdares henin stated became effective February 1,1967. Any provisions thnein shall 
not be tetroactive. Such procedures sball be effective until June 30,2004 only. 
:08 Extra Stipends 
Pasons appointed by the Board to the positions listed below shall be paid the amounts set 
forih in addition to their salaries: 
Attendance Officer $ 1,980 $ 2,051 $ 2,126 
Guidance Counselor+ $ 1,980 $ 2,052 $ 2,126 
Helping Teacher $ 500 $ 500 S 500 
School Social W o k  S 500 $ 500 $ 500 
Key Counselor S 500 $ 500 5 500 
Sponsors of authorized clubs at the Secondary Schools shall be paid an extra stipend, 
which shall be determined by the number of sessions (meetings), each meding being the 
time equivalent of two (2) instnrctional periods. The dpend as herein set forth shall be 
pnwatcd for the authorized clubs whose mcetinga are less than two (2) inStnrCtiwal 
periods. The club will be discontinued if the average attendaace for three (3) 
carmecutive sessions is below the minimum established. 
10-20 time8 per year $ 528 $ 547 $ 567 
21-3Otimesperp~ S 881 $ 913 $ 946 
over30timesperyear $ 1,319 $ 1,366 $ 1,416 
:10 Stipends CMurrIcular A c W t h  - New Rochelle Bfgh School 
Sponsors of the following Co-Curricular Activities at the New Rochelle High School 
shall be paid the extra stipends as noted. No release time h classes or fium 
supervisory dutim shall be provided the sponsom appointed. 
2005-2006 U)(M2007 2007-2008 
Yeabook (Rocheurn) $ 4,398 $ 4,556 $ 4,722 
Student Newspaper (Huguenot Herald) $ 3,518 $ 3,645 $ 3,778 
Litaary Magazine (Opus) S 1,760 $ 1,823 S 1,890 
Genaal Org. Sponsor $ 4,398 $ 4,556 $ 4,722 
General Org. Treasurer+ $ 5,276 $ 5,466 $ 5,666 
Model Congress S 4,398 $ 4,556 $ 4,722 
Theater Workshop $ 4,398 $ 4,556 $ 4,722 
Student Liaison* $ 3,518 f 3,645 $ 3,778 
Band Master $ 2,867 $ 2,970 $ 3,078 
Asst. B a n d m a d *  $ 518 $ 537 $ 557 
Jazz Band Director $ 2,522 $ 2,613 $ 2,708 
V d  Ensembles (papupup to 4) $ 630 S 653 $ 677 
One (I) lers teaching period and no duty assign.ments. 
** Mmimwr atprevailing hourly rate; minimum puyment will be $4#. 
Claw Swnsonhlw 2W-2006 2006-2007 2007-2068 
Senior Class $ 4,398 S 4,556 $ 4,722 
Junior Class $ 1,760 $ 1,823 $ 1,889 
Sophomore Class S 881 8 913 $ 946 
Freshman Chs 
S~KUWIS of tbe following Co-Cuniculw Activities in the middle scbools shall be paid 
the extra stipends as noted. Ifrelease time from clwm or supervisory dntits is provided 
to the sponsors appointed, then these stipends shall not be paid. 
2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008 
Yearbook $ 2,638 $ 2,734 $ 2,833 
Litermy Magazine $ 1,760 $ 1,823 $ 1,889 
Drama (perproductfon) $ 1,760 $ 1,823 $ 1,889 
Newspaper (per h e  not to exceed 5) $ 659 $ 683 $ 708 
~ o % - s P o ~  $ 4.3 98 $ 4,556 $ 4,722 
:12 Evenfng md Weekend Events 
A. Teaching gtaffwho volunteer to supervise students for evening aad weekend 
events, not covered elmhere in this Agreemat shall be paid at the currant 
hourly rate (see Article 4.08). A maximum stipend of $ 112.00 in 2005-2006, 
$116.00 in 2006-2007 and $120.00 in 2007-2008 shall be paid for any one event. 
This provision shall not apply to staff who attend Board of Education meetings, 
PTA meetings, or New Compact for Learning meetings. 
B. Teaching assistants who volunteer to supervise students shall be paid their hourly 
rate as follows: 
$22.07 to a maximum of $66.00 (hourly rate x 3.0, rounded up) in 2005-2006 
S 22.86 to a maximum of $69.00 (hourly rate x 3.0, rounded up) in 2W2007 
$23.70 to a maximum of $71.00 (hourly rate x 3.0, rounded up) in 2007-2008. 
C. Volunteers who go on overnight trips with students shall be paid at the following 
rates: 
Teachers Tewbhe Aesistanb 
One (1) ni&t and day $100.00 $ 65.00 
Two (2) nights and days $200.00 $130.00 
Thtot (3) nights and days $250.00 $175.00 
The maximum for overnight trips in excess of three (3) nights ball be $325.00 for 
teachers and $250.00 for teaching assistants. 
D. Vohrnttns for foreign trips (Canada excepted) shall not be compensated. 
E Staffwho are sponsors of sludentlschool o rgah t i011~ are expected to be present 
at all eveats spansored by the o q p h t i o n  at no otba compensation beyond that 
which is described in Article 4.02:08,4.0209,4.02:10 and 4.(n:ll. Otha 
volunteer staff at these events, who are expected to help supavise students, shali 
be paid at the rates provided in this section above. 
:13 New TeacherdCompletkon of Recorda 
Newly appointed candidaka to teaching positions s h d  submit and complete all m d s  
as per letter of appointment. However, a two (2) month leeway from the date of 
btginnuy: of employment shall be a maximum for the completion of all records. A k  
the lapse of tbesc two (2) months, if m r d s  are not completed, said employee shall be 
placed upon the lowest salary schedule andlor step at which reconds are complete, but 
said employee shall have an additional month to complete said . If recards an 
completed at the close of this additional month, said teacher shall be reinstated 
(retroactively) to hisma o r i g d  salary schedule d o r  step. If not, he/she shall 
complete the semesta (or year) on the schedule and/or step upon which Wshe has been 
placed. To the extent possible, all records must be completed prior to the date of 
employment If such documentary evidence is submitted in subsequeat ffihool year, 
such salary adjustment shall not be made retroactive. 
:14 SAT Exam Proctors 
A Proctors who complete their duties for the regular SAT exam, including normal 
preparation and follow-up activities, wiU be compensated at the fee as establihcd 
by the Educational Testing Service. 
B. Proctors who provide extended time proctoring beyond or outside that in 
4.03:lqA) for studenta who are permitted additional time to complete the exam 
will be compensated as in 4.03: 1qA) plus $15.00 for each hour beyond or outside 
the normal proctoring session. 
A Commencing on the 22"d anniversary of actual teaching service in the District, 
teachers will be entitled to an annual service increment computed as 3.5% of the 
Step 20 salary for the applicable salary schedule. Years of actual service for the 
purposes of this section shall be computed in the same manner as teacher 
seniority. 
B. Commencing on the 22"6 anniversary of service in the D i c t  as a teaching 
mistant, teaching assistants will be entitled to an annual service increment 
computed as 3.5% of the Step 20 salary for the appficable salary schedule. 
C. When the 22"6 anniversary falls on a date after the commencement of the s~hool 
year, the payment shall be pro-rsted far the balance of that year. 
ARTICLE 4.04 SALARY DEDUCl'IONS FOR ABSENCES 
Salary deductions for absences or other salary deductions bessd on the daily rate shall be made at 
the rate of one two hunctredtb (11200) of the annual salary for 10-month employes and one two 
hunW sixty-fomtb (I D64) of the a m a l  salary for 12-month employees. 
ARTICLE 4.05 SALARY PAYMENT UPON COMMENCEMENT 
OR TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT 
On commencing employment after the first working day of a month, or taminating employment 
befon the last worlung day of a month, a t e a c h  shall be paid onetwentieth (100) of hidher 
monthly salery, computed on a Wmonth basis for each working day employed, except that no 
teacher shall receive a sa lq  in excess of the salary that would have been received for a fall 
month. 
ARTICLE 4.06 PRE-KINDERGARTEN TEACHERS 
All teachers employed for Pre-Kindergarten programs shall be placed on regular schedules, 
subject to toms and conditions thereof; such positions to be in effect only during the continumce 
of the Re-Kiudeagarten program through special Fedaal or State funds. 
ARTICLE 4.07 SALARY SCHEDULE - PSYCHOLOGISTS 
School psychologists hired after July I ,  1998 may be h i d  at any step of the applicable 
salary schedule. 
On the appropriate schedule there shall be three (3) additional increments of $350 
beyond the maximum salary of teachers. 
One year full time intanship subsequent to Master's Degree is equivalent to thirty (30) 
uedits. 
ARTICLE 4.08 SALARY RATES - OTHBR PEDAGOGIC EMPLOYEES 
The hourly rate for summer school, adult education, homebound teachem, psychologists and 
project leaders ie as follows, dec t ing  the annual across-theboard percentage salary increases: 
77 
Summer SchuoVHourly Teachers 
BA/BS.. .................... 
BA/BS t 3OMastefs.. ... 
Adult E d d o n  Teacher 
BABS.. .................... 
............... BAlgS +3O.. 
.............. Homebound Teacher.. 
PsychologiEt. ......................... 
...................... F'mject Leader.. 
ARTICLE 4.09 COACHING STIPENDS 
The salaries listed cover coaching and supervision of interscholastic and modified sports. In 
addition to the salaries listed below, there shall be a longevity payment of $200.00 for each five 
(5) years of experience in an individual sport. 
SPORTS CATEGORIES 
BASKETBALL -BIG BASEBALL GOLF 










Coaching daries are increased annually using the negotiated across-the-board raise figure h m  
thepdow school year. Thus, the 8alerie-s for the 2005-2006 school year are calculated based 
on the ~t~r~~~-the-board raise for the 2004-2005 school yearJ the salaries fix the 2008-2009 
school year an chulated using the cross-thsboard raise for the final ywr of this Agreement. 
2005 - 2006 Coachfag Sdaria 
A B C  
HdVarSity* 6,975 5,731 3,255 
AssiatantVatsity 5,123 4,388 2,452 
Head Jr. Varsity 5,123 4,388 2,452 
Assistam Jr. varsity 4,006 
Modified 4,341 3,585 2,102 
Football + $1,010. 
2006 - 2007 Coaching Salaries 
A B C  
Head Varsity* 7,219 5,932 3,369 
Assistant Varsity 5 302 4,542 2.538 
Head Jr. Varsity 5,302 4,542 2,538 
Assistant Jr. Varsity 4,146 
Modified 4,493 3,710 2,176 
Football + $1.010. 
2007 - 2008 Coaching Salaries 
A B C  
HeadVarSity' 7,479 6,146 3,490 
Assistant Varsity 5,493 4,706 2,629 
Head Jr. Varsity 5,493 4,706 2,629 
Assistant Jr. Varsity 4,295 
Modified 4,655 3,844 2,254 
* Football + $1,010. 
2008 - 2009 Coaching Salaries 
A B C  
Head Varsity' 7,752 6,370 3,617 
Assistant Varsity 5,693 4,878 2,725 
Head Jr. Varsity 5,693 4,878 2,725 
Assistant Jr. Varsity 4,452 
Modified 4,825 3,984 2,336 
* Football + 51,010. 
ARTICLE 4.10 APPOMTMENT OF SUBSTITUTE AND INTERIM TEACHERS 
:01 bbttltPte Teachers 
A substitute teacher shall be defined es a teacher employed on aper diem basis. The 
h t  79 days of substitute service in any school year win be paid at per diem 1.ates to be 
set by the School District Mer 79 days of substitute service in the same assigament, a 
substitute teacher shall be given an interim (regular substitute) appointment and paid at 
an annual salary as provided for in this Agreement, pro rated for the puiod of actual 
savice. 
A, An interim teacher shall be defined as a teacha sppointed on lbe teacher salary 
schedule - said teacher to be replacing, on a cootinuws basis, a regular classroom 
teacher who is on leave of absence for a period in excess of eighty ($0) teachug 
days. 
B. Interim teachem shall be advanced on salary schedule beyond the initial 
appointment to an intaim position on the basis that each fall yrar of service 
equala one (1) dary schedule step, Interim teachers may be advanced in d t e  
to a maximum of three (3) years on schedule and step placement. This credit shall 
be applied to salary placement should the interim teach# be appointed to a 
probationary teaching position in the District. 
C. If a per diem substitute teacher continues in the same position for a p a i d  in 
excess of eighty (SO) teaching days, that teacher shall be classified as an interim 
teacher and salary and step placement of the teacher shall be determined and paid 
retroactively to the original date of per diem employment. 
D. Ttaching days as defined herein shall be defined as days in which school is in 
session for pupils or at which the teachers are required to report to school for 
professional duty. 
ARTICLE 4.11 SALARY SCHEDULE TERMS AND CONDITIONS - 
TEACHING ASSISTANTS 
:01 Teaching Assistants working less than the full teaching day which approximates six (6) 
hours shall be paid at a pro-rated annual salary based upon the ratio of the number of 
working how to the full teaching day of six (6) hours. 
:02 Credits toward advancement to Schedule 2 shall be of college level and will include in- 
savice course credits as with teachers. 
9 3  Teaching Assistants who have earned a BA/BS Degree shall be advanced to Schedule 3. 
In addition, teaching assistants achieving the college baccalaureate degree will receive a 
onetime recognition payment of $1000.00; in the case of t e a c h i  mistants hired to 
commenoe employment after July 1,1998 and who hold the college baccalaureate degree 
at the time of initial appointment, the recognition payment will be made at the 
conclusion of the first year of service. 
:84 Teaching Assistants earning BABS Degree h m  a college or university accredited by 
theNew York State Department of Education shall be given c c d d d o n  for attaching 
position with due regard to their past service with the District. 
:05 Teaching Assistants aaployed far less than five (5) hours daily shall be paid at the 
agpropriate hourly rate. 
SECTION 5 
ARTICLE 5.01 SCHOOL RELATED PERSONNEL JOB GRADING LIST 
ORGANlZATIONAL TITLE 
Account Cluk Typist 
AaMmts Payable Supervim 
Administrative Secretary 
Assistant AudiwVisual Technician 
Assishut Custodian 
Assistant Cnstodian - Special Assignnmt (Amnin. t $300) 
Assistant Dinctor Security 





Carpenter -Working Fommn 
a m  
Clerk Typist t $500 
Cook 
Cook - N.R.H.S. t $300 
Custodian 
Custodian - N.R.H.S. t $500 
Data Entry Clerk 
Dishid Media Center Coordinator 
Electrician 
Electrician -Extra Supervision t $750 
M c i a n  - Pndc Work 




Food Service Helper 
Oeneral School Aide 
GIszier 
Gnnmd8 Labom 
Gmmxls Maintenance Fomnan 
Grounds Maintenance Working Forcmnn 
W A C  System Technician 
InteRMdiate Account Clerk 
Junior Accounts Payable Qerk 
Junior Purchasing Accounts Payable Clerk 












Motor Equipment opaator 
Motor Equipment Opemtor - Special Assignment + $800 (DES Inventory) 
Office Managa 
Paintet 
Painta -General Foreman 
Painter - Working Eonman 
Plumber 
Plumber's A s s i  
Principd Clerk 
PhlcipdClerk-(Ha ~ c c ) + $ l , o O o  
ProgrenrmaIArralvst 
Purchaeing Spccialurt 
Rcgiclterad Roftssional Nurse 
s c h o o l ~ g n  
School Secretary 
School Security Ofticel 
Secondary School P!mt Facilities Supervisor 
Secondary School Plant Faclllties Supervisor - NRHS + $1,000 
SecrebtrialAssistant 
Secretary for continuing Education 
Senior Acmunt Clafr 
-- 
Scnim Bookkeeper (Extra Duty) + $1,000 
Senior Cook 
Scniw Cook NRHS + $800 
Senior K i t h  Helper + $750 
Senior Library Clcrk 
Senior Library Typist 
Srmior Office A s s i t  
S&or Payroll Clerk 
senior stglographcr 
Senior Typist 
Senior Typist - Special Assignment (Re-) + $1,500 
S = S a P h  
Tcachu Aide (appointed pnor to 1/13/81) 



















ARTICLE 5.02 SALARY SCHEDULES 
12-MONTH SCHOOL RELATED PERSONNEL ON JOB GRADE 
EFFECTIVEJULY 1,2005 
GR1 GR2 GR3 GR4 GR5 GR6 GR7 GR8 GR9 
29,996 30,619 31,644 32,563 33,636 34,847 35,736 36,692 37,998 
29,996 30,619 31,644 32,563 33,636 34,847 35,736 36,692 37,998 
32,370 33,034 34,166 35,208 36,389 37,714 38,681 39,820 41,284 
32,370 33,034 34,166 35,208 36,389 37,714 38,681 39,820 41,284 
34.751 35,443 36,692 37,853 39,141 40,584 41,626 42,954 44,571 
34,751 35,443 36,692 37,853 39,141 40,584 41,626 42,954 44,571 
34,751 35,443 36,692 37,853 39,141 40,584 41,626 42,954 44,571 
34,751 35,443 36,692 37,853 39,141 40,584 41,626 42,954 44,571 
36,529 37,259 38,586 39,839 41,203 42,737 43,830 45,299 47,036 
36,529 37,259 38,586 39,839 41,203 42,737 43,830 45,299 47,036 
37,126 37,862 39,216 40,501 41,892 43,452 44,563 46,081 47,856 
37,126 37,862 39,216 40,501 41,892 43,452 44,563 46,081 47,856 
37,126 37,862 39,216 40,501 41,892 43,452 44,563 46,081 47,856 
39,148 39,893 41,264 42,655 44,096 45,710 46,866 48,473 50,322 
39,148 39,893 41,264 42,655 44,096 45,710 46,866 48,473 50,322 
41,166 41,922 43,311 44,809 46,303 47,965 49,167 50,866 52,785 



































~ h Y m c u l  
GRI GR2 































54,651 57,63 1 
54,651 57,63 1 
EFFECFlVEJuLY 1,2006 
GR3 GR4 GRS GR6 GR7 GR8 GR9 
32,783 33,735 34,847 36,101 37,022 38,013 39,366 
32,783 33,735 34,847 36,101 37,022 38,013 39,366 
35,3% 36,475 37,699 39,072 40,074 41,254 42,770 
35,396 36,475 37,699 39,072 40,074 41,254 42,770 
38,013 39,216 40,550 42,045 43,125 44,500 46,176 
38,013 39,216 40,550 42,045 43,125 44,500 46,176 
38,013 39,216 40,550 42,045 43,125 44,500 46,176 
38,013 39,216 40,550 42,045 43,125 44,500 46,176 
39,975 41,273 42,686 44,276 45,408 46,930 48,730 
39,975 41,273 42,686 44,276 45,408 46,930 48,730 
40,628 41,959 43,400 45,016 46,167 47,740 49,579 
40,628 41,959 43,400 45,016 46,167 47,740 49,579 
40,628 41,959 43,400 45,016 46,167 47,740 49,579 
42,750 44,191 45,683 47,356 48,553 50,218 52,134 
42,750 44,191 45,683 47,356 48,553 50,218 52,134 
44,870 46,422 47,970 49,692 50,937 52,697 54,685 
1,307 1,370 1,426 1,486 1,526 1,621 1,702 
GRl2 GR13 GR14 CRlS GR 16 GR17 GR 18 
46,084 50,368 54,770 59,533 64,642 66,945 69,956 
46,084 50,368 54,770 59,533 64,642 66,945 69,956 
50,276 55,102 60,047 65,347 71,014 73,588 77,036 
50,276 55,102 60,047 65,347 71,014 73,588 77,036 
54,468 59,834 65,328 71,161 77,387 80,232 84,119 
54,468 59,834 65,328 71,161 77,387 80,232 84,119 
54,468 59,834 65,328 71,161 77,387 80,232 84,119 
54,468 59,834 65,328 71,161 77,387 80,232 84,119 
57,612 63,385 69,289 75,523 82,164 85217 89,425 
57,612 63,385 69,289 75,523 82,164 85,217 89,425 
58,657 64,569 70,612 76,976 83,757 86,879 91,195 
58,657 64,569 70,612 76,976 83,757 86,879 91,195 
58,657 64,569 70,612 76,976 83,757 86,879 91,195 
61,606 67,791 74,111 80,745 87,802 91,058 95,591 
61,606 67,791 74,111 80,745 87,802 91,058 95,591 
1ZMONTE SCHOOL RELATED PERSONNEL ON JOB GRADE 
EFFECITYlCJlJLY 1,2007 
GR1 GR2 GR3 GR4 GRS GR6 GR7 GR8 GR9 
32,210 32,879 33,980 34,966 36,119 37,419 38,373 39,400 40,803 
32,210 32,879 33.980 34,966 36,119 37,419 38,373 39,400 40,803 
34,759 35,472 36,688 37,806 39,075 40,498 41,537 42,760 44,331 
34,759 35,472 36,688 37,806 39,075 40,498 41,537 42,760 44,331 
37,316 38,059 39,400 40,647 42,030 43,580 44,699 46,124 47,861 
37,316 38,059 39,400 40,647 42,030 43,580 44,699 46,124 47,861 
37,316 38,059 39,400 40,647 42,030 43,580 44,699 46,124 47,861 
37,316 38,059 39,400 40,647 42,030 43,580 44,699 46,124 47,861 
39,225 40,009 41,434 42,779 44,244 45,892 47,065 48,643 50,509 
39,225 40,009 41,434 42,779 44,244 45,892 47,065 48,643 50,509 
39,867 40,657 42,111 43,491 44,984 46,659 47,852 49,483 51,389 
39,867 40,657 42,111 43,491 44984 46,659 47,852 49,483 51,389 
39,867 40,657 42,111 43,491 44,984 46,659 47,852 49,483 51,389 
42,037 42,838 44,310 45,804 47,350 49,084 50,325 52,051 54,037 
42,037 42,838 44,310 45,804 47,350 49,084 50,325 52,051 54,037 
44,205 45,016 46,508 48,116 49,721 51,506 52,796 54,620 56,681 
1,275 1,297 1,354 1,420 1,478 1,540 1,5&2 1,680 1,764 
CRlO GR 11 GR12 GR13 GR14 GRlS GR16 GR17 GRl8 
42,587 44,691 47,766 52,206 56,769 61,706 67,001 69,388 72,509 
42,587 44,691 47,766 52,206 56,769 61,706 67,001 69,388 72,509 
46,350 48,532 52,111 57,113 62,239 67,732 73,606 76,274 79,848 
46,350 48,532 52,111 57,113 62,239 67,732 73,606 76,274 79,848 
50,116 52,782 56,456 62,018 67,712 73,758 80,212 83,160 87,189 
50,116 52,782 56,456 62,018 67,712 73,758 80,212 83,160 87,189 
50,116 52,782 56,456 62,018 67,712 73,758 80,212 83,160 87,189 
50,116 52,782 56,456 62,018 67,712 73,758 80,212 83,160 87,189 
52,938 55,816 59,715 65,699 71,818 78,280 85,163 88,327 92,689 
52,938 55,816 59,715 65,699 71,818 78,280 85,163 88,327 92,689 
53,917 56,828 60,798 66,926 73,189 79,786 86,814 90,050 94,524 
53,917 56,828 60,798 66,926 73,189 79,786 86,814 90,050 94,524 
53,917 56,828 60,798 66,926 73,189 79,786 86,814 90,050 94,524 
56,646 59,735 63,855 70,265 76,816 83,692 91,007 94,382 99,080 
56,646 59,735 63,855 70,265 76,816 83,692 91,007 94,382 99,080 
59,410 62,643 66,908 73,608 80,444 87,600 95,195 98,712103,634 
1,883 1,921 2,173 2,454 2,735 3,013 3,303 3,443 3,670 
l&MONTH SCHOOL RELATED PERSOmEL ON JOB GRADE 
EFPECTIVE JULY 1 , 2 M  
GRlO G R l l  GR12 GR13 GR14 GRlS  GR16 CR17 G R l 8  
1 33,050 34,684 37,070 40,515 44,056 47,887 51,997 53,849 56,271 
2 33,050 34,684 37,070 40,515 44,056 47,887 51,997 53,849 56,271 
3 35,971 37,664 40,441 44,323 48,299 52,564 57,122 59,193 61,965 
4 35,971 37,664 40,441 44,323 48,299 52,564 57,122 59,193 61,965 
5 38,893 40,961 43,813 48,129 52,549 57,241 62,248 64,536 67,663 
6 38,893 40,961 43,813 48,129 52,549 57,241 62,248 64,536 67,663 
7 38,893 40,961 43,813 48,129 52,549 57,241 62,248 64,536 67,663 
8 38,893 40,%1 43,813 48,129 52,549 57,241 62,248 64,536 67,663 
S9 41,083 43,316 46,341 50,984 55,735 60,750 66,091 68,546 71,931 
S10 41,083 43,316 46,341 50,984 55,735 60,750 66,091 68,546 71,931 
S l l  41,842 44,101 47,184 51,937 56,799 61,918 67,372 69,883 73355 
512 41,842 44,101 47,184 51,937 56,799 61,918 67,372 69,883 73,355 
513 41,842 44,101 47,184 51,937 56,799 61,918 67,372 69,883 73,355 
514 43,960 46,358 49,555 54,529 59,614 64,949 70,625 73,245 76,891 
1O.MONTB SCHOOL RELATED PERSONNEL ON JOB GRADE 
EFFECTIVE JULY 1,2006 
10.MONTB SCHOOL RELATED PERSONNEL ON JOB GRADE 
EFPECTIW JULY 1,2007 
GRlO G R l l  GR12 CR13 GR14 GRlS GR16 GR17 GR18 
1 35,490 37,245 39,807 43,506 47,308 51,422 55,835 57,824 60,425 
2 35,490 37,245 39,807 43,506 47,308 51,422 55,835 57,824 60,425 
3 38,626 40,444 43,426 47,595 51,864 56,444 61,338 63,562 66,539 
4 38,626 40,444 43,426 47,595 51,864 56,444 61,338 63,562 66,539 
5 41,764 43,985 47,047 51,682 56,428 61,467 66,843 69,299 72,658 
6 41,764 43,985 47,047 51,682 56,428 61,467 66,843 69,299 72,658 
7 41,764 43,985 47,047 51,682 56,428 61,467 66,843 69,299 72,658 
8 41,764 43,985 47,047 51,682 56,428 61,467 66,843 69,299 72,658 
S9 44,116 46,513 49,761 54,747 59,849 65334 70,969 73,606 7 7 a l  
SlO 44,116 46,513 49,761 54,747 59,849 65,234 70,969 73,606 77,241 
S11 44,930 47,357 50,992 55,771 60,991 66,488 72,345 75,042 78,770 
S12 44,930 47,357 50,992 55,771 60,991 66,488 72,345 75,042 78,770 
S13 44,930 47,357 50,992 55,771 60,991 66,488 72,345 75,042 78,770 
S14 47,205 49,780 53,213 58,554 64,014 69,743 75,839 78,652 82,567 
S15 47,205 49,780 53,213 58,554 64,014 69,743 75,839 78,652 82,567 
516 49,509 52,202 55,757 61,339 67,037 73,000 79,331 82,261 86,362 
l tM0NTR SCHOOL RELATED PERSONNEL - HOURLY RATE 
E I ? m r n J U L Y  1,2005 
Step GR1 GR2  GR3  GR4 GR5 GR6 GR7 GR8 GR9 
1 14.42 14.72 1521 15.66 16.17 16.75 17.18 17.64 18.27 
2 14.42 14.72 15.21 15.66 16.17 16.75 17.18 17.64 18.27 
3 15.56 15.88 16.43 16.93 17.49 18.13 18.60 19.14 19.85 
415.56 15.88 16.43 16.93 17.49 18.13 18.60 19.14 19.85 
5 16.71 17.04 17.64 18.20 18.82 19.51 20.01 20.65 21.43 
6 16.71 17.04 17.64 1820 18.82 19.51 20.01 20.65 21.43 
7 16.71 17.04 17.64 18.20 18.82 19.51 20.01 20.65 21.43 
8 16.71 17.04 17.64 18.20 18.82 19.51 20.01 20.65 21.43 
S9 17.56 17.91 18.55 19.15 19.81 20.55 21.07 21.78 22.61 
S10 17.56 17.91 18.55 19.15 19.81 20.55 21.07 21.78 22.61 
S11 17.85 18.20 18.85 19.47 20.14 20.89 21.42 22.15 23.01 
512 17.85 18.20 18.85 19.47 20.14 20.89 21.42 22.15 23.01 
513 17.85 18.20 18.85 19.47 20.14 20.89 21.42 22.15 23.01 
514 18.82 19.18 19.84 20.51 21.20 21.98 22.53 23.30 24.19 
S15 18.82 19.18 19.84 20.51 21.20 21.98 22.53 23.30 24.19 
516 19.79 20.15 20.82 21.51 22.26 23.06 23.64 24.45 25.38 
GRlO G R l l  GRl2  GR13 GR14 GR 15 GR16 GR17 GR18 
1 19.07 20.01 21.39 23.37 25.42 27.63 30.00 31.07 3246 
2 19.07 20.01 21.39 23.37 25.42 27.63 30.00 31.07 32.46 
3 20.75 21.73 23.33 25.57 27.87 30.33 32.95 34.15 35.75 
420.75 21.73 23.33 25.57 27.87 30.33 32.95 34.15 35.75 
5 22.44 23.63 25.28 27.77 30.32 33.02 35.91 37.23 39.04 
6 22.44 23.63 25.28 27.77 30.32 33.02 35.91 37.23 39.04 
7 22.44 23.63 25.28 27.77 30.32 33.02 35.91 37.23 39.04 
8 22.44 23.63 25.28 27.77 30.32 33.02 35.91 37.23 39.04 
S9 23.70 24.99 26.74 29.41 32.15 35.05 38.13 39.55 41.50 
S10 23.70 24.99 26.74 29.41 32.15 35.05 38.13 39.55 41.50 
S l l  24.14 25.44 27.22 29.96 32.77 35.72 38.87 40.32 42.32 
512 24.14 25.44 27.22 29.96 32.77 35.72 38.87 40.32 42.32 
51324.14 25.44 27.22 29.96 32.77 35.72 38.87 40.32 42.32 
514 25.36 26.74 28.59 31.46 34.39 37.47 40.75 42.26 44.36 
S15 25.36 26.74 28.59 31 A6 34.39 37.47 40.75 42.26 44.36 
516 26.60 28.05 29.96 32.96 36.02 39.22 42.62 44.20 46.40 
12-MONTE SCHOOL RELATED PERSONNEL- HOURLY KATE 
E m C m  JULY 1,2006 
Step GRl GR2 GR3 GR4 GRS GR6 GR7 GR8 GR9 
1 14.94 15.25 15.76 16.22 16.75 17.36 17.80 18.28 18.93 
2 14.94 15.25 15.76 16.22 16.75 17.36 17.80 18.28 18.93 
3 16.12 16.45 17.02 17.54 18.12 18.78 19.27 19.83 20.56 
4 16.12 16.45 17.02 17.54 18.12 18.78 19.27 19.83 20.56 
5 1731 17.65 18.28 18.85 19.50 20.21 20.73 21.39 22.20 
6 17.31 17.65 18.28 18.85 19.50 20.21 20.73 21.39 2220 
7 17.31 17.65 18.28 18.85 19.50 20.21 20.73 21,39 2220 
8 17.31 17.65 18.28 18.85 19.50 20.21 20.73 21.39 22.20 
59 18.19 18.56 19.22 19.84 20.52 21.29 21.83 22.56 23.43 
S10 18.19 18.56 19.22 19.84 20.52 21.29 21.83 22.56 23.43 
Sll 18.49 18.86 19.53 20.17 20.87 21.64 22.20 22.95 23.84 
S12 18.49 18.86 19.53 20.17 20.87 21.64 22.20 22.95 23.84 
S13 18.49 18.86 19.53 20.17 20.87 21.64 2.2.20 22.95 23.84 
,914 19.50 19.87 20.55 21.25 21.96 22.77 23.34 24.14 25.06 
S15 19.50 19.87 20.55 21.25 21.96 22.77 23.34 24.14 25.06 
516 20.50 20.88 21.57 22.32 23.06 23.89 24.49 25.34 26.29 
12-MONTH SCEOOL RELATED PERSONNEL - HOURLY RATE 



































ARTICLE 5-03 SALARY SCHEDULE TERMS AND CONDITIONS - 
SCHOOL RELATED PERSONNEL 
All employees serving on a permanent, probationary, provisioonal or temporary 
basis on an annual salary ratc as of 613OHH on Job W e ,  and who continue to 
serve under such appointment on 7/1&5 shall be placed on the step of the new 
schedules established herein that they would have been placed on schedules in 
effect on 6130105 had such schedule8 remained in effect. 
B, Incmse in Job Grade andlor Promotion 
When a position is reclassiied or upgraded to a higher title or an employee is 
pmoted to a higher titled position, the employee shalI be placed on the same 
step of the higher grade or to the nearest step to h i h  pnsent step placement 
without exceeding an increased salary cap of $3,000; pmided, h m ,  Ulat the 
employee will not be placed at a salary level lower than Step 1 of hislher new 
grade. Said employee shall be entitled to the same number of d c e  (longevity) 
increments on the scale of the new title that helshe was receiving prior to the 
reallocation to the higher job grade. 
C. Reueignment to Lower Job Position 
When an employee is reassigned or demoted to a lower job grade or position, the 
employee shall be permitted to continue at bis/hcr present rate of pay during the 
period of incumbency except in the event of general staff-wide reductions, but 
shall not be entitled to any W e r  salary increases while continuing in 
employment in the lower job grade position unless incnases in salary for the 
lower job grade position would result in the establishment of a magimum dary 
fiu the lower job grade position which is in excess of the salary of the demoted or 
reassigned employee. 
D. Rture Promotions 
1) The definition of an employee on job grade to be advanced on pmt iona l  
appointment shall regard a half-time employee as a full-time employee for 
the purpose of determhiig that the new salary is at least one (1) increment 
above that of what a full-time twelvemonth annual salary would be. The 
rationale for this is tbat the salary schedule deals only with full-time jobs 
for twelve-month employees, although the District has employaes w o w  
less than twelve (1 2) months or less than a tidl day. 
2) The District shall reg& an employee in the labor or non-competitive class 
as though helshe were in the competitive class fix the purpose ofbeing 
granted the increment in this situation. 
E. P h r  Svvice Credit 
An employee an Job Orade who has been continuoudy employed Mder a 
tmgxaary appointment on an annual salary basis andlor a provisional 
appointment, shall, upon appointment on a probationary or permanent bash to the 
ssme position or to a position on a lower grade in the District without a break in 
ccmtinuity of employment, be credited with the length of time as a tempomry 
employee andm a provisional employee in dstermining the salary and vacation 
benefits of Whu position. 
P. Date of Appointment 
Any penon appointed to a position between April 1" and June 30' shall not be 
eligible for an annual step increase until the second school following the 
school year of appointment. 
G. AppUcatlon for Change in Job Grade 
The Diatrict and the FUSE have agreed to written procedum and f o m  for 
apptications for change in job grade. See Appendix 2. Appticatim for change in 
job grade will be presented to the Assistant Superintendent of Schools for 
Business and Administration only between Decgnba 1 and Janwry 31 of any 
school yeat. Applicants will be notified in writing of the disposition of the 
applications no later than April 1; provided, however, that the remedy for any 
failure to meet the April 1 deadline will be a directive that the deadline be md, 
and not that the application will be granted. 
:M Special Salary Rates 
A. Laboras and Motor Equipment Operato~s hall receive an additional $3.50 per 
day when employed as substitutes in a higher job grade. 
B. kmtiuy for Continuing Education - Part-Time - shall be paid at onefwrth (%) 
of the mual Balmy rate of the appropriate step. 
C. Night Crew - Extra Pay - School Related P m n n e l  assigned to the night crew 
whose normal working day extends beyond 8:00 p.m. shall receive an amount 
equal to two (2) increments over and above the appropriate existing schedule; and 
finthcr, that where such employee is permanently assigned to a day crew whose 
normal working day does not fall within the l i t a t ions  noted above, such 
employee shall thereupon receive the salary specified in the qpqnbtc existing 
8clleduIe. 
Hourly Employas - employees engaged to serve on a hourly basis, other than 
those enumerated elsewhere, shall receive one two thousand eightid (112080) of 
the beginning s h y  of the position for which they have been hind for each hour 
so employel, unless the Assistant Superintendent for Businees and Administration 
shall certify to the Supennteadent of Schools that it is imptracticable to d t  for 
the position at the minimum rate. The Superintendent of Schoola may then 
authorize recruitment above the minimum of the salary schedule fa euch position. 
An hourly employee assigned to lunchroom superviaion in an eleaeatary school 
in gaaranteed a minimum of two (2) horn per day of employment on days when 
school lunch period is in session. 
Ten-Month Employees - an employee engaged on a ten-month basis sball receive 
fivesixths (5/6) of the twelvemonth salary rate to the neerest dollar. 
Part-Tie Employees shall receive the pro-rata portion of the appropriate 
salsry rate for part-time hours worked per day. 
Regularly employed Food Servers who have been employed on an burly basis of 
fwr (4) hours or more at an hourly rate for three (3) continuous years or more as 
of June 30" shall, at the September 1" immediately foUowing have their salary 
mualized based upon placement on Step One, Grade One, and shall receive five 
sixths (516) of the twelvemonth annual salary rate to the nearest dollar. 
AU cafeteria employees who work four (4) hours or more daily, on a continuous 
basis, shall receive the benefits of the Welfare Furad 
Any employee required to substitute in a higher job grade &a& after two (2) 
consecutive pay periods, be compensated at the rate applicable to the higher grade 
retroactive to the time of assumption of said position. 
Teacher Aides substitutes shall be paid at pet diem rate of $45. 
School Related P m n n e l  shall be entitled to service incnmeats start,& in the ninth year 
of continuous service in the District, as shown by Steps S9 through S 16 of the salary 
schedules. These increments shall be effective on July I* for twelv~moath qloyees 
and September l* for ten-month employees following the completion of the required 
numba of years of continuous service. Credit shall not be given for years in which 
leaves of absence without pay are granted in excess of three (3) months duration. 
However, leaves of absence without pay are not to be considered a break in oontinuity of 
employment. Longevity payments shall be annualiztd for the entire fiscal year in which 
a longevity inmemerit becomes due, as per salary schedule. 
Tht District and the FUSE a i T h  their supporl !o meet the needs ofthe District though 
a program of opportunities of continuing educational !raining f a  aumdizd School 
Related PGlSOnnel. 
The training program will consist ofthe following procedures: 
C-on earned by an eslployee in this program will be parl of the 
employee's salary on a continuing basis. 
Incentive courses will be in-senrice andlor comes et an accredited 
educational institution. 
All course work must have prior written epproval by the Superintmdent of 
Schools (or designee). This approval will no! be umeasoaably W e d ,  
All employees succwsfully completing their fifteen (1 5) clock hours of 
District sponsored in-snvice courses shall earn one (1) credit. 
All employees successfully completing courses sponsored by an outside 
accredited educational institution shall cam the credit designated by said 
institution. 
Employees shall be compensated at a rate of seventy-five ($100) dollars 
for every five (5) credits earned, Compensation shall be granted in 
multiples of five (5) credits only in accordance with 7 and 8 below. 
Payments will be granted for no more than fifteen (1 5) d t s  inany one 
school year. 
A maximum of two hundred twentyfive ($300) dollars for each school 
year shall be payable as follows: 
July 1' and January 1' for twelvemonth employees. 
September 1" and February 1" for ten-month employees. 
Request for payment must be mruie no later than December 19 for 
January and February and no later tbw May 1 srn for July and September. 
All q u e s t s  must include transcripts from institutions where courses were 
completed and should be submitted to the Office of tbe Assistgot 
Superintendent for Business and Administration. 
:05 Payment Q General S c h d  Aides 
Payment to General School Aides for evening and weekend events shell be as fbllows. 
$50.00 pa event (MondapThursday; Friday startiag prior to 7:OO p m )  
$75.00 per event (Friday starting on or after 7:00 p.m.; Saturday.* Sunday) 
$100.00 per event (Double event) 
The assignment of General School Aid= to supervise &dents mvla this paragraph shall 
be done on an equitable and rotating basis from a list maintaiaed by the District. 
ARTICLE 5.04 PAYMENT UPON COMMENCEMENT OR TERMMATION 
OF EMPLOYMENT 
Upon commencing employment after the first worlang day of the payroll period, an employee 
shall be paid at the rate set hrth for temporaty employees for each working day employed, 
exccpt that no such employee shall receive a salary for wid payroll period in excess of the salary 
that w d  have been received for employment for a full payroll period; and that upon 
tewinating employment before the last working day of the payroll period, en employee shall be 
paid nrt the rate applied to the salary for a full payroll period equal to that which the number of 
working days in the payroll period untii termination of employment bears to the number of 
working days in the payroll paid 
ARTICLE 5.05 STEP INCREMENTS 
Step i n c a d  bacome effective July 1" of each year for 12-month employees, and Septemba 
I* of each yes for IO-month employees. 
In order to qualify fir the step increment as of the commencement of any year* ten-month School 
Related Personnel must have been paid for no fewer than ninety (90) working days during the 
year immediately praceding, of which no more than forty-five (45) days shall have been paid sick 
leave, paid parental leave, or paid personal days. Paid sick days from the sick lean  bank will not 
be counted towards the ninety (90) day minimum. 
In ordec to qualify for the step increment as of the commencement of any year* t w e l v e m t h  
School Related Personnel must have been paid fir no f e w  than one hundred twenty-one (121) 
worlang day during the year immediately preceding, of which no mon than sixty-one (61) day 
shall have been paid sick leave, paid parental leave, paid personal days, or paid vacation day. 
Paid sick days from the sick leave bank will not be counted towards the one hundred twenty-one 
(1 2 1) day minimum. 
ARTICLE so6 DEDUrnON FOR ABSENCE 
Salary deductions for absence or other salary deductions based a the daily rate, shall be at the 
rate of metwo hundred eixty-fourth (11264) of the annual twelve-month salary rate for all 
eanployees h each warking day absent for the payroll period. However, at the end of the school 
year, the Accounting Ofiicc will make the appropriate adjuments to conform tbe dockings w 
the basis of the number of actual working days in the nspective school year. 
ARTICLE 5.07 M)OD SERVICE 
At the School District's option, management and central buying for the school hmch 
program may be furnished directly by the School Mstrjct or through an independent 
ccm~or,provided, however, that all personnel involved in the school lunch prom 
other than personnel responsible for managwent and buying shall be School District 
employees 
Food service employees involved only in the service (as opposed to the preparation) of 
food shall be employed under the title Tood S e r v d  at the hourly rate of $1 1.32 in the 
2005-2006 school year, at the hourly rate of $1 I .73 in the 2006-2007 school year, and at 
the hourly rate of $1 2.1 6 in the 2007-2008 school year. There shall be no step 
increments for the Food Server job classification. 
Drivers employed to tmsport food h m  one school to another will be employed mdei 
the title 'Tood Deliverer" at Grade 2 of the hourly rate for School Related Pae~rmel as 
pvided by this Agreement. 
Those Food Servers who were employed by the School District prior to September 5, 
1987 will continue to receive the benefits which they have hentofore received for so 
long as they runain emptoytd by the School District, whether or not their hours of 
savjce are hereafter reduced. 
ARTICLE 5.08 PART-TIME REGISTERED PROFESSIONAL NURSES 
All part-time Registered Professional Nurses working twenty (20) hours per week or more shall 
be placed on Step 2 of the annual salary schedule at the time of hire. 
* * *  
This Agteement shall be in effect for the pajod July I, 2005 Wugh June 30,2008. 
M)R TEE CITY SCHOOL DI 
OF NEW ROCHEL 
Supertoteadeat of Schools 
FOR THE NEW ROCHELLE FE / ERATION OF UNITED 
& Michael Chwick 
PresMeat U Chief Negotiator 
CLAUSE 
PAGE 
Absence Forms, wMwithout Doctor Letter 
Absence, Deduction for (SRP) 
Absence, Other than Personal Illness 
Absencas, Salary Deduction for 
Activities, Extra Curricular (Stipends) 
Activities, Extracurricular 
AcMbs, Extracurricular (Non-Compensated) 
Activities, Extracunicular Compensated 
Adoption, Parental Leave 
Adoption, S i  Leave (Legal Aspects) 
Adult Education Teacher (Salary Rates) 
Advisory Committee of Employees 
Advisory Evaluation Committee 
Agency Fee 
AMes, General School (Payment for Athletic Events) 
AMPEL Staff, Elementary 
Annuity Contributions 
AP Classes, Teaching Assignments 
Applicetion for Change in Job Grade (SRP) 
Appointment of Substitute and Interim Teachers 





Assignments, Teaching - General 
Assignments, Teaching (Change of Grade) 
Assignments, Teaching (change of Subject) 
Assignments, Teaching (Outside of Field) 
Assistance, Clerical (Elementary Library) 
Assistance, Tech. Ed. & Home & Careers 
Attendance Officer, Stipend 
Attendance, Pupil 
Authorized Summer Work 
Balancing Classes, Special Ed. Students 
Bandmaster NRHS, Stlpend 
Bandmaster, NRHS, Assistant (Extra Stipend) 
Benefhs, Food Sewer 
Buildings and Grounds, Emergency Overtime 
Bus Monitors, Foul Weather Gear 
Buslness Days, Union 
Cafeteda Employees, Special Salary Rates 
Cafeteria Plan 
Calendar, Pedagogic (Negotiated) 
Calendar, SRP 
Calendar, SRP 10-Month Employees 
Calendars, Completion Deadline 
Changes in Position 
Chaperoning Student Events (Pay) 
ChikJ-Related Leave, with Pay 
Class Size 
Clerical Assistance, Elementary librarians 
Closings, S c h d  and Office 
Clubs, Stipends (Secondary Schools) 
Coaching Stipends 
CoGurricular Activities, Middle Schools (Stipends) 
Wurrlcular Activities, NRHS (Stipends) 
Commencement of Employment (Payment-SRP) 
Committee Evaluation (P.P.S.) 
Committee, Educational Policies 




Compact for Learning 




Conferences, Parent (Elementary) 
Conferences, Parent (Open House Night) 
Conferences, Parent (Secondary) 
Consecutive Periods, High School 
Contract Ratification Meeting, Time 
Contract, Copies Printed by District 
Counselor, Key (Extra Stipend) 
Courses, In Service (Probationary) 
Credit Union Deduction 
Credit, Prior Service (Pedagogic) 
Custodian, Head-Assistant (Minimum Overtime) 
Day Care Facility 
Days of Employment (SRP) 
Deduction for Absence (SRP) 
Department of Environ. Services, Foul Weather Gear 
Department of Environmental Services, Work Day 
Direct Deposit 
Direct Deposit, Ineligibility 
Disciplinary Action, SRP 
Discipline, Reasons for 
Discriminetion 
Dues Check-Off 
Duration of Agreements 
Duties, Equi!ab#ity 
Duty, Assumption of (Compensabry Time in t 
Duty, Elementary Lunch Time (Non-Paid) 
Duty, Elementary Lunch Time (PAID) 
Duty, Hall Patrol 
Duty, Lunchmom 
Duty, Special Teachers 
hrty, Special Teachers (Traveling) 
Education, Employee (SRP) 
Education, Special 
Education, Special (Inclusion) 
Education, Special (Mainstreaming) 
Educational Evaluators (Special Educetion) 
Educational Incentives (SRP) 
Educational Policies Committee 
Educational Policies Committee (Makeup) 
Elementary Half-Days 
Elementary Librarians, Clerical Assistance 
Elementary Play Period 
Elementary, AMPEL Staff 
Elementary, Conference Period 
Elementary, Conferences 
Elementary, Lunch Time Duties (Non-Paid) 
Elementary, Lunch Time Duties (PAID) 
Elementary, Preparation Period 
Elementary, Recess Period 
Elementary, Relief Time 
Elementary, Special Teacher 
Elimination of Tenured Position 
Emergency Overtime, B 8 G 
Emergency Situations, Special Teachers 
Employee Education, SRP 
Employees, 10-month (Special Salary Rate) 
Employees, Advisory Committee 
Employees, Cafeteria (Special Salary Rates) 
Employees, Fwd Service 
Employees, Half-Time (Work Day-SRP) 
Employees, Hourly (Special Salary Rates) 
Employees, O f f i  (Work Day) 
Employees, Part-Time (Lay-offs) 
Employees, Part-Time (Seniority) 
Employees, Part-Time Transfers) 
Employment Commencement (Payment-SRP) 
Employment, Outside 
Employment Termination (Payment-SRP) 
Equitabili Dudes, Assignments, Salary 
Evaluation C o m m i i  
Evahration Committee, Advisory 
Evaluation Committee, P.P.S. 
Evaluation Form, SRP 
Evaluation Procedure, SRP 
Evaluatkn Procedures, SRP 
Evaluation Reports, SRP 
Evaluation Reports, SRP (Probationary) 
Evaluation Reports, SRP (Replying to) 
Evaluation, Formal (SRP) 
Evaluations, Formalive 
Evaluations, Formative (SRP) 
Evaluations, Probationary Teachers 
Evaluations, Summative 
Evaluattons, Summative (SRP) 
Evaluations, Teacher 
Evaluations, Teacher (Conditions) 
Evaluations, Teacher (Goals) 
Evaluations, Teacher (Procedum) 
Evaluators, Educational (Special Education) 
Evenhg and Weekend Events (Pay) 
Events, Athletic (Payment to General School Aides) 
Events, Evening and Weekend (Pay) 
Excessed Teaching Positions 
Exchange Teacher Leave 
Extended Day School 
Extended Day School, Employment (NR first) 
Extended Day School, Employment in Program 
Extended Day School, Hourly Rate of Pay 
Extra Curricular Activities, Stipends 
Extra Help Sessions 
Extra Help Sessions, High School 
Extra Help Sessions, Middle School 
Extmunlcular Activitiis 
Extrawnlcular Activities (Non-Compensated) 
Extracurricular Activities, Compensated 
Facilities, Faculty 





Food Server, Benefits 
Food Servers, Speclal Salary Rates 
Food Service 
Food Senrice Employees 
Formdive Evaluations 
Formative Evaluations, SRP 
Foul Weether Gear (D.E.S., Bus Monitors) 
FUSE Executive Vice President. Work Day 
FUSE Grievance Chairperson, Work Day 
FUSE President, Work Day 
FUSE Vice President SRP, Work Day 
FUSE Welfare Fund Administrator, Work Day 
General School Aides (Payment for Athletic Events) 
Grade, Application for Change in (SRP) 
Grievance Procedure, Availabilii of Information 
Grievance Prooedure, Days 
Grlevance Pmcedure, Definitions 
Grievance Procedure, Grievabiiity 
Grievance Procedure, Meetings 
Grievance Procedure, Notification 
Grievance P d u r e ,  Objectives 
Grievance Ptocedure, Representation 
Grievance P d u r e ,  Steps 
Grievance P d u r e ,  Submission (Form of) 
Grievance Procedure, Time Limits 
Grievance Procedure, Time Limits (Extend) 
Grievance Procedure, Time Limits (Special) 
Guidance Counselor, Extra Stipend 
Half-Days, Elementary 
Half-Time Employees, Work Day (SRP) 
Hall Patrol 
Help, E x h  Help 
Hdiays, Overtime (SRP) 
Hdiays, SRP 
Holidays, SRP 12-Month Employees 
Home & Careers, Aides in Classes 
Homebound Teacher (salary Rates) 
Hospital and Medkal Coverage Deduction 
Hwdy Employees (Special Salary Rates) 
Houdy Rate, SRP Salary Schedules 12-month 
Hours of Employment, SRP 
Hwts, Official Duties Completed 
Hwrs, School Day 
Hours, Summer (SRP) 
I.E.P.'s, Special Education 
Incentives, Educational (SRP) 
Induslon, Spedal Education 
lnaease In Job Grade (SRP) 
Increment, Service (Pedagogue) 
Increments, Salary 
Increments, Senrice (Longevrty SRP) 
In-Service Committee 
In-Service Courses, Probationary 
InService Credit, Student Teacher 
In-Senrice Educstion Credits (Special) 
Interim Tewber, Appointment 
Interim Teachers, Filling Vacancies 
Involuntary Transfers 
Involuntary Transfers, (SRP) 
Jazz Band Director, Extra Stipend 
Job Grade, Application for Change in (SRP) 
Job Grading List (SRP) 
Job Vacancies, FUSE Notification 
Jury Duty Refunds 
Laborers, Special Salary Rates 
Law, Conformity to 
Layoff, Part-Time Employees 
Layoff, SRP (Seniority) 
Leader, Project (Salary Rates) 
Leave of Absence (1 year), Transfers Aiter 
Leave of Absence (1 yeart), Transfers After 
Leave of Absence, Abandonment of Position 
Leave of Absence, Child-Related (with Pay) 
Leave of Absence, Governmental Service 
Leave of Absence, Illness (without Pay) 
Leave of Absence, Intent to Return 
Leave of Absence, Parental (without Pay) 
Leave of Absence, Peace Corps 
Leave of Absence, Position Held After 
Leave of Absence, Return After 
Leave of Absence, Rights After 
Leave of Absence, Vista 
Leave, Convention or Conference 
Leave, Exchange Teacher 
Leave, Retirement (SRP) 
Leave, Sabbatical 
Leave, Senrice (SRP) 
Leave, Union Offimr (StatelNational Committee) 
Leave, Union Officer (StateINational) 
Legal Defense, Assault Cases 
Librarians, (Elementary), Clerical Assistance 
Library Science Teachers 
Longevity Increments (SRP) 
Longevity, Pedagogue 
Lounge, Faculty 
Lunch Period, Adjustments 




Mainstreeming, Special Education 
Makeup Days, (Weather releted) 
Management Rights 
Marlin Luther King Day (Pedagogue) 
Martin Luther King Day (SRP) 
Matters for Continuing Study 
Medical Coverage Cost Maximum 
Medical Coverage Deductions 
Medical Coverage, Retirees 
Meetlngs FUSE Request wlSupervisor 
Meetings, Faculty 
Meetings, Staff 
Meet-the Teacher N ih t  (Secondary) 
Meet-theTeacher Night 
Ma-the-Teacher Night (Elementary) 
Minimum Overtime (HeadlAssistant Custodian) 
Monbrs, Bus (Foul Weather Gear) 
Motor Equipment Operator, Special Salary Rate 
Music Teachers 
Negotiating Chairperson, Work Day 
Negotiation Team Time 
Negotiations, Future 
New Teacher Orientation 
New Teacher1 Completion of Records 
Night Crew, Extra Pay 
Non-Teaching Assignments 
Non-Teaching Assignments, Unreasonable 
Nurses, Part-Time Registered Professional 
Nurse-Teachers 
NYSUT Benetits Program Payroll Deductions 
Observation Reports, SRP 
Observations (Probationary Teachers) 
Observations Tenumd Teachers 
Observations, Probationary Teachers 
Office Employees, Work Day 
Open Hwse Night 
Open Hwse Night (Elementary) 
Open House Night (Secondary 
OrWatbn, New Teacher 
Ovem'iht Trips, Pay 
Overtime 
Ovalime, Mibil l ty 
Overtime, Emergency (D.E.S.) 
Overtime, Minimum (HeadlAssistant Custodian) 
Overtime, Payment (SRP) 
Overme, Rates (SRP) 
Overtime, SRP (Holidays) 
OveRhne, SRP (Sahrrdays) 
Overtime, SRP (Sundays) 
Overtime, SRP Work Week 
M m e ,  Unauthorized (SRP) 
P.P.S. Evaluation Commit!ee 
Parent Conferences (Open House Nlght) 
Parent Conferences (Open House Night) Elementary 
Parent Conferences (Open House Night) Secondary 
Parental Leave, Adoption 
Parental Leave, without Pay 
Part-Time Employees, Laydffs 
P a r t - T i  Employees, Seniority 
Part-Time Employees, Special Salary Rates 
Part-Time Employees, Transfers 
P a r t - T i  Registered Professional Nurses 
Part-time Teachers, Filling Vacancies 
Pay, Frequency 
Pay, OvemlgM Trips 
Pay, Termination (SRP) 
Payment to General School Aides (Athletic Events) 
Payment, Overtime (SRP) 
Payment, Unused Vacation Days, SRP 
M a g o g k  Committees 
Magogk Prior Service Credi 
Pedagogic Rights 
Pedagogic Salary Schedules 
Periods, Instructional (High School) 
P&s, Instructional (Middle Schod) 
Periods, Supervisory (High School - Home Ec., Sci.) 
Periods, Supervisory (High School) 
Periods, Supervisory, (Middle School) 
Periods, Unassigned Preparation (High School) 
Periods, Unassigned Preparation (Middle School) 
Personal Days 
Personal Days, Awarding of Degree 
Personal Days, College Graduation 
Personal Days, Cwrt Appearance (NR Board of Ed.) 
Personal Days, Death in Immediate Family 
Personal Days, Emergency Illness in Family 
Personal Days, Miscellaneous 
Personal Days, Non-Chargeable (Death in Family) 
Personal Days, Non-Chargeable (Funeral) 
Personal Days. Non-Chargeable (Jury Duty) 
Personal Days, Non-Chargeable (School Vislt) 
Personal Days, Serious Illness in Family 
Personal Days, Waiver of 6 Day Maximum 
Personal Days, W i u t  Reason 
Personnel Files, Right to Review 
Physical Education Teachers 
P h y s i i  Education, H i  School Double Session 
Play Period. Elementary 
P d i s ,  SchooCConsuRation 
Pony 
Positii, Changes in 
Position, Elimination of Tenured 
Positions, Teaching (Excessed) 
Ptectlce, Changes - Supervisor Consultation 
Pregnancy. Sick Leave 
PmKindergarten Teachers 
Prior Service Credit (Pedagogic) 
Prior Service Credit (SRP) 
Probationary In-Service Courses 
Probationary Teacher, Observations 
Probationary Teacher, Termination 
Probationary Teachers 
Probationary Teachers, Evaluations and Obsenratio 
Probationary Teachers, Salary Placement 
Probationary Teachers, Transfers 
hcedure. Evaluation (SRP) 
Procedures, Evaluation (SRP) 
Proctors, SAT Exam 
Project Leader (Salary) 
Promotions, Future (SRP) 
Psychologist (Salary Rates) 
Psychologists, Salary Schedule 
Rates, Overtime (SRP) 
Reading Teachers 
Reassignment to Lower Job Position (SRP) 
Recess Period, Elementary 
Records, Completion of (New Teacher) 
Register Keeping 
Relief Time (SRP) 
Relief Time, Elementary 
Removal (SRP) 
Reports, Evaluation (SRP - Probationary) 
Reports, Evaluation (SRP) 
Reports, Obsetvations (SRP) 
Representation, Rights to 
Reprisal, Due to FUSE Membership!Activfty 
Retirement Leave, SRP 
Retirement Plan, SRP (Unused Sick Days) 




Sahy Deduction for Absences 
Salary Increments 
Salary Payment, Commencement of Employment 
Salary Payment, Termination of Employment 
Salary Placement (SRP) 
Salary Placement, Probationary Teacher 
Salary Rates - Other Pedagogk Employees 
Salary Rates, Adult Education 
Salary Rates, Fwd Deliverers 
Salary Rates, Food Sewer 
Salary Rates, Homebound Teacher 
Salary Rates, Project Leader 
Salary Rates, Psychologist 
Salary Rates, Spedal(10-month Employees) 
Salary Rates, Special (Cafeteria Employee) 
Salary Rates, Special (Food Servers) 
Salary Rates, Special (Hourly Employees) 
Salary Rates, Special (Laborers) 
Salary Rates, Special (Motor Equipment Operator) 
Salary Rates, Special (Night Crew) 
Salary Rates, Special (Part-Time Employee) 
Salary Rates, Special (Secretary for Continuing Ed.) 
Salary Rates, Special (SRP) 
Saiary Rates, Speclal (Subsfite in Higher Grade) 
Salary Rates, Special (TA Substitutes) 
Saiary Rates, Summer School 
Salary Schedule - Psychologists 
Salary Schedule and Conditions - Substitutes 
Salary Schedule Terms and Conditions (SRP) 
Salary Schedule, Placement (Vocational) 
Saiary Schedule, Placement Requirements 
Salary Schedules (SRP) - Straight Time 
Salary Schedules (SRP) 10-month 
Salary Schedules (SRP) 1 Zmonth 
Salary Schedules, Pedagogic 
Salary Schedules. Teaching Assistants 
Salary, Equability 
Salary, S c M d e  Advancement 
Mary, Schedule Advancement (Requirements) 
Salary, Step Advancement 
Salary, Step Advancement (Tenure) 
SAT Exam Proctors 
Saturdays, Overtime (SRP) 
Schedule Advancement, Salary 
Schedule Advancement, Salary (Requirements) 
Schedules, Salary (Pedagogic) 
Schedules, Salary (Teaching Assistants) 
Schedules, Supervisory - Consult with FUSE 
School Aides, Payment for Athletic Events 
School Day Hours 
Secretary for Continuing Ed., Special Salary Rate 
Security of Tenure Teachers 
Seniority Liis 
Seniority, Part-Time Employees 
Seniority, SRP (Layoffs) 
Service Increment (Pedagogue) 
Servlce increments SRP Longevity) 
Servlce Leave (SRP) 
Shh ,  Spli (Restrictions - SRP) 
Sick Bank 
Sick Bank, Administration 
S i  Bank, Eligibility 
Sick Bank, Maintenance 
Sick Bank, Participation in 
Sick Bank, Resignation from 
Sick Bank, Withdrawals from 
Sick Days, Continuing Education 
Sick Days, Extended Day 
Sick Days, Maximum Accumulation 
Sick Days, Non-Chargeable (Assault at Work) 
Sick Days, PriorlAfter Holidays 
Sick Days, Summer Session 
Sick Days, Temporary SRP 
Sick Days, Value at Retirement 
Sick Days, Years 1-3,4-5 
Sick Days, Years 6+ 
Sick Leave (Due to Pregnancy) 
Sick Leave Report, Annual 
Sick Leave, (Due to Miscarriage) 
Sick Leave, Adoption (Legal Aspects) 
Snow Days 
Snow Days, SRP 
Soclal Worker, Schoal (Extra Stipend) 
Special Education 
Spedal Education l.E.P.'s 
Special Edmtlon, Balancing Regular Classes 
Special Education, Educational Evaluators 
Special Educat'in, Inclusion 
Special Education. Mainstreamlng 
Special Salary Rates (SRP) 
Special Salary Rates, 10-Month Employees 
Special Selary Rates, Cafeteria Employees 
Special Safary Rates, Food Servers 
Spedal Salary Rates, Hourly Employees 
Special Salary Rates, Laborers 
Special Salary Rates, Motor Equipment Operators 
Special Salary Rates, Night Crew 
Special Salary Rates, Part-Time Employees 
Special Salary Rates, Secretary for Continuing Ed. 
Special Salary Rates, Substitute in Higher Grade 
Special Salary Rates, TA Substitutes 
Special Teachers 
Special Teachers, Duty 
Spedal Teachers, Emergency Situations 
Speclal Teachers, Traveling (Duties) 
Speech Therapy Teachers 
Spll Shills, Restrictions (SRP) 
Sponsors Co-Curricular Activities High School 
Sponsors Co-Curricular Activities Middle School 
SRP (Appointment between 411 & 6/30) Step 
SRP 10-Month Employees Calendar 
SRP 12-Month Employees Holidays 
SRP Calendar 
SRP Conditions 
SRP Deduction for Absence 
SRP Education, Employee 
SRP Educational Incentives 
SRP Evaluation Form 
SRP Evaluation Pmedure 
SRP Evaluation Procedures 
SRP Evaluation Reports 
SRP Evaluation Reports (Probationary) 
SRP Evaluation, Formal 
SRP Fonnative Evaluations 
SRP Futun Promotions 
SRP Holidays 
SRP Increase in Job Grade 
SRP Job Grading List 
SRP Observation Reports 
SRP Overtime, Holidays 
SRP Overtime, Saturdays 
SRP Overtime, Sundays 
SRP Priw S e n i i  Credit 
SRP Reassignment to Lower Job Position 
SRP Relief Time 
SRP Retirement Leave 
SRP Retirement Plan, Unused Sick Days 
SRP Rights and Condiins 
SRP Salary Placement 
SRP Salary Schedule Terms 8 Conditions 
SRP Salary Schedules - Straight Time 
SRP Salary Schedules 1 &month 
SRP Salary Schedules 12-month 
SRP Salary Schedules 12-month (Hourly Rate) 
SRP Service (Longevity) Increments 
SRP Service Leave 
SRP Special Salary Rates 
SRP Substitute in Higher Grade 
SRP Summathre Evaluations 
SRP Summer Houn 
SRP Supervision, Informal 
SRP Vacation Time Options 
SRP Vacation Time, Accumulated 8 Unused 
SRP Vacation, Credit Restrictions 
SRP Vacations 
SRP, Days of Employment 
SRP, Disciplinary Action 
SRP, H w n  of Employment 
SRP, Involuntary Transfers 
SRP, Pay (Tmination) 
SRP, Payment for Unused Vacation Days 
SRP, Removal 
SRP, Seniority in Layoff 
SRP, Snow Days 
SRP, Transfers D.E.S. 
Staff Meetings 
Step Advancement, Salary 
Step Advancement, Upon Reaching Tenure 
Stipends Co-Curricular Activities High School 
Stipends Co-Curricular Activities Middle School 
Stipends Extra Cunicular Activities 
Stlpends, Clubs (Secondary Schools) 
Stipends, Coaching 
Stipends, Extra 
Styends, Extra (Asst. Band Master NRHS) 
Stipends, Extra (Attendance) 
Stipends, Extra (Band Master NRHS) 
Stipends, Extra (Guidance Counselor) 
Stipends, Extra (Helping Teacher) 
Stipends, Extra (Jan Band Director) 
Stipends, Extra (Key Counselor) 
Stipends, ExIra (School Social Worker) 
Stipends, Extra (Vocal Ensembles NRHS) 
Student Teachers, Assistance to (Voluntary) 
Student Teachers, In-Service Credit 
Student Teachers, InBervice Credit   maxi mu^ 
Student Teachers, Teachers Assistance 
Substitute Teachers, Appointment 
Substitutes, Salary Schedule and Conditions 
Substitutes, TA (Special Salary Rates) 
Surnmatiie Evaluations 
Summative Evaluations, SRP 
Summer Hours, SRP 
Summer Schod 
Summer School Teacher (Salary Rates) 
Summer School, Dlstfict Employees (First) 
Summer Schod, Employment 
Summer School, Leave of Absence 
Summer School, Openings Posted 
Summer School, Paychecks 
Summer School, Qualified Applicant 
Summer School, Reappointment 
Summer School, Salary Schedules 
Summer School, Seniority 
Summer School, Vacancies Filled 
Summer Work, Authorized 
Sundays, Overtime (SRP) 
Supervision, Informal (SRP) 
Supervisory Schedules, Consult with FUSE 
TA Substitutes, Special Salary Rates 
Tax-Deferred Vehides 
Teacher Evaluation, Condit'is 
Teacher Evaluation, Goals 
Teacher Evaluation, M u r e  
Teacher Evaluations 
Teacher, Exchange (Leave) 
Teacher, Helping (Extra Stipend) 
Teacher, New (Completion of Records) 
Teacher, Observations (Probationary) 
Teacher, ObPiervations (Tenured) 
Teacher, Probationary (Obsenrations) 
Teacher, Tenure (Elimination of Position) 
Teacher, Tenured (Observations) 
Teachers, Adult Education (Salary Rates) 
Teachers, Art 
Teachers, Evaluations (Probationary) 
Teachen, Homebound (Salary Rates) 
Teachers, Interim (Filling Vacancies) 
Teachers, Library Science 
Teachers. Music 
Teachers, Nurse-Teachers 
Teachers, Part-time (Filling Vacancies) 
Teachers, Physical Education 
Teachers, Pre-Kindergarten 
Teachers, Probationary 
Teachers, Probationary (EvaluationslObewatims) 
Teachers, Probationary (Salary Placement) 
Teachers. Probationary (Termination) 
Teachers, Probationary (Transfers) 
Teachers, Reading 
Teachers, Special 
Teachers, Special (Duties, Traveling) 
Teachers, Special (Duty) 
Teachers, Speech Therapy 
Teachers, Summer School (Salary Rates) 
Teachers. Tenure (Security of) 
Teachers, Vocational (Salary Placement) 
Teaching Assignments (Change of Grade) 
Teaching Assignments (Change of Subject) 
Teaching Assignments (Outside of Field) 
Teaching Asslgnments, Assumption of Duty 
Teaching Assignments, Consecutive Periods HS 
Teaching Assignments, Elem. Conference Period 
Teaching Assignments, Elem. Preparation Period 
Teaching Assignments, Elementary School 
Teaching Assignments, Elementary Specials 
Teaching Assignments, General 
Teaching Assignments, High School 
Teaching Assignments, HS (Trade & Technical) 
Teaching Assignments, HS AP Classes 
Teaching Assignments, HS instructional Periods 
Teaching Assignments, HS Phys. Ed. Double Session 
Teaching Assignments, Middle School 
Teaching Assignments, Middle School (Instruct. Per.) 
Teaching Assistant Salary Schedule 
Teaching Assistants 
Teaching Assistants (Classificatiins) 
Teaching Assistants (Qualifications) 
Teaching Periods, AMPEL Elementary 
Teaching Periods, Consecutive (High School) 
Teaching Positions, Excessed 
Technology, Aides in Classes 
Tenure Teachers, Security of 
Tenure, Step Advancement upon Reaching 
Tenured Teacher, Observations 
Termination of Employment, Payment (SRP) 
Termination Pay, SRP 
Termination, Probationary Teacher 
Time, Contract Ratification 
Time, Release Time for Negotiations 
Transfers 
Transfers, After Leave of Absence ( I  year) 
Transfers, After Leave of Absence ( I  + years) 
Transfers, Hierarchy (Seniority) 
Transfers, Involuntary 
Transfers, Involuntary (SRP) 
Transfers, Notice of 
Transfers, Part-Time Employees 
Transfern, Probationary Teachers 
Transfers, SRP D.E.S. 
Trips, Overnight (Pay) 
Union Bulletin Board 
Union Business Days 
Union Notices 
United Way Deductions 
Vacancies, Appointment to (Non-Discrimination) 
Vacancies, Filling 
Vacancies, Filling (Interim Teachers) 
Vacancies, Filling (Part-time Teachers) 
Vacancies, FUSE Notification 
Vacancies, Non-Teaching 
Vacancies, Non-Teaching (Publication of) 
Vacancies, Notice of 
Vacancies, Teaching (Application for) 
Vacancies, Teaching (over Summer) 
Vacation Credit Restriction, SRP 
Vacation Time Option, SRP 
Vacation Time, SRP (Accumulated & Unused) 
Vacations, SRP 
Vacations, Week-long 
Vocal Ensembles (NRHS), Extra Stipend 
Vocstional Teachers, Salary Placement 
Votelcope 
Walver, Medlcal Coverage 
Weekend Event (Pay) 
Welfare Fund Contribution, District 
Work Day 
Work Day, Department of Environmental Services 
Work Day, End of 
Work Day, FUSE Executive Vice-President 
Work Day, FUSE Grievance Chairperson 
Work Day. FUSE President 
Work Day, FUSE Vice President SRP 
Work Day, FUSE Welfare Fund Administrator 
Work Day, Half-Time Employees (SRP) 
Work Day, Lunchrooms 
Work Day, Negotiating Chairperson 
Work Day, Office Employees 
Work Week, SRP Overtime 
Work, Summer (Authorized) 
Worker's Compensation Leave 
Workers' Compensation Refunds 
(The balance ofthis page intenh'ond~ left blank) 
APPENDIX 1 
C m  SCHOOL DISTRICT OF NEW ROCKELLE 
515 NORTH AVENUE 
NEW ROCHELLE, NJIW YORK 10801 
EMPLOYEE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION REPORT 
SCEOOLRELATTiD PERSONNEL 
NAME: LOCATION: 
JOB TITLE: DATE: 
EVALUATED BY: POSITION: 
EVALIIATION PROCEDURES 
1. Pmamtion: The evaluation should be prepad by the administrator of the 
employee's department1 division, or the administrator's designee, who wiU be a non-FUSE 
member. 
2. w: The evaluation should be prepared in triplicate, with copies for the 
employee, the evaluator, and the School District's Personnel File. 
3. Evaluation Cvcle: 
Permanent and provisional employees will be evaluated once lumua(ly, prior 
to 
April 1* each year. 
Probationary employees will be evaluated at the end of the third month 
following appointment and two weeks before the end of the sixth month following 
appointment. 
4. Ern~lovee Siaaature: The employee's signatme on the evaluation indicates that 
it has been received and reviewed, but does not mean that the employee necessarily agrees with 
the evaluation. 
INSTRUCTIONS M)R EVALUATOR 
1. This evahmtion farm calls for narorive respoflses. In d a  fbr the evaluation to 
be a useful performance appraisal tool for both you and the person being evaluated, yon should 
be es clear and specljic as psib1e. 
2. Evaluate the employee in each paformance area as it relates to hi& current 
asgignmeut. Consider each performance area sqxzm~eiy, do not let your evaluation in one area 
influence your judgment in other areas. 
3. Your evaluation should be based on the employee's unrol (characteristic) 
perfonname in each area An isolated incident should not distort your assessment ofhow the 
mployee d r y  #m. 
4, Use independent judgment. Your evaluation should be based onpeno~l  
obsemtim and bowledge whenever possible. If you have based any conclugian on information 
received from others, please note this spen$cally. 
JOB KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 
A. Does the employee understand the work procedures and methods epplicable to the job? 
Ifnot, please identify any areas of deficiency: 
Are there any specific areas of superior performance which should be noted? 
B. Does the employec understand the use and cate of equipment for which hdshe is 
~esponsible? If not, please identify any areas of deficiency: 
Are thm any areas of superior performance which should be noted? 
C. Docs the employee adapt to new methods and techniques? 
117 
Ifnot, please identify any areas of deficiency: 
Asc then any areas of superior 
performance which should be noted? 
- - -- 
D. Does the employee pmperly plan and organize hisher work? 
If not, please identify any areas of deficiency 
Are there any anas of superior 
pedormana which should be noted? 
- .- 
E. Does the employee recognize and deal with errors and problem? 
If not, please identify any areas of deficiency: 
Are theze any areas of wperior 
performance which should be noted? 
~RODUCTiVlTY 
Does the employee produce (i) an appropiate volume of work (ii) in conformity with general 
standards and schedules, and (iii) work completed within an appropriate allotted time? 
If not, please identify any areas of deficiency: 
- -  
Are there any areas of superior performance which should be noted? 
Does the employee's work reflect accmacy, thoroughTless, and good judgment? 
Ifnot, p l a w  identtfy aay areas of deficiency: 
Are then any enas of superior p u f m a m e  which should be noted? 
INITIATNE 
Does the employee (i) show a desire to improve hidha job performance, (ii) deal with problems 
es they arise, (iii) assume responsibility for the work, and (iv) demonstrate creativity or 
adaptability? If not, pleese.identify any anras of 
deficiency: 
Are thcrc any areas of srrperior perfmaace which 
should be noted? 
DEPENDABILITY 
A. Is the anployee's attendme satisfactory? ls the employee 
punctual with respect to arrival at work, departure from work, and breaks during the work day'? 
Does the employee give advance notice of absences and other needs 
which may affect hidher work schedule? If not, please identify any 
areas of deficiency: 
Are there any areas of superior performance 
which should be noted? 
8. Does the employee follow instructions accurately and without the need for ongoing 
supervision'? lf not, please identify any areas of deficieocy: 
An tbcre any areas of superior performaece which should be noted? 
C. Does the employee work well independently? If not, 
please identify any anas of deficiency 
Are here any areas of superior performance which should be notd? 
RELATIONSHIPS AND ATTITUDE 
A. Does the employee work well with co-workers? Is the 
employee helpful and polite to other members of the school community and the public? 
If not, please identify any areas of deticiency 
Are theat any areas of superior performance which should be noted? 
- 
B. Does the employee respond appropriately to guidance and criticism? 
If not, pIease identify any areas of deficiency: 
Are there any areas of 
supexior performance which should be noted? 
C, How would you characterize the eanployee's overall attitude? (Ploosegive a Mnvrtivc 
rerpow) 
A. Did the employee succe&lb accomplish any goals or objectives since the time of 
histher last performance evaluation? (Please give a narrative response) 
B. Did the employee fail to accomplish any goals or objectives since lhe time of h i d m  last 
performance evaluation? (Please give a narrative response) 
C. Wbat are the goals or objectives which this employee should pursue following this 
evaluation? (Please give a narrative response) 
0-s 
Is there any other information which you feel should be added to give this employee and the 
School District a better undastanding of bow well hdshe is performing? 
EMPLUYEE'S COMMENTS (OPTIONALL 
(You may, bid are no: required to, enter your own conwwnjs as to haw you fael abour I$ 
ewharion) 
I have received a copy of this evalurrdion: 
Employee's Signature: 
Evaluator's SipahltT: 
Date on which evatuation wrr presented to employee: 
A wpy of thb evaircotion is to beplaced Sn &he employce'spersor~~elpl. 
APPENDIX 2 
Cnr SCHOOL DISTRICT OF THE CZTY OF NEW ROCHELLE 
REQUEST FOR REVIEW OF JOB GRADE AUOCATIOF4 
SCHOOLRELATED PERSONNEL 
TO: Assistant Supaiateodent of Schools 
for Business and Adminiatration 
DATE: ,199- 
PRESENT JOB PLACEMENT: - 
Job Title Gndc 
REQUESTED JOB PLACEMENT: - 
Job7Srk Badc 
This form should be submitted to your department head for fonvarding to the Assistant 
Superintendent of Schools for Business and Administration affer you have completed and signed 
it, and after the head of your deparbnent has completed the final section. 
A change in job grade may be nquested for ane oftbe following nasons: 
You bsvc b m  naaigncd to another J&, but thc apaapriate classification change has not been made 
(for exemplc, you smrted work as a dwk-typist and wac later rcPssigncd or pmmDted to a padtion as II 
The aature of your job bas changed over tiw so thst I re-clopsifi~~tim lo mtba job gndo is 
appmlnieh (for exmpk, you used to work ns a manbet o f  tbe outside grwnds cnw, d you arc now 
mpmking a grounds crew). 
A change i n p b  gradeshould not be requested for thefollowing reapom: 
You were temporarily teassigned to out-oftitle work, but l e n  reverted bywr ddpitton. 
0 You are working harder than yov wed to work 
0 You huve hadto karn new methods to do pvr dd@b fior exampkz you hod to laun how t~ wr a new 
pmgmm or opemting system in order to do wordgrocessfng you had to be trained by the Scho02Ditbict 
to dm/ with blood and body/lul& snfdy w order to wont as o cleaner; you had to l a m  new rq&v 
pncmrtions or how to use a new type ofpaint sprayer as a painter). 
Seetlon to be Completed bv Emnloree: 
1. Check the box below which best describes your request.. 
o My initial job placement was incorrect, and I have always becn doing the job 
described in Part 2 below. 
o I have been assigned to the new position described in Part 2 below, but the 
classification change which should bave been made has not been made. 
o My job has changed over time as described in Part 2 below so that it is now really 
a different job at a higher grade. 
Please describe clearly how the nature of the job you are now doing is dgerent h m  you 
oId job classification, and how it match= the job classification yw are request& If 
your cunent job has different educational or skills requirements, requires a Merent 
licmse than your old job, or involves increased supervisory responsibility on your part, 
please explain the changes. The more detail you give, the better your request will be 
understood. 
I certify that the hformtlon set forth above is accurate to the best of my Omowledge. 
Employee signature: Date: 
Sectioa to be Comleted bv Department Head: 
I have reviewed the above request for a changed job grade allocation, and state the following 
(check one box): 
o The information set forth in the request is, in my opinion, complete rmd acmte.  
o The information set forth in the request is, in my opinion, either incomplete or 
inaccurate for the following reason(s) (remans must be stated): 
Other comments by department head (optional): 
Department bead signature: Date: 

